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Captain’s 
Letter
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HILL OF TARVIT is a National Trust country 
house near us here in St Andrews, and it 
has the newly added attraction of a nine-

hole hickory course. This was set up and is run by 
heritage enthusiasts David and Michelle Anderson 
and they had a visit from Peter Allis and Phil Tufnell 
to film for the BBC’s One Show. When it appeared, 
the item was short, but important, because Allis is a 
believer, and as a critic of modern golf, all involved 
were pleased that he took this heritage project 
seriously. On a bitterly cold day, Peter Alliss was the 
one in the above picture who was dressed sensibly. 

~·~
I was at the opening of the Palmer Wing at the USGA 
Museum at Far Hills, New Jersey, in June, and 
it was a triumph for director Rand Jerris.  David 
Kirkwood and John Still came over and joined in 
on the occasion. This has been in preparation for 
some years and has state-of-the art displays on the 
history of golf plus Palmer’s own gifts. There were 
added attractions notably that John Crow Miller 
and Pete Georgiady, a good friend of TTG, put on 
a slick, well-rehearsed double act, running through 
the history of golf in 1920s kit, using props from the 
various stages of club and ball evolution. I then went 
off south to the Oakhurst hickory event, driving 

down in style with them and Win Padgett.  While 
down there, Sam Snead’s collection of memorabilia 
at The Greenbrier is well worth a visit. 

~·~
Back home then for the BGCS circuit with events at 
Walsall, The Cavendish and Middlesbrough, then 
the Open gathering, smaller than of old, at the West 
Lancs classic links in that windy week.  West Lancs 
obligingly had a railway station for me just beside 
the first tee. At Edgbaston, in spite of Michael 
Sheret flying in to help us from Australia, the BGCS 
team had our traditional beating by the Seniors but 
we took it like gentlemen. Michael currently runs 
the Australian Golf Heritage Society’s magazine 
The Brassie and a good read it is too.    

~·~
The Swedish hickory event grows in strength and 
importance – 98 youthful entrants this time – and 
it set new standards for organisation, justifying 
the devotion to the cause over many years by Pehr 
Thermaenius. The visitors included ‘Hickory’ 
Homer, and the Kirkwoods who were there to plan 
ahead for The Grail event in Sweden next year. and 
I was glad to meet Jörgen Mårtensson the energetic 
‘intendent’ of the Svenska Golfmuseet. Getting back 
to Göteborg to catch the Ryanair flight on a Sunday 
was difficult, but I was taken to the village bus stop 
at dawn by Leif Einarsson, my host, who explained 
to the driver of the empty bus that I was heading 
back to Scotland. ‘Wait till I tell the boys at the 
depot’ the driver said.

~·~
John Beharrell feels that after eight years as our 
President the time has come to step down this year 
and we will miss his genial dignity and wisdom. 
We now have an acting Honorary Secretary, Bob 
Fletcher, who was captain, president, secretary and 
historian at Sutton Coldfield GC and hence brings 
many skills and much experience to our affairs, plus 
a single figure handicap. After a difficult period, the 
Committee work has stabilised.  

David Hamlton



Society News
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Honorary Secretary
Good news from the last 
Committee meeting in early 
August at Edgbaston. A successor 
to our late and much lamented 
Hon Sec Tony Thorpe has been 
co-opted to the Committee. 
Bob Fletcher has immaculate 
credentials: a past-captain, 
president and secretary at 
Sutton Coldfield GC, Bob 

People and Things

Remembering Tony Thorpe
 A Memorial Service for Tony 
Thorpe the late Honorary 
Secretary of the British Golf 
Collectors Society took place 
on Wednesday the 25th of June 
2008 at Southwell Minster, the 
ancient cathedral church for 
Nottinghamshire. 

A congregation of over 300 
family, friends and colleagues 
representing all aspects of Tony’s 
life gathered in the 900 year-old 
Minster on a sunny summer 
morning to remember and give 
thanks for his life. Friends and 
colleagues paid tribute to his 
family life, his police career of 30 
years and the work he undertook 
in the world of golf at club, 
county and national level.

It was a fitting occasion to 
remember a man who always 
rose to the challenge in whatever 
role he undertook and who 
always gave freely of his time for 
the benefit of others.

was also author of the Club’s 
centenary history in 1988. This 
is a key position in the Society. 
We wish Bob well in his new 
responsibilities. 

Webmaster
For a number of years, Gillian 
Kirkwood has given freely 
of her time and professional 
experience in issues concerning 
the Society’s website. Gillian has 
moved on to devote more time 
to her growing commitments 
with the Ladies Golf Union, 
where, amongst others, she 
chairs the International Selection 

couple of days later to Southport 
Hospital for physiotherapy and 
rehabilitation. I understand that 
the operation was successful and 
that Liz is on the mend. We send 
her our very best wishes for a 
speedy recovery.Liz Pook

Good news about Liz Pook, 
TTG correspondent from the 
Ladies Links, winner of the 2008 
President's Medal, chronicler 
of golfing heroines, and, as 
double winner of the British 
Ladies’ from the 1960s, one of 
out most eminent champions. 
Liz had a major operation on 
her shoulder in the spinal unit 
of Crewe Hospital on Monday, 
the 17th of August, transferring a 

Liz Pook and friends celebrate her award of the 2008 BGCS President's Medal



Through the Green – back copies
Several members have been 
generous in supplying to your 
Editor, copies of Through the 
Green, which were missing from 
his collection. The importance is 
twofold. 

First, the Society is engaging 
professional help to compile a 
comprehensive index of contents 
that builds on the pioneering 
work of Alan Jackson in 2001. 
Our intention is to  publish 
in both electronic and hard 
copy format, distribute free to 
members  and hold it on the 
Society website. The other work 
will be to scan every single page 
of the magazine, distributing 
both via DVD and again on the 
Society website, This may take a 
little longer. The new Webmaster 
arrives at a busy and exciting 
time. 
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Durham Golf
Good to meet an old friend of 
the Society, Edward Bunting, at 
the Middlesbrough match on the 
5th of July. Edward kindly drew 
to our attention, the centenary 
history of the Durham County 
Association, which has recently 
been published and is reviewed 
later in this magazine. 

And miraculum mirabilis, he 
also intimated availability of 
a few mint copies of the much 
sought-after centenary history 
of his own Seaton Carew Golf 
Club, one of the oldest in the 
North of England. Written by 
Derek Hornby and published 
in 1974, this is one of the more 
difficult club histories to find, 
and is available at £40 per copy. 
Edward also tells us that a few 
hardback copies of Ron Trotter’s 
more recent 1999 pictorial history 
of the Club are available at £20 
plus p&p. The softback version 
is completely out of print. If 
any individual members of the 
Society wish a copy of either of 
these books, they should contact 
Edward Bunting at 7 Northbrook 
Court, Hartlepool TS26 0DJ.  
Tel. 01429 274828 or email 
egbunting7@amserve.com

Committee. We thank Gillian 
for the long service and sound 
advice she has given us. Her 
successor as Society Webmaster is 
an old friend, and former Editor 
of TTG, Dick Durran. Dick is 
winding down after a busy year 
as Captain of Erewash Valley 
GC, where he has been closely 
involved in a major project 
to refurbish and extend the 
clubhouse.  

Insurance for Society Trophies
The Committee has recently 

considered the cost of insurance 
for the various trophies played 
for on a regular basis in Society 
events. Premia have recently 
risen to uncomfortable levels, 
and The Committee has agreed 
not to insure them as a group, 
but to rely on cover from the 
trophy holders themselves. As 
of now, winners are responsible 
for ensuring that trophies are 
covered on their domestic 
insurance policies; this is a 
condition of acceptance of the 
trophies. Organisers of individual 
events will remind winners 
before prizegivings. 

Jubilee Celebrations
The Australian Golf Club hosted 
a luncheon on the 3rd of July to 
celebrate the Golden Jubilee 
of Australian team success in 
winning the inaugural World 
Teams Event for the Eisenhower 
Trophy at St Andrews in July 
1958. Former team members 
Peter Toogood and Bob Stevens, 
gave entertaining reminiscences; 
BGCS attendees included Erwin 
Huber,  Edward Emerson,  Daryl 
Cox, and John Lovell (who 
convened the luncheon), seen 
right and pictured l to r.

Bob Labbance
Sad news reached us just as the 
magazine was going to press, 
of the passing of Bob Labbance, 
former editor of The Bulletin, the 
journal of the Golf Collectors' 
Society. Bob was a prolific author, 
most recently, with Brian Siplo, of 
The Vardon Invasion, the story of 
Vardon's ground-breaking tour of 
the USA in 1900. Bob was a great 
supporter of golf heritage and 
contributed regularly to Through 
the Green. A fuller appreciation 
will appear in the December issue. 
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win the first prize and Bill Druce 
was runner up with 33 points.  
John Mullock won the hickory 
players prize with 32 points.

 Keith Bilbie  

Events

 Midlands Spring Meeting 
The Walsall Golf Club in the 
West Midlands was the venue 
for the Midlands Region Spring 
Meeting on Friday the 6th of 
June 2008.  This mature gently 
rolling parkland course, designed 
by Dr Alister MacKenzie, 
was laid out on its present site 
in 1930 and the layout has little 
change since that time.  Twenty-
six members and guests had 
an enjoyable afternoons golf 
followed by a convivial dinner 
and presentation.  The Captain 
of the Walsall Golf Club, Dennis 
Paddock, gave an interesting 
address on the history of the Club 
which celebrated its centenary in 
2007.

 Jim Sharp scored 34 points to 

Centenary Match v Frilford 
Heath GC
Twelve stalwarts assembled at 
Frilford Heath Golf Club on 
Sunday the 29th of June to play 
a match in connection with the 
Club’s centenary celebrations. 
Coincidentally, there was also 
a mixed competition being 
played, so there was plenty of 
activity around the clubhouse. 
Having three courses ensured 
that everyone’s preferences were 
catered for on a bright day, ideal 
for golf.

Some of our hosts chose 
to play with hickories and, as 
always, thoroughly enjoyed the 
experience. No mention was 
made of any result, as perhaps all 
to the good. Each member of the 
team was presented with a copy 
of the newly-printed Club history, 
and we gave the Club a Society 
plaque and a donation to support 
its junior golf.

After our meal, we ran an 
‘Antiques Roadshow’ which was 
very much enjoyed by a good 
number of the home members. 
Each time we hold one of these 
Roadshows, something out of 
the ordinary always seems to 
turn up; on this occasion it was 

Match versus the Alister 
MacKenzie Society at Cavendish, 
June 20th.
In the 2008 edition of the Golfer’s 
Handbook, Bruce Critchley 
floated the idea of a heritage 
body charged with drawing up 
a list of British and Irish courses 
which displayed the defining 
characteristics of such old 
masters as Alister MacKenzie. 
If such a list were ever to be 
compiled, Cavendish in Buxton, a 
5700 yard undulating moorland/
parkland course unaltered since 
designed by MacKenzie in 1923, 
would surely be included.

The Society last visited 
this course in 2000, but on this 
occasion it was for a fourball 
match against the MacKenzie 
Society. Play was from the white 
tees but taking the holes in the 
original sequence. Although 
an excellent course for hickory 
play, the gusting wind and the 
severe rough resulted in several 
members preferring steels rather 
than giving their hickories an 
outing. There were some excellent 
close matches, with a notable 
achievement by John Pearson 
who cleared the eighteenth green 
(441yds) in two well struck 
hickory shots but, perhaps due 
to the wiles of a couple of ringers 
from Cavendish, the MacKenzie 
team ran out winners 41/2 to 21/2. 
A rematch is proposed for 2009.
When musing over the result,  
David Hamilton speculated that 
since Mary Queen of Scots was 
known to have visited Buxton to 
drink the spa water several times 
in the 1580s whilst in the charge 
of the Earl of Shrewsbury, had 
she brought  her clubs with her? 
Was she the first golfer to play the 
game in England?

Richard Atherton

The Far South West
Your Editor spent some time 
in West Cornwall in late July, 
coinciding with a particularly 
persistent succession of weather 
systems approaching from the 
South West. The usual Friday 
fleamarket in the Truro Town 
Hall failed to yield the sort of 
finds from previous years, as did 
the City’s two bookshops. But 
the second shop provided a clue 
as to the dearth of treasures: a 
specialist golf memorabilia trader 
had opened up in the historic 
Coineries Hall in the city centre. 
Clifford Webb had a good display 
of artwork, clubs, books and 
general memorabilia and turned 
out to be Jonathan Clifford, a six-
handicap member at Burnham-
on-Berrow. Not only was 
Jonathan a former county player, 
he was a recent BGCS member, 
recruited at the infamous Burns 
Supper meeting this January at 
Chester. 

Definitely worth a visit when 
you are in the far South West, 
even when it is not raining.

Captain Hamilton, 
in form at Cavendish



Centenary Hickory Celebrations 
at Wimbledon Common
The Club led by Captain Gordon 
House and Past Captain Richard 
Grey prepared dilligently for  this 
event. They succeeded in getting 
permission from The Common 
Conservators not only to park 
cars on the Common but also for 
the teams to play in traditional 
dress with only an accompanying 
Marshall in the mandatory red 
top. Over 100 years of byelaws 
adjusted with sensitivity!

The format was matchplay: 
six foursomes per side, morning 
and afternoon. The London 
Scottish and Royal Wimbledon 
GCs were encouraged to enter a 
combined team ‘The Royal Scots’. 
They played the home club in the 
morning whilst the BGCS drew 
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a Gassiat putter, in beautiful 
condition, and showing minor 
differences from Stuart Gibbs’ 
own one which he had brought 
along for display.

The course, the ‘Green’ one, 
was in lovely condition, and was 
a testing one for hickories. 

All in all, yet another good 
day for the Society. It was good 
fun and, as ever, we were most 
hospitably received.

Alan Jackson

Oxford and Cambridge. 
The home club won the local 

challenge in the morning and 
BGCS also came out on top 
thanks to our greater experience 
of hickory play and the 
advantage of trusted and familiar 
clubs. All other teams used 
rented sets and adapted quickly 
to them. For the afternoon we 
were only beaten by one hole 
by the home club to give a 
satisfactory result all round.

The course proved ideal for 
hickory play; narrow, running 
fast, fairly short by modern 
standards and blessed with 
holes such as Perfection. With 
greens full of character, the 
subtle approaches requiring 
some local understanding. In 
comparison with our team’s 
advanced ages, our younger 
opponents were hitting the ball 
long distances and came out well 
by comparison.

Gordon House, the Captain 
of Wimbledon Common GC, 
presented each of the various 
team organisers with a Hickory 
club and an attached memorial 
plaque. On behalf of the Oxford 
& Cambridge GS, Mike Jerrom 
presented the Club with a fine 
tooled leather match book, much 
favoured locally in times gone 

by. Keith Bilbie thoughtfully 
produced a Society shield, which 
was presented to the Captain 
together with a 1914 silver golfing 
spoon from Wimbledon Town GC 
and an original 1896 Illustrated 
London News cartoon entitled  
‘Golf on Wimbledon Common’. 
The Cartoon was seen to hang in 
the Club dining room only a week 
later and the shield will soon join 
it. The Captain has mentioned 
that the Club is considering 
repeating the event on a bi-annual 
basis with the spoon, suitably 
mounted as the Trophy. 

John Hawkins

 Hickory Match v the Senior 
Golfers' Society
The Society is getting closer to a 
win! Whilst the outcome of this 
27 -hole fixture is not of huge 
importance, after five encounters 
in which the Senior Golfers 
Society has won each one, it 
would have been heartening to 
record a victory. Nevertheless the 
result of 4¾ to 4¼ should give the 
Society encouragement for the 
annual match in 2009.

As usual, Edgbaston was in 
prime condition but, sadly, the 
weather was disappointing to 
put it mildly. Rain, very heavy 
at times, during the morning 
and afternoon spoilt the golf and 
several matches walked in early. 
Lunch was a welcome interlude 
providing an opportunity to 
change into dry clothing.

We were delighted to have 
John Beharrell present in his 
dual capacity as President of 
both societies, along with David 
Hamilton, our Captain, who 
travelled down from St Andrews 
for the occasion. It is worth noting 
that there are now at least twenty 
members of the BGCS who are 
also members of the Senior 
Golfers’ Society (albeit scattered 
throughout the UK) which bodes 
well for the future support of this 
Midlands based match.

 Peter Heath
Jamie Warman and Peter Gardiner-Hill for O&CGS take on BGCS's Nigel 

Notley and John Pearson at Wimbledon Common



Two US Hickory Championships
Two top-flight hickory 
competitions were staged 
over the summer in America. 
The National Hickory 
Championship at Oakhurst 
Links is described as the most 
authentic and rigorous test 
in hickory golf, anywhere.  
June 5-7 it staged its eleventh 
championship hosting 57 
golfers from nineteen states 
plus Ontario, who played over 
the best groomed fairways and 
the tallest rough Oakhurst had 
ever offered.  Not only was the 
course pure golf brutality but the 
temperature was 97º on all three 
days. Randy Jensen prevailed 
for the eighth time but his two 
rounds of 83-76 finished thirteen 
strokes higher than his winning 
performance last year.  

In the Reserve Division Tom 
Hughes of Houston won his 
first title while the women’s 
championship was captured for 
the sixth time by Caty Goidel. 

The National Hickory 
Championship is conducted 
under 19th century rules using 
19th century equipment.  The 
national championship for those 
using 1920s equipment was born 
this year under the auspices of 
the Society of Hickory Golfers: 
The new US Hickory Open 
Championship took place at 
Mimosa Hills Golf and Country 
Club, a late-1920s Donald Ross 
designed course in Morganton, 
North Carolina, on July 21-
23.  Jay Harris, a former NHC 
champion, edged out Randy 
Jensen for top honors in the 
Open Division. Paul Dietz 
won the Reserve Division (net) 
with Ed Woeckner finishing 
first in the Senior Division. The 
temperatures were very warm, 
a reflection of the heat that had 
blanketed much of America 
all summer. Next year’s event 
has already been scheduled for 
Mimosa Hills in late July. 

Open Championship Meeting at 
West Lancashire Golf Club
West Lancashire Golf Club, 
known popularly by its local 
name of Blundellsands, is the 
oldest course in Lancashire, 
having been established in 1873. 
The course was laid out on that 
great stretch of linksland between 
the north of Liverpool, and 
Southport, which today houses 
so many great championship 
courses. 

Conditions were much as 
they were to be the following 
day at Birkdale, with a brisk 
wind in our face on the first tee. 
Thankfully, there was no rain, but 
the rough was punitive and the 
greens unyielding.

Our own Champion Golfer for 
the year was Peter Heath, whose 
excellent 30 points with hickory 
clubs were enough to win the 
Tony Hawkins Trophy by one 
from Ros Weston.  Ian Hislop 
won the hickories prize with 
29, Norah Aitchison the ladies’ 
prize, and John Elliott, that for 
the guests.

Though the West Lancs 
clubhouse was in the middle of 
refurbishment, we were well-
hosted at the Waterloo Rugby 
Clubhouse – atmospheric and 
nearly as old as their near golfing 
neighbours. The event was 
enjoyed by all.  
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Ros Weston presents the Tony 
Hawkins Trophy to Peter Heath at 

West Lancs

Swedish Hickory Championship
The eleventh Swedish Hickory 
Championship was played on 26 
July at Isabergs GK, in southern 
Sweden. Many holes have been 
cut through the forest where the 
trees are tall and the greens, fast.  

A couple of records were 
broken. 89 players drove off 
including a dozen from the UK, 
Germany, Finland and France. 
On top of that we had BGCS 
captain David Hamilton in the 
gallery.

Another distinguished guest 
was Jörgen Mårtensson, curator 
of the Swedish Golf Museum. He 
had brought a pile of material, 
which he discussed with 
EAGHC president Christoph 
Meister. Players from the 
district of Skåne, the southern 
tip of Sweden, dominated play. 
Skåne has become the centre of 
the growing hickory game in 
Sweden and there are several 
hickory societies.

European tour winner Marie 
Wennersten-From from Lund 
won the ladies championship 
with a score of 87. In the 
gentlemen’s championship 
Anders Carlsson, Söderåsens 
GK, came in with a 74 when all 
the crack players were still out on 
the course. None of them could 

David Kirkwood keeps his head 
behind the ball at Isaberg  



will be played at the hickory-
friendly Gullane 3, Kilspindie 
and Musselburgh Old Links in 
a week-long festival of hickory 
golf.   

This year, the St Andrews 
Golf Company, one of the last 
manufacturers of fully playable 
hickory shafted clubs, becomes 
a key partner in organisation of 
the event. They will stage a long-
driving competition and exhibit 
their products. 

The event is part of the Tartan 
Tour, is officially supported 
by the Scottish PGA and has a 
£17,500 prize fund.

better Anders’ score. Falsterbo’s 
Adam Mednick came closest 
with a brilliant finish but failed to 
hole his three yarder for birdie on 
the last green, which would have 
forced a playoff. The veteran’s 
championship was won by Tom 
Robertson of Torekovs GK, with 
80 shots. Isaberg’s Leif Einarsson 
won the handicap competition. 
He has an impressive golf 
library where all players were 
invited on the evening before the 
Championship.

After play we enjoyed a 
buffet with local specialties and 
we sang the Golf March with a 
forceful piano backing provided 
by Warren Latham. He also 
won the prize for the player 
who best helped us recreate the 
atmosphere of the hickory era.
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The Hickory Grail
Exciting news from Falsterbo, 
Sweden, where David Kirkwood 
and Nigel Notley have just 
returned from a recce of the 
venue for next year’s Hickory 
Grail event. This third-oldest of 
Swedish clubs was founded on 
one of mainland Europe’s rare 
linksland courses in 1909, and the 
Grail will be part of the Club’s 
extensive centenary celebrations. 

The championship course 
at the extreme southern tip 
of Sweden, blends links with 
marshland in a traditional style 
very reminiscent of Royal West 
Norfolk and has hosted many 
national and international 
competitions. Details of the 
course can be seen on the Club 
website (www.falsterbogk.se), 
and it is extensively described 
in Pat Ward-Thomas’s The World 
Atlas of Golf (1976). 

Next year’s Grail sounds 
mouthwatering: early week 
practice; Thursday flag-raising 
and fourballs; Friday foursomes 
and singles; celebration dinners 
all over the place; Swedish 
Hickory Championships on 
the Saturday, for which a field 
of true international quality is 
confidently expected. 

Celebrations start w/c the 
27th of July, soon after next year’s 
BGCS Open Championship 
Meeting at Irvine, and after the 
start of school holidays. I’m 
told the smart way to travel is 
by air into Copenhagen, public 
transport over the toll bridge and 
car from Malmo. Get it in your 
diary now. David Kirkwood, the 
European Captain, asks potential 
participants to register interest 
now. A telephone call (01620 
842744), or (better) email at 
david@alexkirkwood.co.uk  is all 
it takes. 

English Hickory Championship
The annual pilgrimage to Rye for 
the English Hickory Champion-
ship on the 10th of October has 
been trailed in the last issue of 
TTG, but does not suffer from 
repetition. This is quite simply 
one of the great experiences of 
the season, with golf over the 
traditional championship links, 
tea on the clubhouse terrace and 
a grand dinner afterwards. Entry 
forms were containd in the June 
issue of TTG, but you may be 
able to persuade Tim Smartt to 
accept a late entry on his tele-
phone at 01797 225747

Hickory match v Reigate Heath 
GC. 23rd October. 
This match is arranged to fol-
low on from the annual match 
against Clapham Common GC. 
Reigate is an attractive nine-hole 
heathland course just off the M25 
which featured in the TV series 
A Round with Alliss. The match 
will start at 12 noon, and will be 
followed by dinner and a show 
and tell session with club mem-
bers. Please return the enclosed 
application form to the organiser, 
John Hawkins. 

Anders Carlsson, 2008 Swedish 
Hickory Champion

Forthcoming Events

World Hickory Open
The fourth World Hickory 
Open Championship will be 
held at Craigielaw GC, East 
Lothian, between the 24th and 
26th of September. In addition 
to the usual pro-am on the 
Wednesday, other hickory events 

Copy date for the December issue of TTG is the 15th of November
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New members to our Society include the following. 
We welcome them and look forward to meeting 
them at future events. 

Norah Aitchison
Joseph Andriole
Robin Bargmann
Tom Behan
Michael Breen
Art Cecil
Robert Chadwick
John Clifford
John Downs
Chris Edgerton
Jonas Fack
Stellan Fleuron
Martin Gilbert
John Gordon
Len Hutchison
John Ioannou
Anders Karlsson
Peter Larkin
John Lee
David Malcolm
Mikael Martinsson
Nevin McGhee
Adam Mednick
Larry Michie
Nicholas Mitchell
Dennis Paddock
Dennis Pick
Martyn Price
Greg Ramsay
Michael Sheret
Gerald Stratford
James Thomson
David Worth
Stanley Yeomans

Edinburgh
Orlando, Fl
Rotterdam
Hoylake
Westerham
Easton, Ma
Chester
Bodmin
London
Bowdon
Viken, Sweden
Eslov, Sweden
Aberdeen
Poole
Dunfermline
New York
Helsingborg
Woolhara, NSW
Key Largo, FL
St Andrews
Helsingborg
Glasgow
Lund, Sweden
Roanoake, VA
Newbury
Walsall
Solihull
Stourbridge
Launceston, TAS
Sydney, NSW
Atherton, Ca
Kimpton
Kingston
Nottingham

Hickory Golf
Books, clubs
Books
Books
General
Books
Books, prints
Books, clubs, prints
Club histories
History, architecture
General
General
Books
Reg Whitcombe
Books, clubs
Sunday clubs
General
Books
Books
History
General
General
General
Books, clubs
Books, photos
General
Books
Equipment, general
General
Hickory play
Books, prints
Clubs, books, 
Books, clubs
Architecture

Patric Andersson is a member of Annika 
Sörenstam’s home club, Bro-Bålsta GK, just west 
of Stockholm in Sweden. Patric joined our So-
ciety last year: ’My most important reason was 
to receive Through the Green’ he says. To encou-
rage members of his home club to appreciate the 
history of the game, Patric organised its hickory 
committee in 2006. Their first open hickory 
championship was played last spring and it has 
become an important fixture around Stockholm. 
The committee also arranges winter meetings on 
the history of golf. Patric has a doctoral degree in 
economic psychology from the Stockholm School 
of Economics. 

 Patric

Help wanted (1)
Mrs Alice Urquhart from Aberdeen sends this 
picture of her father-in-law, a clubmaker, George 
Urquhart, (left) together with his employer, Tom 
Drummond, pictured in the late twenties. George 
lived at 9 Montgomery Street, Edinburgh and is 

thought to have worked in the City. Mrs Urquhart 
would be grateful to hear from any members who 
may have information about her father-in-law, or 
the Drummond business; she can be contacted on 
01224 873944.

Members
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IN THE MORAL CLIMATE OF THE ERA, the 
birth of Mary Mitchell’s son, Henry Abraham, 
on the 18th of January, 1887, was not an event 

to celebrate. Children like Abe who were born to 
unmarried mothers in the local workhouse, began 
life on the lowest rung of the Victorian social 
ladder. To avoid the scandal, Abe Mitchell was 
passed off as one of seven ‘siblings’ and raised by 
his grandparents, George and Sophia – a familiar 
practice in those days of large families and one 
that aided ‘fallen’ daughters to marry. Hiding 
Abe wasn’t too difficult since the family lived on 
a well-screened property on the Ashdown Forest, 
just outside the Sussex village of Forest Row. Forty 
years earlier, George Mitchell’s grandfather had 
helped himself to the property by way of an illicit 
encroachment onto the Manor of Duddleswell – a 
venture that would cost him a fine of £6 and an 
annual rent of three shillings. 

To the Mitchell’s good fortune, the Tunbridge 
Wells & Ashdown Forest GC laid out a golf course 
on common land that bordered the family copyhold. 
The Mitchells of school age joined the gang of would-
be caddies, all hopeful of pocketing the sixpence a 

Abe Mitchell - the Man on the Ryder Cup

round that would make a significant contribution to 
the family purse. Some of the lucky ones are shown 
in photographs believed to have been taken in the 
Spring of 1889. Fig. 1 shows Rev AT Scott putting on 
what is now the sixth green on the Royal Ashdown 
Forest golf course – watched closely by professional 
David Cuthbert, Mr W Bruce Dick and the caddies. 

The Mitchells who had left school sought work 
under professionals such as Harry Hunter from 
Edinburgh, who taught them the basics of green 
keeping, and Hugh Kirkaldy, the reigning Open 
Champion, who probably taught them that there is 
no such thing as a certainty in the gambling world. 
To the dismay of the Royal Ashdown supporters, 
Kirkaldy lost.

Meanwhile, young Abe Mitchell had learnt to 
swing a club and was spending some time on the 
course with his ‘siblings’. It was one of his relatives 
– jealous of Abe’s golfing prowess – who decided to 
bring him down a peg by breaking the news of his 
illegitimacy. With the surprise came the realisation 
that the 'siblings' were uncles and aunts, and that 
the Seymour family, living less than 100 yards away, 
included his mother, now Mrs Polly Seymour, and 

Roger Porter 
on the life and career of the great Cantelupe artisan

Fig. 1. The Revd Scott putts on the sixth green, Ashdown Forest, Spring 1889
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his half-sisters and brothers – one of whom would 
be Mark Seymour, a  future international golfer. 

Seen as an unwanted addition, and often made 
to feel so by his uncles, the golf course became 
Abe’s refuge. Though slight of stature, he learnt to 
‘punch’ the golf ball considerable distances with a 
driver described by some as having a beam rather 
than a shaft. Hard physical work on the forest, and 
incessant practice on the course, did Abe no harm 
and he grew up with strong forearms to become one 
of the longest and straightest hitters of his time. 

His golfing partners included the men and 
boys who joined the Cantelupe Club, set up for 
artisans by Royal Ashdown in 1894. The first team 
to play in a match against the parent club included 
six Mitchells, some of them green-keepers, two of 
whom, Arthur and William, would go on to become 
club professionals, as would Alf Padgham Senior. 
Signs of Arthur Mitchell’s potential appeared 
when, at the age of sixteen, he won a ten shilling 
prize in an open competition organised by the club 
professional Jack Rowe, and won by James Braid 
of Romford. Two years later, Arthur surprised the 
golfing community by beating the reigning British 
Amateur Champion, Horatio [Horace] Gordon 

Hutchinson of the parent club, by 2 holes. 
After a short spell at Ifield in 1901, Arthur became 

the club professional at St Leonards & East Sussex. 
His debut in the Open Championship was at Royal 
St Georges in 1904 – an event which followed a PGA 
tournament at Deal held on the preceding Sunday 
and Monday. A photograph of the finest golfers 
in the world, Fig. 2 shows Jack White, (about to 
become the Open champion), sitting on a bricked 
up chair to the left of the front row. Next to him is 
Jack Rowe, fresh from his tie for first place in the 
PGA competition with Willie Fernie of Troon and H 
Harris of Brough. Three places to Rowe’s left sits hob-
nailed Arthur, the junior amongst this elite group 
which possibly consisted of PGA members. Abe and 
the other Mitchells couldn’t fail to be impressed by 
Arthur’s new-found status, even though he missed 
the cut for the last two rounds of the Open by just 
one stroke. Arthur would enter several other Opens 
with no great distinction, his last appearance being 
in 1928, by which time he was based at the long 
gone Galley Hill course in Bexhill. 

William Mitchell, Arthur’s brother, seems to 
have avoided the larger events during his time at 
Leatherhead, where he stayed from the opening date 

Fig. 2. Arthur Mitchell, (second front right) in distinguished company at the 1904 Championship at St George's 
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of 1903 until 1927, when he left for the professional’s 
job at the newly opened Effingham Golf Club in 
Surrey. 

Amateur Abe 
The first documented steps in Abe Mitchell’s golfing 
career are those given by the results of Cantelupe 
matches and competitions, a time when Abe’s 
handicap went as low as +13. His first big test came 
at the age of sixteen when he was pitted against 
HG Hutchinson, only to lose by one hole. Five 
years later, Abe would lose another struggle against 
Hutchinson by the same score, little knowing 
that the match would prove pivotal to his career. 
Hutchinson was so impressed that he commended 
Mitchell to the selectors of the English team for the 
1910 match against Scotland. 

Abe’s selection was heralded, with just a hint of 
patronisation, as ‘the advent of the working man 
of the ancient and honourable calling of gardener’. 
The Golf Illustrated team photograph, Fig. 3 shows 
Abe in the middle of the back row with stove piped 
trousers just visible between the stockinged calves 
of the gentry.  

The two teams comprised the veritable cream of 
the world’s gentlemen golfers plus Abe Mitchell. 

Unfazed by the company, Abe managed a 7 & 5 win 
in his match against Mr (later Sir Guy) Campbell 
that helped England to a rare victory over the Scots, 
their first for six years. 

The Golf Illustrated report on the match included 
the following comment on Abe:

He is a magnificent driver with the regular 
professional switch of the wrist as he hits the ball, 
all his shots are straight, and what could be seen 
of his putting leaves little to be desired. There can 
be no doubt whatever that he has a great, possibly 
very great, future before him.  

Some eyebrows may have been raised by the use of 
the word ‘professional’ but a week later, Abe sailed 
through six rounds of the Amateur Championship 
at Hoylake, beating one of his England team mates, 
Frank Woolley, in the process. His run of victories 
ended in the semi-finals with a 5 & 4 loss to Johnny 
Ball, the most respected golfer in Britain at the 
time. 

Losing to Ball would have disappointed Abe 
but he had the resilience and temerity to bounce 
back and win the Golf Illustrated Gold Vase stroke 
play competition. His score of 150 on a windy day 
at Sunningdale was five better than runner-up 
Angus Hambro, and six better than Harold Hilton, 

Fig. 3. Abe, back centre, in the 1910 England team
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a cigarette card hero who avidly practised what 
he advertised. The Hiltonians of the golfing world 
made and published comments querying Abe’s 
amateur status that were answered by Golf Illustrated 
with a rebuke that included the following: 

From my own knowledge, Mr Mitchell is far less of 
a professional than some of those that criticise him. 
He plays less golf, associates less with professional 
players, and makes less out of the game. 

Perhaps it was the need to associate with 
professionals that motivated Abe to enter the 
Royal St George’s Coronation Open in 1911.  His 
performance as one of 30 amateurs in a record 
entry of 226, was treated by the press as a tale of 
unfulfilled promise – ‘Abe Mitchell, Cantelupe, 
with his almost unique powers of hitting the long 
ball, should have done better’ – better, that is, than 
the 80 and 86 that stopped him from qualifying. 
Poor scores, maybe, but Abe’s appetite had been 
whetted and his ambitions expressed. From then 
on, the amateurs would look with growing mistrust 
at his presence within their midst. 

Abe did nothing to assuage the muttering 
classes as he battled through the earlier rounds of 
the Westward Ho! Amateur Championship in 1912. 

For once, he had lived up to his publicity by beating 
all-comers until only he and his old adversary, John 
Ball of Royal Liverpool, ‘the greatest amateur golfer 
of all time’,  remained to contest the final. Dressed 
in his Sunday best, Abe posed for a photograph, 
(Fig.4) in his ‘smile for the camera’ position. When 
the rain came down on the last day our ill-clothed 
man looked more like a half drowned cat than a 
champion. (Fig.5)

Sadly, the occasion was spoilt by vocal abuse 
of the gentry coming from Abe’s fellow artisans; 
members of the Northam Burrows Golf Club, aided 
and abetted by workmates from Bideford shipyard. 
The abuse was not appreciated by the clubhouse, 
which counted amongst its fellows, one Mr Hilton, 
who was not amused.  Whatever vitriol had been 
aimed in his direction struck home and provoked 
this response:

It is unfortunately undeniable that feeling was 
openly shown; but this was in every way due to 
a coterie of Mitchell’s supporters who introduced 
a spirit of class animosity, and who, moreover, 
introduced it in so disorderly and unpleasant a 
manner as eventually to bring the matter into the 
police courts.

Distasteful and embarrassing it certainly was, but 

Fig. 4. Abe Mitchell at Westward Ho! 1912 ... Fig. 5. ... and perishing in the ditch at the 38th
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sadly for his vociferous supporters, Abe missed a 
four foot putt to win in pouring rain on the 36th green, 
before losing on the 38th.  His chances hadn’t been 
helped when a shot heading to the 22nd green, was 
deflected off a spectator’s umbrella into a saturated 
bunker. Abe declared it ‘a rub of the green’ and 
declined Mr Ball’s generous offer of another shot. 

The title had been there for Abe’s taking. Four 
up at one point he had numerous chances to beat an 
opponent nearly 30 years older than himself at the 
end of a long, tough week. The lost final would be 
the closest that Abe Mitchell ever came to winning 
one of the majors of the day. Had he made just one 
of the several short putts that he missed, who knows 
what else he would have won? 

Mitchell’s last attempt to win the championship 
was watched at St Andrews in 1913 by cold-
shouldering amateurs who firmly believed that 
English artisans should be classed as professionals, 
as were their own.  Disappointed he may have been 
but nevertheless, Mr A Mitchell, Cantelupe, went 
away to win his second Gold Vase. Battered yet 
unbowed by the opposition, Abe clung tenuously 
to the crest of the amateur wave. As late as August 
18th 1913, the New York Times wrote: 

Abe Mitchell, the famous chauffeur golfer of 
England … will be a competitor over the ‘ideal 
course’ after having competed in the national 
amateur tournament at Garden City NJ, the week 
beginning Labor Day. Mitchell has also entered 
the national open tournament at Brookline Mass., 
two weeks later. 

But some things aren’t meant to be. Either Abe 
couldn’t afford the trip, or someone had pulled the 
plug on his American ambitions. Perhaps doubts 
regarding Abe’s amateur status had been wired 
across the Ocean, which, together with the strict 
criteria that the Americans imposed on their own 
amateurs, would have rendered Mr A Mitchell 
persona non grata. At the age of 26, and instead 
of cruising the Atlantic, Abe caught the train to 
Sonning, Berkshire, where he took up his first 
professional employment.  

The metamorphosis of Mr A Mitchell to just plain 
Mitchell took place in the autumn of 1913. Not until 
1958 would another artisan, Doug Sewell of Hook 
Heath, Woking, win the Amateur Championship 
and play in the Walker Cup – even though he had 
to practise alone in a separate field having been 
refused admittance by a gateman! 

Open – but Closed
Whatever doubts Mitchell may have had about a 
professional career would have been soothed when 
he earned his first pay cheque at the opening of the 
St George’s Hill course, Weybridge. To mark the 

occasion a select group of professionals had played 
in a £100 tournament where Abe took second place 
to George Duncan and £20 for his efforts – probably 
more than the prize for fourth place that he would 
win at the Prestwick Open in the following year. 

Like most golfers Abe had an enforced break 
during WWI – spent in his case with the Royal 
Artillery in France. Before going to war he paid a 
visit to friends and relatives at the Cantelupe and 
posed for the group photograph (Fig. 6). As was the 
custom, the centre seat went to the Club President 
with Abe on his left. Two of the group that deserved 
chairs were Tom Mitchell, front row, second left – 
who some said was as good a golfer as Abe – and 
on Tom’s left, Mark Seymour senior, founder of the 
Cantelupe and husband of Aunt Polly. Standing in 
the crowd are two Mitchell uncles and two Seymour 
half-brothers.

Abe celebrated his return from France by winning 
the PGA Matchplay, the Daily Mail tournament, and 
also, a share of the ‘Victory Open’ at St Andrews. 
Since both ‘winners’, Mitchell and Duncan, had 
contracted for a lucrative exhibition match with 
Braid and Vardon on the following day there was 
no play-off, the outcome being that the ‘win’ was 
deleted from the Open records. In his post-war 
career Abe would win at least one tournament every 
year, the most prestigious being the PGA, which he 
won on three occasions. Amongst his many other 
successes were the Glasgow Herald 1000 Guineas 
tournament at Gleneagles in 1921 and 1922, and the 
Irish Open at Portmarnock in 1929.

The prize that Abe Mitchell most wanted was 
the elusive Open. His first real chance came at 
Royal Cinque Ports in 1920 when he started with a 
73 and a 74 (including an ace at the Eighth) to lead 
the field. Next day, Abe arrived early and stood by 
the first tee in cold, drizzly weather for a few hours. 
When told that Duncan needed a four on the last 
hole of his third round for a 69, Abe’s inner demons 
surfaced and the six shot lead that he held over the 
field melted as snow before the summer’s sun. Abe 
three putted the first green on the way to an 84 that 
included a 7 and an 8. His fourth round of 76 was 
good enough only for another fourth place. The 
thirteen strokes that Duncan made up on the leader, 
still ranks as the biggest catch-up in Open history. 

Abe had another chance at the 1928 Sandwich 
Open when he was first man out, but could do 
no better than a 78. ‘It would be harsh to say that 
he threw away his chance, but he certainly didn’t 
make the most of it’ according to The Times. On 
his third round Abe ‘went to pieces’ with an 82 
under the stony gaze of the Prince of Wales. The 
Daily Mail printed a cartoon headed ‘What Abe 
Mitchell Needs’ with text that read ‘We have had 
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our usual disappointment with Abe Mitchell. In a 
Championship Abe hates the sight of a golf ball – 
and on several occasions refused to hit it properly’, 
before suggesting that the fervent followers of 
Abe should hire the British heavyweight boxing 
champion, Joe Beckett, ‘to liven or rouse him up 
before a Championship starts – and every time he 
shivers at a short putt – and generally make Mr 
Mitchell behave himself and win the Championship 
every year which he should do.’  

Perhaps age had brought some serenity to Abe 
in 1933 since he managed to hold a share of the lead 
after three rounds at St Andrews with scores of 74, 
68 and 74. Abe soon dissuaded his friends from any 
premature celebrations by hitting the first drive of 
his final round into the Swilcan Burn, a bad start to 
a poor round of 79 – poor enough to finish eleventh. 
Though Abe had thrown away his fourth round he 
did at least go home with a medal – his 68 for the 
second being good enough to win the Tooting Bec 
prize for the lowest round by a British professional. 

Five of the top six places went to the Americans 
that year, prompting Golf Illustrated to comment 
that ‘[Abe’s] failures were linked to the lack of 
confidence exemplified by the hang dog expression 
of the British professional.’ 

Ryder’s Cup - and the Americans
Ever since his disappointment in 1913, Abe had 
nursed an ambition to play golf in America. The 

opportunity came when Lord Northcliffe gave 
him a five-year contract at North Foreland in 1920 
with hopes of enhancing the status of the Club. 
Abe and George Duncan thought that a few trips 
to America between Open Championships would 
enhance their own status and set off to see the 
world. Abe proved that he could play on American 
courses by winning the 1922 Southern States Open 
at Nashville, Tennessee, beating Leo Diegel in a 
play-off after 36 holes. In addition to the title, Abe 
received a cash prize of $1,500 – considerably more 
than the £75 winner’s prize on offer for the Open. 
Abe’s big hitting had greatly impressed the crowds. 
The members of North Foreland were possibly 
less impressed as they waited patiently for their 
lessons.

The growing traffic in golfers sailing to and 
fro across the Atlantic raised the prospect of a 
competitive match between British and American 
teams, resulting in an event timed to follow the 1000 
Guineas Tournament at Gleneagles in 1921. The 
hotel was yet to be completed so the Americans were 
billeted in waterless railway carriages parked in the 
Auchterarder sidings. The event was a commercial 
flop but a personal success for Abe who halved with 
Hagen in the singles, then, partnered by Duncan, 
halved with Hagen and Jock Hutchinson in the 
foursomes, the result being a comfortable win for 
Great Britain & Ireland. Though the event had failed 
to draw the crowds it had drawn the attention of 

Fig. 6.  Abe visits his friends at The Cantelupe, before going to the Great War
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the press. The seed had been planted and Hagen, 
for one, would never give up on the concept.  

Perhaps because of the summers spent in 
America, Abe’s contract with North Foreland 
lapsed in 1925. Out of a job and highly impressed 
by what he’d seen in the States, Abe announced 
his intention to emigrate. His opinions were heard 
by seedsman Samuel Ryder, who in 1923 had 
sponsored an event at the Verulam Golf Club,  St 
Albans, where Abe Mitchell, ‘a shy courteous man,’ 
had been trying to supplement his income. The 
two men became friends, resulting in a three-year 
contract for Mitchell to act as Ryder’s personal tutor 
at the unheard of salary of £500 per year, plus £250 
to cover his tournament expenses. 

The first year of his employment began well 
when he won a £100 challenge match against Ted 
Ray, inspiring the golf correspondent of The Times 
to write:

His performance on Saturday strengthens the 
opinion, now held by many competent judges, that 
he is the best golfer in the world, and is perhaps, 
the best that there has ever been. 

Abe’s employer hadn’t forgotten his plans for an 
annual match between Britain and America, – plans 
that took a step forward in 1926 when the Royal & 
Ancient decided to hold an Open pre-qualifying 
event at Sunningdale. When Ryder realised that a 
dozen or so Americans would be travelling from 
Southampton to Lytham via Sunningdale, he 
invited them to a match at nearby Wentworth, a 
challenge readily accepted by Walter Hagen. The 
press announced that Mr S Ryder would present 
a trophy for annual competition to the winning 
team but, unfortunately, the General Strike 
paralysed the transport system causing three of 
the Americans to be replaced by expatriates. When 
Great Britain & Ireland won the match 13½ - 1½ in 
a relaxed and sociable affair, the British passports 
of the substitutes gave a useful excuse to ignore the 
result, sparing Samuel Ryder some embarrassment 
since his trophy had yet to be made. Abe’s own 
performance – an 8 & 7 win over Cornish expatriate 
‘Long Jim’ Barnes and a 9 & 7 win, partnered by 
Duncan, against Hagen and Barnes –  had deeply 
impressed the sponsor.

 To bridge the gap between the International 
and the Open Championship, Golf Illustrated had 
advertised a challenge match over 72 holes between 
the ‘two greatest match players in the world, Abe 
Mitchell and Walter Hagen’, the prize of £500 being 
the highest amount ever offered. At the end of the 
first day’s play at Wentworth, Abe was four holes up 
and fully expected by the crowd to win at St George’s 
Hill on the morrow. Hagen thought otherwise. As 
a back marker in his first Open, played at Deal in 
1920, he would have seen Abe’s composure fall 

apart after a long wait at the first tee. If Hagen was 
to win the £500, he might need to apply the same 
medicine. Living down to his reputation, ‘The Haig’ 
was nowhere to be seen at the tee off time of 10.30 – 
and didn’t stroll up until 30 minutes later. Lifted by 
his psychological advantage, he watched agitated 
Abe crumple under a barrage of long putts, and 
surrender his lead inside six holes – just as Walter 
intended.  The final round started after lunch with 
Abe one down, but his 67 wasn’t good enough to 
catch Hagen, who won by 2&1. As reported in The 
Times:

Whereas with Abe one had the feeling – rightly or 
wrongly I do not know – that he did not really in 
his heart of hearts believe he was going to win. 
Hagen on the other hand, not only meant to win, 
but fully believed that he was going to do so. 

A young Henry Cotton had been watching and 
said that ‘keeping Abe waiting won Hagen the 
match – and it went down badly with the crowd’. 
Hagen’s tactics rankled, not only with Cotton and 
JH Taylor, but also with Sam Ryder, so annoyed that 
he instructed Mappin & Webb to model a statuette 
on the lid of his trophy in the image of Abe Mitchell. 
Anyone holding the trophy aloft would be looking 
at either the wrinkled visage or the backside of 
Mitchell’s image. True to his word Sam donated the 
Ryder Cup to be contested at Worcester Country 
Club, Massachusetts in 1927. Having agreed the 
date and format, the team needed a captain. On the 
nebulous basis that Abe had won both of his matches 
in the ‘contest’ at Wentworth, Ryder named him 
as the leader. There were perhaps some murmurs 
of favourotism, but Abe’s reduction of Ryder’s 
handicap from twenty to six may have been all the 
leadership that Sam required. 

The mundane aspects of getting the team across 
the Atlantic fell to George Philpott, editor of Golf 
Illustrated, who berated his parsimonious readers 
with:   

We have a team that carries confidence, led by one 
of the greatest players the world has ever known, 
Abe Mitchell, but on a rare and distinguished 
occasion, it is a sorry circumstance that the 
nation has for the most part been so lacking in 
encouragement and generosity.  

Needless to say, it was Ryder who made up the 
shortfall of £300.  Though Captain Mitchell made 
it to the Southampton quayside and posed for the 
team photograph beside SS Aquitania, an untimely 
attack of appendicitis stopped ‘Britain’s best player 
by far’ from sailing and the trophy crossed the 
Atlantic without him. In the absence of Mitchell and 
Henry Cotton the Americans won 9½ - 2½, but ‘it 
was the play without the Prince of Denmark’. 

Despite his modest performances in the Open, 
Abe’s reputation preserved his place in the team for 
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the next Ryder Cup at Moortown, Leeds, in 1929. 
The match was played on two cold and blustery 
April days when the Americans were handicapped 
not only by hailstones and the freezing wind, but 
also by the British refusal to accept the use of steel 
shafted clubs. In a team win of 7 to 5, Abe and 
Fred Robson of Cooden Beach won their foursome 
against Gene Sarazen and Ed Dudley. Abe’s singles 
loss by 8 & 6 to Leo Diegel on the following day 
was the worst score returned by a British player. 
Perhaps by accident, perhaps by design, the British 
melted under a merciless sun when the Ryder Cup 
see-saw went to Columbus, Ohio in the summer of 
‘31. Bereft of overcoats, pullovers, woolly vests and 
frosty mornings, they succumbed 9 – 3 to the USA, 
the Mitchell/Robson combination taking the only 
foursomes point for the away side.

Abe’s last appearance in the Ryder Cup was at 
Southport & Ainsdale in 1933, an event that turned 
out to be one of the rowdiest in the history of the 
trophy. 15,000 baying fans cheered the presence of 
the Prince of Wales – but jeered the best efforts of 
the visitors. 

The GB & I team that year included two ex-
Cantelupe golfers, Abe Mitchell and Alf Padgham, 
and was led by non-playing JH Taylor with a 
regimen that included early morning runs. Despite, 
or because of, the exercise, the home team regained 
the trophy, winning 6½-5½ against a team that 
included Walter Hagen and Gene Sarazen. The 
victory was due in no small measure to the points 
contributed by Mitchell, who won his foursomes 
for the third time, this time partnered by Arthur 
Havers; and his singles against Olin Dutra by the 
convincing margin of 9 & 8 – having been 3 down 
after ten holes, then winning the last eight to be 5 
up at lunch! 

The Ryder Cup victory proved to be a fitting 
farewell to Abe’s last year in the spotlight. On his 
retirement Abe was elected Captain of the PGA.  As 
for major golf events – he’d had enough!

What  Might  Have  Been?
Described variously as ‘Britain’s best player by 
far’ and ‘one of the greatest players the world has 
ever known’ it is curious that Abe Mitchell didn’t 
convert his chances in the biggest events of his 
career. It wasn’t a question of format since Abe had 
won many trophies in both stroke play and match 
play. His Ryder Cup record may have suggested a 
preference for foursomes, but few were aware that 
Abe’s half-sister, Sophie Seymour, was an assistant 
to his partner, Fred Robson, at Cooden Beach. Abe, 
Fred, Sophie and Mark Seymour often played the 
Sussex courses together and knew each other’s 
game inside out. 

The conundrum of why Abe should deliver his 

poorest performances on the biggest of occasions 
can only be attributed to a lack of self-confidence. 
The larger the crowd, the more intense the scrutiny 
– the more likely it was that Abe would wilt. To 
paraphrase Darwin: ‘he did not really … believe he 
was going to win’, – a syndrome in evidence when 
he lost to John Ball at Westward Ho! in 1912;  then to 
George Duncan at Deal in 1920; and again to Walter 
Hagen at St George’s Hill in 1926.  

If the Jesuits were correct in their belief that 
the character of a man could be moulded in the 
first seven years of his life, Abe’s insecurity most 
likely stemmed from the unwanted status of his 
childhood.  ‘What might have been’ for Abe was an 
Amateur Championship, a few British Opens and 
some international titles. To quote Darwin again: ‘If 
Mitchell had won that time [at Deal] he might have 
won again and again, for he was a truly magnificent 
golfer.’ 

Did the absence of a major make Abe Mitchell’s 
life a failure? Not in the least. Thanks in no small 
way to factors such as the building of a golf course 
beside the family property and the commendation 
of Horace Hutchinson, he was able to apply the 
talent that would take him on his journey from 
the workhouse to the top of the Ryder Cup. Abe 
Mitchell became one of the world’s most capable 
and best known golfers, described by many as quiet, 
courteous and well mannered. His golfing partners 
along the way included two other amateurs, one a 
future Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, the other, 
a future king, HRH Prince of Wales.  Truly, Abe 
could walk with kings and not lose the common 
touch.

Sad that Henry Longhurst’s epitaph for Abe 
Mitchell should read:  ‘the finest golfer never to win 
the Open Championship.’   
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AS THE NAME SUGGESTS, the 
Abercrombys were originally from 
Scotland, possibly from a landed family 

estate in the area to the north of Stirling. But John 
Frederick Abercromby was born in Cape Town, 
South Africa. His father James was a doctor working 
for the East India Company and John Frederick was 
born in 1861, the eldest of seven children to James 
and his wife Johanna. Sometime 
between 1861 and 1881 the family 
came to England. The census of 1881 
shows that Johanna was widowed 
and the family were living in 
Kensington, London. At that time 
John Frederick, aged nineteen, was 
working as a stockbroker’s clerk.

His career between then and 
the turn of the century is obscure, 
except that at one time he was a 
member of the Stock Exchange. 
He was an expert golfer, with a 
handicap at one point, as low as +6, 
playing in many matches around 
London in the period around the 
turn of the century. At the same 
time, according to Cornish and 
Whitten in The Golf Course, he was hired as a private 
secretary by a financier at Bridley Manor, south-
west of London. Having been a member of the 
Stock Exchange, undoubtedly a well-paid position, 
it would seem that he was looking for change and 
maybe even then, he was beginning to think of 
becoming involved in the fledgling golf industry. 
The financier was Andrew Anderson, one of the 
founders of Worplesdon Golf Club, and Bridley 
Manor was the estate on which that renowned club 
was to be built. 

The great architects of the classic period, the 
first twenty years of the twentieth century, all knew 
each other. HS Colt, Herbert Fowler, Dr Alister 
Mackenzie, CK Hutchison, Tom Simpson, ACM 
Croome and CH Allison had much in common. 
They were mostly from professional backgrounds, 
were good amateur players and started their 
careers in other professions. A number of them had 

The Golf Courses of JF Abercromby

The life and career of one of the great classical golf architects 
examined by

Peter Freeman
been at Oxford or Cambridge Universities, each of 
which had taken up golf around 1875. Abercromby 
fitted the same description and knew most if not all 
of them. Willie Park Junior was a contemporary of 
these men, as was James Braid, but these two were 
from a different background. They were professional 
golfers at a time when that profession had not 
yet achieved the standing it was later to achieve. 

Nevertheless the ties Willie Park 
Junior had with several of these 
people must have been close.

Willie Park Junior, Open 
Champion in 1887 and 1889, is a 
key individual in the development 
of Abercromby, the golf course 
architect. He had designed and 
built both the Old Course at 
Sunningdale and the course at 
Huntercombe between 1899 and 
1901, and before that had several 
courses in Scotland to his credit. 
His connections with Sunningdale 
finished with the opening of the 
course, but at Huntercombe he 
was much more heavily involved, 
having put £5000 of his own money 

into the development. Abercromby became a 
member at Huntercombe in 1904, to join Hutchison 
and Allison who were already members.

Three years later when he was invited to design 
the course at Worplesdon, he had very definite 
opinions on golf course design, but no previous 
experience of actually building a course. Willie Park 
as we have seen, had already constructed several 
landmark courses and had a substantial reputation. 
‘Aber’ as he was known, was prepared to accept that 
he needed help in his assignment and approached 
the man who at the time was one of the best-
known names in the business. Willie’s friend and 
fellow Scot, Jack White, who was the Professional 
at Sunningdale, and Open Champion in 1904, was 
also brought into the team.   

Aber’s choice of Willie Park Junior as adviser, 
inspiration, consultant, sub-contractor, whatever 
one wishes to call it, was surely an excellent one. 
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Sir Guy Campbell claimed that Willie ‘ … set the 
standard by which the famous architects who 
followed … developed his methods and amplified 
his art’. This assessment was confirmed much later, 
by Cornish and Whitten, who said, ‘Willie Park 
Junior was surely one of the virtuoso golf architects’.

The Influence of Willie Park Junior
The obvious way to start an examination of the 
influence of Willie Park Junior on Abercromby’s 
designs, is to look at Park’s own writings, establish 
the ideas on which he based his work, and then 
to look at the courses for the finished work. In his 
book The Game of Golf, published in 1896, Willie 
set out his ideas in a way that had not previously 
been done. Others like Colt, MacKenzie and Paton, 
were to write similarly, but later. A summary of his 
principles, would include:

The shape of the course must be decided by 1. 
the nature of the ground. Out from the clubhouse 
to the ninth green and back to the eighteenth 
green is preferable.

In every eighteen holes there should be at 2. 
least two one-shot holes, at least one three shot 
and the remainder should be two-shot of various 
lengths

Hazards are obstacles to be avoided. Their 3. 
positions should be such that a golfer who is 
playing a good game should never visit them. 
Hazards should catch badly struck or badly 
placed shots. Bunkers are the fairest hazards. 
They ought to be wide enough or deep enough to 
prevent the possibility of a ball running through 
or jumping over them.

Lateral bunkers are advocated and are 4. 
useful, but too many of them tend to make the 
course narrow, which is undesirable. Bunkers 
must never be sited, as they frequently have 
been, in the area in front of a green where a good 
approach shot should land in order to go on to 
the green. This kills the shot or prevents a good 
shot being made.

Every course should include Willie’s 5. 
special creation, the eighth hole at Huntercombe, 
which was derived from the old Table hole at 
Musselburgh links. These holes puts a high 
premium on a run-up or pitch and run approach, 
played with great accuracy, if trouble is to be 
avoided.

Putting greens may be sited on the level 6. 
course, in natural hollows or basins, provided 
these are large and shallow, or on the top of ‘large 
tables’. Greens should be large, comparatively 
level but with undulating firm surfaces.

The ideas that he propounded then, were in many 

respects the foundation of the ‘strategic’ approach 
to course design, followed later by all the great early 
architects, including Abercromby, and in contrast 
to the ‘penal’ school of the earlier architects such 
as Tom Dunn.  The terms ‘strategic’ and ‘penal’, 
although to become widely used later, were not in 
the vocabulary at the time.

Willie Park, in his business literature at the time, 
only claimed involvement in two Abercromby 
courses, Worplesdon and Coombe Hill, which 
were Aber’s first two creations. At Worplesdon, 
he only claimed credit for the greens and bunkers. 
If Worplesdon is studied carefully, the greens 
include many which are either in hollows (natural 
or created) or on raised plateaux (usually created). 
The bunkers will certainly not be run through or 
jumped over. Lateral bunkers in strategic locations 
are common, but not too common to make the 
course narrow and there are many holes where, if 
the player wished, the run-up shot could be played 
to good effect.  The eighth hole is Willie’s ‘special 
creation’ at Worplesdon. Generally his ideas are 
in full display on the course, to the extent that an 
abnormal amount of earth movement (for the time) 
was undertaken. Of the construction of the course, 
Willie Park wrote in Golf Monthly in June 1911: 
‘Worplesdon is one of the links which I took much 
pleasure in constructing and completing. It has 
perhaps more artificial work in it than any course in 
Britain, which I have had to deal with. It took £6500 
in the making and pine trees and heather were the 
chief obstacles, along with very sandy soil.’

At Coombe Hill, Willie Park Junior claimed 
involvement in the planning of the course. It may 
be that Abercromby had difficulty in laying out 
this course, because the site is smaller in area than 
would normally be required and other people had 
said previously, that a golf course there would not 
be possible. There are many slopes and undulations, 
creating natural difficulties of a type not present 
on the much flatter land at Worplesdon. However 
the style of the course generally, the positioning of 
bunkers and the trickiness of the one-shot holes in 
particular, are beginning to show the development 
of the Abercromby style, but still with the obvious 
influence of Willie Park Junior.

If these two courses are compared with his later 
ones, it is possible to detect definite differences 
in style and execution and the conclusion can be 
reached that Aber was now developing a clear style 
of his own, and was becoming confident in the 
execution of his own ideas.

Development Of His Own Ideas
Almost all the par-threes on Abercromby’s courses 
are noteworthy. He seemed to select the best positions 
on his sites for the one-shot holes and then to create 
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holes that could only be scored by making good golf 
shots. The luck element has been eliminated and if a 
poor shot is played, it is always penalised. Many of 
his par threes are simply outstanding. The Seventh, 
Thirteenth and Seventeenth at The Addington: 
the Tenth and Thirteenth at Worplesdon; the Sixth 
at Coombe Hill, and others, are wonderful holes, 
which will remain long in player’s memories. He 
also liked to begin his courses with a one-shot hole. 
Again after Worplesdon and Coombe Hill, where 
the opening holes are straightforward par fours, The 
Addington, Knole Park, West Kent all begin with 
short holes and Manor House did too, until the hole 
was later lengthened to become a short par four.

After Worplesdon and Coombe Hill his courses 
had fewer bunkers. At Worplesdon there are 71 
bunkers, while at Coombe Hill there are 69. Then at 
The Addington the number reduced to 38, at Knole 
Park, 49, and at Manor House Hotel only 37. On 
these last three courses there are a number of holes 
without a single bunker and others where there are 
no bunkers round the greens. Clearly Willie Park 
Junior’s influence was strong initially, but then as 
Aber became more experienced and confident, his 
own ideas took over. This observation is confirmed 
by an extract from a sales booklet issued by the 
partnership of Fowler, Abercromby, Simpson and 
Croome in the early thirties. It states: ‘It is our habit 
to observe a strict economy in the matter of bunkers 
on ground that is naturally good for golf, as we take 
the view that a multiplication of bunkers in such 
circumstances is vexatious and does not improve 
the hole.’ Again, from the same booklet they say: 
‘The best holes are independent of bunkers … .’

Fowler, Abercromby, Simpson & Croome
This partnership was formed in the early twenties, 
with Abercromby and Croome joining after Fowler 
and Simpson had already set up the partnership. 
Abercromby’s ideas, having been developed earlier 
in his career, seem to have been accepted by the 
other partners, even though he was not a founder 
member. His dislike of a proliferation of bunkers is 
evident. Other evidence is the split of one, two or 
three shot holes that he favoured. The Red course 
at The Berkshire, which has six par threes, six par 
fours and six par fives, is a Fowler course. He is 
credited with being the first to use this unusual 
layout. However Abercromby had already used 
such a layout. The Addington, and Knole Park 
which both came before The Berkshire, have six 
par threes. Addington has five par fives and Knole 
Park four. However, when these two courses were 
laid out originally, other holes, now par fours, 
would have been fives. So it would seem that Aber 
was responsible for bringing this idea into the 
partnership. 

If the contours on his greens are studied, the 
development of Aber’s ideas went away from those 
of Willie Park Junior at Worplesdon to his own 
later ones at The Addington and Knole Park. At 
Worplesdon many of the greens have substantial 
slopes, created by the considerable earth movement 
undertaken by Park. Aber’s later greens often had 
much more subtle slopes, which seemed to have 
been created simply by laying the green on the 
natural surface. The problem for the player on 
these greens is to identify the smaller undulations 
and turns present, which may be more difficult 
to read than the bigger but more obvious swings 
of Park’s designs. Of course to some extent this 
is a generalisation, but it is one that shows how 
Abercromby’s ideas changed.

He also recognised the importance of the 
contractor, not just in the job of construction, but 
also in the creation of the finished course. From the 
same partnership booklet, a section on The Specialist 
Constructor says, ‘… the success of the work largely 
depends on whether or not the contractor and his 
foreman have a true understanding of how nature 
works in fashioning a hill, a hollow and a slope, and 
perhaps above all, the subtle folds in a green’. 

Worplesdon
There have been many prominent members of 
Worplesdon Golf Club, among them two former 
prime ministers. AJ Balfour was the first captain and 
Andrew Bonar Law President from 1912-1921. Other 
members included The Prince of Wales, Captain in 
1933, The Duke of York and the Wethereds, Roger, 
Captain in 1922 and Joyce, later Lady Heathcote-
Amory, who was President from 1963.

Worplesdon has changed little since he originally 
laid it out. There are no drawings available to confirm 
his original ideas, probably because he never made 
any. He would walk round the site marking where 
tees greens and hazards should be sited and then 
supervising their creation. He was considered a 
totally freehand artist and only rarely, if ever, did 
he change his initial layout. Many consider that his 
courses were and are the most natural looking of all 
the courses of the classic period. 

Willie Park claimed responsibility for the greens 
and bunkers and we can see that they are different 
from those on Aber’s later courses. There was 
greater earth movement at Worplesdon than say at 
The Addington, and more bunkers; as a result there 
is a different feel about the two courses.

Over the years the bunkers had changed, 
mainly because of the build-up of sand on the front 
sides and the loss of the heather that originally 
surrounded many. Around the year 2000 the Club 
decided that they needed restoring to something 
like their original state and subsequently this work 
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was carried out. The Club has also more recently 
removed many trees to encourage the heather to 
recolonise the course and to at least in part return 
it to its original heathland state. For the purists, it is 
interesting to note that other heathland courses are 
doing the same. 

Coombe Hill
The course at Coombe Hill was opened in 1911 and 
was the second that Abercromby laid out after his 
initiation into the business at Worplesdon. There 
is little doubt that he was given the commission 
because of the quality of the course at Worplesdon. 
At the time there was much local comment on the 
wisdom of adding a further course in addition to 
the existing nearby ones at Royal Wimbledon, 
Coombe Wood, Wimbledon Common, Raynes Park 
and Wimbledon Park, and there was also surprise 
that he was able to lay out a full eighteen holes on 
a site where other architects had said it was not 
possible. However Aber saw the potential, assisted 
again by Willie Park Junior, to build a very special 
course on the slopes of Coombe Wood. It is said 
that he took himself up in a balloon in order to see 
where the best holes may be laid out, an unusually 
scientific approach for Aber since still he produced 
no drawings of the layout, relying entirely on his 
intuition and eye. 

Here he began to develop his habit of using the 
prime positions on the site for the one-shot holes. 
The Sixth, Ninth and Seventeenth holes all have 
carries over gorse and heather to tightly protected 
greens and the Twelfth crosses a valley. The common 
characteristic of all is that a poor shot which doesn’t 
carry the green will always require an exceptional 
shot to retrieve the situation.

As at Worplesdon there were many members of 
prominence at the Coombe Hill club, reflecting the 
elitist nature of the game in England before World 
War I. In the foyer of the Club is a display cabinet 
containing the original register of members which 
shows that the first member was Aber himself, 
then living on Kingston Hill. In the last ten years 
detail changes have been made to the course but the 
original layout has not changed. 

The Addington 
Abercromby was a member of the syndicate 
that founded The Addington before World War 
I and it became his domain, to the extent that he 
was Chairman and in Henry Longhurst’s words 
‘benevolent dictator’ from 1919 until his death in 
1935. The Club was also the business address of 
the Fowler, Abercromby, Simpson and Croome 
partnership, and at the time of his death his home 
was next door to the clubhouse in Shirley Church 
Road, Addington.

Aber's spectacular par 3 Ninth at Coombe Hill

The very natural-looking Eleventh at The Addington, 
surrounded by birch, rhododendron and mountain ash
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Although the course was designed in 1913, it was 
only finally opened in 1923, because of World War 
I. It quickly became a Mecca for golfers everywhere 
to the extent that, because of demand, a new course 
had to be built. This too was laid out by Abercromby. 
The two Addington courses were both very fine 
creations, but the New didn’t survive World War II, 
the land being compulsorily purchased for housing. 
Again according to Henry Longhurst (a member of 
the Club) the New was at least as good as the Old, 
some compliment since the Old course is regarded 
quite rightly as his masterpiece. 
On the original Old course, 
because he effectively con-
trolled the Club, he was able to 
tweek it as he wished, until he 
achieved what many regard as 
one of the great classic layouts.

If we now look at his style 
and ideas, we see that this is 
the first of his courses where he 
laid out six each of par threes, 
par fours, and par fives, a 
feature which some, including 
the writer, feel could be used 
more frequently on present-
day layouts. The proviso would 
be that the par fives can be 
reached by long hitters in two 
shots, only by making a truly 
excellent, long, accurate second 
shot, to create a real risk and 
reward scenario.

The course also epitomises 
his use of the natural hazard 
rather than bunkers. Valleys, 
single trees or small copses, 
slopes, even a small gravel 
quarry are used in preference to bunkers. There are 
several holes with no sand traps at all and only 38 in 
total on the whole course. We can be sure, because 
of the Club’s history that this great golf course has 
not changed since Aber died in 1935.

Knole Park 
The origins of Knole Park Golf Club, Kent, go back 
to the original club on the Wildernesse Estate owned 
by Lord Hillingdon, where golf had been played 
from around 1890.  In 1920 the Club was advised 
that the Estate was up for sale but three years passed 
before it was eventually sold. The new owners then 
advised the Club of their new terms, which were 
totally unacceptable to the Committee. As a result a 
general meeting was called in November 1923.

A second approach was made to Lord Sackville 
to build a new course at Knole Park and a scheme 
for the building of a course and clubhouse was 

presented to the meeting. When the first approach 
was made to Lord Sackville it was suggested that 
James Braid should be the course architect, but on 
this second occasion it was Aber’s proposed layout 
that was put to the meeting. The meeting approved 
the scheme; the course and clubhouse were built 
during 1924; and a formal opening and exhibition 
match was arranged for the 1st of November. The 
match was played between a home team of Dan 
Peploe, the Club’s star player and Andrew Peacock, 
brother of the Club Professional George Peacock 

and the visitors Roger Wethered 
(of Worplesdon) and Bernard 
Darwin.

Knole Park was the second 
Abercromby course (after The 
Addington) where he proposed 
six one-shot holes, six two-shot 
holes and six three-shot holes. 
His proposal was accepted 
and this is how the course was 
built. It remains fundamentally 
the same today. Now there are 
six par threes but only four par 
fives. However two of the par 
fours would have been fives in 
1924.

We see a pattern developing 
on Aber’s courses with this 
sort of layout: exceptional one-
shot holes; very sparing use 
of bunkers; and the natural 
features of the ground being 
used with style and imagination 
to create holes of superb 
dramatic impact. Knole Park is 
another wonderful creation by 
an architect with an instinctive 

feel for his task.

Abercromby’s Style & Legacy
JF Abercromby was one of a number of outstanding 
golf course architects, practising between 1900 and 
1930, who were the formative influences on the 
profession in those years. Before them, golf course 
design had been evolutionary, developing from 
existing ideas. The approach of the new architects 
was much more revolutionary, developing and 
putting new ideas into practice.

Abercromby was later than some of these 
practitioners in coming into prominence and 
when he did, his output was less than some of his 
contemporaries. However from the time that he 
called on Willie Park Junior to assist him with the 
new course for Worplesdon Golf Club, he sought 
to embrace new ideas. He was also a prominent 
member of the outstanding and long-lived 

Aber pictured by Charles Ambrose in 
Golf Illustrated, towards the end of his life
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partnership of Fowler, Abercromby, Simpson and 
Croome. Apart from the courses that are credited 
to him, his ideas would undoubtedly have been 
considered and used in the layouts credited to the 
other partners.

In his first commissions for Worplesdon and 
Coombe Hill, he accepted the ideas of Willie Park 
and others. However by the time he was completing 
those commissions, he was forming his own ideas 
and in his later layouts he was demonstrating that 
he was a radical thinker, developing a distinct style 
of his own.

The elements of this style can best be seen at 
The Addington, in the writer’s opinion, his most 
inspirational course. They are:

1. One-shot holes, the core of his layouts and 
often the most memorable holes.

2. Sparing use (sometimes running to non-use) 
of bunkers.

3. Greens with slopes of great subtlety 
(contrasting, for example, with Mackenzie’s big 
bold borrows)

4. Imaginative use of existing hazards such as 
ravines, woodland or single trees, even man-
made features such as gravel pits.

5. Unusual relationship between the numbers of 
one-shot, two-shot and three-shot holes, (in some 
instances six of each length within 18 holes).

It is not surprising that The Addington should 
be considered his masterpiece. After all, he spent 
twenty years gradually perfecting his original layout, 
without having to consider anyone’s opinion but his 
own and in short behaving, in Henry Longhurst’s 
words, as ‘The Benevolent Dictator’.

The Courses of JF Abercromby
Addington GC (Old and New Courses), Coombe 
Hill GC (with W Park Jnr),  Knole Park GC (with H 
Fowler), Manor House Hotel GC (with H Fowler), 
West Kent GC, (with H Fowler) and Worplesdon 
GC

Abercromby's input to West Kent and Moreton- 
hampstead was central,  but subsequent changes 
have meant that modern layouts are significantly 
changed from the originals
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Corrections
One or two howlers perpetrated by the Editor, and 
escaping the diligent proofreaders included:

ENID Wilson (not Edith) was the great 1) 
Ladies’ champion who featured in Ed’s review 
of the Derbyshire Ladies County Association 
history (pointed out by Liz Pook); 

Shirley Kay won the prize for those 2) 
playing with steel shafts at the Central England 
Championships at Coxmoor at the end of May 
(not Robin Griffiths, who was runner–up); and

(inexplicably) Old Malvernians (not 3) 
Malverians) is the name of the team of former 
pupils of Malvern College, who won the Halford 
Hewitt in 2006, and whose Society history was 
reviewed in June Book Reviews.

David Wright also points out that our understanding 
(reported in March TTG) about the buyer of the 
Sam Ryder putter in the January Bonham’s sale was 
wrong. It was not the PGA, who did not even bid 
for the item. 

The review of Noel Stephens' history of  
Worplesdon GC appears on p59
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THERE SEEMS ALWAYS to have been a ‘home 
rule’ problem in Ireland. However the issue 
dominated British politics from 1885 until 

the outbreak of the First World War. The outbreak 
of war ended any talk of Home Rule and many 
Irishmen joined the call to arms in the war against 
Germany. The third Home Rule bill was again under 
discussion in the 1920s but the time had come for 
military action and the Irish Republican Army was 
formed. Despite the conflict, the British Government 
passed the Government of Ireland Act in 1920. This 
gave Ireland two parliaments with a prime minister, 
each answerable to London: the Unionist one in 
Belfast and that for the Nationalists in Dublin. 
Such an arrangement was not acceptable to many 
nationalists and the IRA fight for independence 
continued. A truce was agreeded in July 1921, the 
Anglo-Irish Agreement for greater independence 
signed, and the new Irish Free State created. It still 
remained within the British Commonwealth. and 
the UK was renamed the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland. During the Second 
World War Ireland remained neutral but Winston 
Churchill offered Irish unity if Ireland would end 
neutrality. This was never going to be acceptable 
to the Unionists in the North. In 1949 the Irish 
Free State left the Commonwealth and became the 
Republic of Ireland. 

Royal Golf Clubs
Throughout the length and breadth of these islands 
there are many hundreds of golf clubs and yet only 
37 carry the prefix ‘Royal’. There are eighteen in 
England, ten in Scotland, five in Ireland two in Wales 
and two in the Channel Islands. While it is mostly 
the famous clubs that have been so honoured there 
are exceptions to this. To understand how this came 
about the Golfer’s Handbook states that ‘the right to 
the designation ‘Royal' is bestowed by the favour of 
the Sovereign or member of the Royal House’. It was 
during the latter part of the nineteenth century that 
most clubs became ‘Royal’ and this was either due 
to the endeavours of the members of the golf club or 

to the establishment of some particular relationship 
with a member of the royal family. The earliest royal 
club was Royal North Devon, presented with its 
charter in 1867. After the death of Queen Victoria in 
1901, during the reign of Edward VII the selection 
of clubs seeking to become Royal was channelled 
through the Home Office or Scottish Office and the 
number of such clubs declined sharply. Since 1919, 
when the procedures were reviewed again, only 
five or six clubs have been granted the royal prefix. 

In terms of the island of Ireland it seems strange 
that the Royal Dublin Golf Club was the first club to 
receive the Royal title in 1891. Other clubs and dates 
are as follows: Royal Portrush 1893; Royal Belfast 
1908; Royal County Down 1907; and Royal Curragh 
1910. In the Republic of Ireland there is another Royal 
club, but quite different from the others. It is the 
Royal Tara Golf Club in the Royal County of Meath. 
So these three clubs in the Republic of Ireland are 
quite different: Royal Dublin GC decided after Irish 
Independence in 1921 to retain its British Royal title;  
Royal Curragh Golf Club, which decided to end its 
British connections at the same time; and Royal 
Tara, which takes its title from the fact that the Club 
is sited close the seat of the ancient Irish Kings.  

Royal Curragh Golf Club.
During the time of the Crimean War it was decided 
to construct a very large British Army camp in 
County Kildare some 30 miles west of Dublin. Some 
of the earliest soldiers billeted here were Scottish 
regiments. Officers from the camp, who will have had 
some experience of golf in the native homeland, are 
reputed to have played golf here as early as 1850. A 
formal golf club was not formed until 1883. Colonel 
Bill Gibson of the Irish Army wrote the centenary 
book of the Curragh Golf Club. The amount of golf 
played was dictated by the wartime demands on the 
troops and during the Boer War and the Great War, 
few officers were left in Ireland. After the formation 
of the Irish Free State on the 16th of May 1922, in 
the pouring rain, the British troops marched out of 
the Curragh Camp and the army of the Irish Free 
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State took over. The British golfers are said to have 
left nothing, selling the golf pavilion to Newbridge 
College and removing the Club records. 

According to Sir Peter Allen, in his book The 
Sunley Book of Royal Golf, before the outbreak of the 
Great War the Commander in Chief of the Forces in 
Ireland, Major General Neville Lyttelton, wrote to 
the Secretary of State at the Home Office in these 
terms:

Sir, 
I have the honour to request that you will be good 
enough to ascertain from the King whether His 
Majesty would be gracious enough to grant the 
Curragh Golf Club the honour of His patronage 
and to authorise it to assume the prefix ‘Royal’. 
It has been impossible to ascertain definitely by 
whom, or how, the Club was formed, the old 
Minute Books having unfortunately been lost 
about the time of the South African War, but the 
Irish Golfer’s Guide states that the Club was formed 
in 1855, adding ‘that the presence of Highland 
Regiments naturally led to golf playing many 
years ago, and there is little doubt that the Curragh 
Golf Club is the oldest in Ireland. I would add that 
the majority of the Committee and players consist 
of Officers of His Majesty’s Forces and that all the 
members of the Club would deem it the greatest 
honour were it His Majesty’s pleasure to confer 
such distinction on the Curragh Golf Club.

On the 24th of September 1910 the Club received a 
letter from the Home Office that conferred the title 
‘Royal’, it was acknowledged by the Captain of the 
Club, Major General W Pitcairn Campbell on the 1st 
of October.  It is interesting to note that at the time of 
the Irish Free State coming into being there was no 
great rejoicing about changing the name of the Club 
and doing away with its Royal title. The first AGM 
of the new Club merely refers to the Curragh Golf 
Club. This state of affairs remained until Bill Gibson 
became Captain in 1985 when his investigative mind 
led him to enquire from the Privy Purse Office of 
Buckingham Palace what the current position of the 
royal grant was. The Home Office replied that there 
was no evidence to show that the Club had taken 
any action to have the title withdrawn. So the Royal 
title is still valid. It would seem after the passing of 
so much time and in the changed Ireland no action 
will ever be taken to restore it.

The Royal Dublin Golf Club
Things were different in the case of Royal Dublin. 
The formation of the Club began in much the same 
way as at The Curragh as the result of Scottish 
Officers playing golf, this time in Phoenix Park. An 
early member of the Club was the Rt Hon Arthur 
James Balfour, Chief Secretary of Ireland, later to 
become the British Prime Minister and later still an 
Earl. He had joined the Club in 1887 and always 
played with two armed detectives who acted as 

caddies. It was Balfour’s influential position that 
enabled him to obtain the royal title for the Club. 
He informed his fellow-members that Her Majesty 
Queen Victoria had approved the change of name 
on the 22nd of May 1891. The Club left Phoenix Park 
and after a short stay at Sutton moved to the great 
linksland at Dollymount. When the clubhouse, 
an early all-wooden building, was burnt down in 
August 1943, all the Club’s records were lost. 

There was never any hint of a change in name 
following the events of 1921; indeed in 1962 the 
Club asked the Lord Chamberlain’s Office whether 
a charter granting the royal status could be found. 
They were informed that the customary practice 
was simply a letter being sent to the Club and that 
no formal charter existed. To this day there is no sign 
of the Royal Dublin Golf Club wishing to abandon 
its ‘Royal’ title.

The Royal Tara Golf Club
So far we have a ‘Royal’ Club which does not wish 
to use the ‘Royal’ prefix and another which protects 
vigorously its right to use it; so what about Royal 
Tara Golf Club?  It began as Navan Golf Club in 
1906 but was forced out of its original course in 
1922. The members moved to Bellinter and reformed 
themselves as Bellinter Golf Club. This was 
originally a nine-hole course. However later when 
the estate in which it was situated was acquired by 
the Irish Land Commission, the Club were leased 
sufficient land to extend to eighteen holes. This 
was in 1966 and the Club took this opportunity to 
rename the Club the Royal Tara Golf Club due to its 
close proximity to the Hill of Tara. The hill is known 
in Irish as Teamhair na Ri, which translates as ‘Hill 
of the King’. This was the seat of Ard Ri na hÉireann, 
the High King of Ireland. It was considered to be 
the political and spiritual capital of Ireland and was 
continuously important from Neolithic times until 
the twelfth century.

It would certainly not have been possible to add 
this title had the Club been in the United Kingdom, 
but in Ireland there was no problem. While it is 
unlikely the Royal Tara has any reciprocal playing 
arrangements with other royal clubs in the United 
Kingdom or in any Commonwealth countries, they 
do receive invitations to 'Royal' club events, and do 
attend some.

So the Republic of Ireland has three quite 
different royal clubs.
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Legends of the Ladies Links
Mary Ellen Graham (Ladies' Champion 1901, 

Scottish Champion 1904)
and those who inspired her, especially

Amy Bennet Pascoe (Ladies' Champion, 1896)
by

Liz Pook
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MOLLY’ GRAHAM as she was known was 
born in 1880, into the hugely talented 
well-known Hoylake golfing family. She 

was encouraged by her golfing parents, but would 
have been especially inspired by her illustrious 
brothers Jack (christened John), whom Bernard 
Darwin referred to as ‘a player of unquestionable 
genius’, and Allan, who reached the final of the 
Amateur on his home links in 1921, beating Bobby 
Jones 6/5 in the fourth round.    

Their father also John, is named within the list 
of captains of the Club. He had moved south from 
Glasgow to Liverpool in 1873, when the family 
sugar refining business relocated to Liverpool and 
he purchased Mohrcroft, a substantial property in 
Sefton Park. Later he built The Croft, which was 
an equally imposing dwelling adjacent to the 
seventeenth green and eighteenth tee on Stanley 
Road, Hoylake. This home was used chiefly as a 
summer dwelling for two months of the year, when 
the family, plus retainers would cross the Mersey 
by ferry to New Brighton, situated on the Wirral 
Peninsula. There they would have taken the train 
journey via the Wirral Railway Line to Hoylake 
Station, which was but a short pony and trap ride 
from their home. 

Whilst ladies were not permitted to play over 
the Royal Liverpool links, Molly was allowed 
to compete alongside her family from an early 
age, and by watching their championship play, 
rapidly improved. In fact at the tender age of only 
ten, Molly won a nine-hole competition for girls 
of sixteen years and under, when the prize was a 
handsome silver watch, whilst her brothers won 
the two categories for boys. No doubt their parents 
would have been immensely proud of their gifted 
offspring.

Hoylake welcomes the Ladies
In choosing the Hoylake links for their 1896 
Championship, the Ladies Golf Union could not 
have chosen a more challenging venue for any 
would-be aspiring champion. Young Miss Graham 
could well have been an excited spectator, eager to 
learn from the numerous illustrious visitors. She 
was a member of the nearby Hoylake Ladies’ club, 
which had opened the previous June. The nine 
hole layout, although extremely short by today’s 
standards was described as ‘of a very sporting 
character’ and already our future champion was 
proving that she could hold her own against several 
of the established local players, who competed in 
regional and national events. These included Mrs 
Ryder Richardson a plus handicap player, whose 
husband was the Secretary of Royal Liverpool and 
a Miss Stone and Miss Latham, who both played 
off scratch. In fact Molly had actually won the 
1895 January Medal off a handicap of seven, but 
by the end of the season had reduced by a further 
stroke.  She was still only in her sixteenth year and 
it is a wonder that her parents did not allow her to 
enter the Championship – but on the other hand 
the experience could well have been too great an 
ordeal for one so young. How times change, when 
one now knows that a player on the 2008 GB and 
Ireland Curtis Cup team was a mere fifteen years 
of age.

Enter the remarkable Issette Pearson
Molly, will no doubt have learnt much by watching 
the 82 competitors who arrived from all over the 
British Isles. The male members, used to ruling 
the roost, would not have known what had hit 
them, especially in meeting The Czar, the LGU’s 
indomitable founder and Honorary Secretary Miss 
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Issette Pearson. Whilst the reigning Champion 
for the opening three years, Lady Margaret Scott 
(Minchinhampton) had relinquished her interest 
in serious play, there were others eager to take her 
crown. Another famous player in the ascendancy 
was of course the former Wimbledon tennis star and 
local celebrity Miss Lottie Dod, who was featured 
as our first legend in this series of articles.  However 
she had decided that the lure of The Alps held a 
greater fascination and strangely stayed away, for 
she would have been a firm favourite. Jack Morris, 
the well-known and much respected Professional 
of Royal Liverpool, undertook the starting, whilst 
according to Golf dated the 22nd of May 1896::

Mr Ryder Richardson, (known as Sweet William!) 
worked both early and late on behalf of the ladies, 
and whose apparent unfailing courtesy and 
thoughtfulness was appreciated by all, especially 
by Miss Issette Pearson, the LGU secretary 
who, being relieved of her official duties, was 
for the most part able to put all her efforts into 
concentrating on her own game. 

The course had been considerably shortened, with 
all the tees having been reduced to 4,730 yards, 
compared with the usual 5,755 yards. There were 
numerous fine matches and Miss Pearson (+4) 
did not disappoint her large army of admirers 
in reaching the semi-finals. On reflection a ‘blue 
ribbon’ win would have been a fitting tribute for 
this tireless campaigner, having reached the first two 
finals.  Indeed it is impossible to comprehend how 
the ladies game would have developed without the 
visionary expertise of this extraordinary lady from 
Putney, South London. 

Everywhere one looked there were outstanding 
players, including the imposing hard hitting Miss 
Alice Starkie-Bence from Eastbourne, whose side-
board, so the story goes, positively groaned under 
a humongous array of captured silverware. Writing 
within The Sportswoman’s Library Volume 1 (1898) 
Miss Starkie-Bench stated:

The championship meeting at Hoylake was 
remarkable for the number of very close matches, 
many of which were only decided on the 
eighteenth, nineteenth, or twentieth greens. It was 
noticeable what an improvement in all parts of the 
game had taken place within the last three years, 
many of those who had witnessed the St Anne’s 
Championship being present, and stating this in 
their opinion. In the length of the tee shots and 
brassies, in getting out of difficulties and in putting, 
the improvement was everywhere visible.

Miss Pascoe demands attention    
Indeed this was the case, as round after round these 
pioneering gladiators fought for the ultimate prize 

of the handsome challenge trophy, which had cost 
the princely sum of £50. A king’s ransom even in 
those far off days, or should the saying on this 
occasion be a Queen’s ransom as Victoria still ruled 
over her vast empire. The yearly entrance fee and 
subscription for members playing at the nearby 
Hoylake Ladies’ club amounted to £2 11s 0d. 

According to the LGU’s report on the 
Championship, Woking’s committee member Miss 
Amy ‘Polly’ Bennet Pascoe was demanding much 
attention, having beaten local crack player Mrs Ryder 
Richardson. Match reports make fascinating reading 
and according to Our Special Lady Correspondent 
within Golf one of the finest matches was between 
Miss Starkie-Bench and Miss Pascoe herself:

Better play could not have been shown, Miss 
Starkie-Bench being fatally correct on the green. 
Give and take all round, with fine, free shots, 
was the order and Miss SB was dormy one. Here 
Miss Pascoe’s cool determination stood her in 
good stead and she made a tie of the match at the 
eighteenth hole … and amid breathless interest the 

Molly with club aged eight
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match was secured by Miss Pascoe (at the extra 
hole). It is no exaggeration to say that both players 
gave an exhibition of faultless golf … and it is only 
fair to mention that Miss SB’s caddie fainted from 
the heat, and she had to finish the match with a 
new boy.

Miss Pascoe prevails
Around 3,000 spectators came out to watch the final 
in very sticky warm conditions and ‘Polly’ Pascoe 
playing near flawlessly never lost her early lead to 
Wimbledon’s Miss Lena Thomson (scratch), before 
winning 3 and 2. Out of interest Miss Pascoe came 
back in 35 strokes for seven holes, and it must be 
remembered that throughout the week the ladies 
played with gutty balls and hickory shafts. All wore 
skirts down to their ankles as photos indicate and 
fancy blouses fastened at the neck. They also donned 
boaters, ringed in silk depicting their club colours, 
as to have worn any other attire would not have 
been correct and definitely frowned upon. Mabel 
Stringer writing within her Golfing Reminiscences 
pens a hilarious and graphic description of the 

frenzied build up to the final, with the following 
entertaining piece: 

There being no big hotel, we were all scattered 
with our respective parties in various houses 
round about the links. Our party consisted of 
Lena Thomson, Amy Pascoe, myself and one or 
two others. By now Miss Pascoe had contracted 
the golf fever to a really alarming degree. She was 
practising shots at all hours, out in a secluded 
corner of the links, morning, noon and night with 
Peter Rainford coaching her. We all scoffed at her 
obsession; for to us golf was only a very pleasant 
game, but with her it was the vital thing and she 
had her reward, for she won the championship. 
When she and Lena Thomson had come through 
to the final, we in the house, put them both to 
bed between lunch and starting time, then Lena 
and I carefully superintended Miss Pascoe’s 
toilette, for her concentration on the game left her 
utterly indifferent to anything else and we were 
determined that our house should do us credit in 
every way.

For all BGCS members with a copy of The Book of 
Golf and Golfers by Horace G Hutchinson, page 242 
will surely make you smile. For on being asked by 
this illustrious gentleman to subscribe a chapter on 
ladies play Miss Pascoe wrote the following passage 
on her own play, as follows:

Miss AB Pascoe is not a bad golfer, though on 
account of her usual unsteadiness she is considered 
weaker than she is. Very good off the tee, and when 
once on the green, the poorness of her iron play 
places her ball in a bunker and her game within 
easy range of the arrows of criticism.

Equally enjoyable is a summary by Our Special 
Lady Correspondent of Golf, who stated:

Miss Pascoe has been carefully training for 
three or four years, and her golf is the result of 
laborious study. She has not attained the summit 
of her ambition without considerable painstaking 
practice. She plays a thoroughly cultivated game, 
and she is a very difficult opponent to encounter, 
as her pluck and determination make an uphill 
game her delight. At the same time she needs dash 
and self-reliance. She should place confidence 
in her own judgement, and appeal less to the 
guidance of her caddie. The slowness of her game 
was remarkable.  

Dare I suggest that in the 1950s and 60s the three 
times champion Miss Enid Wilson, writing within 
The Daily Telegraph would have been exceedingly 
more brutal, as I am sure lady members of the BGCS 
from that era will agree.

Admiration for Miss Pearson
In defence of her title the following year (1897) at 
Gullane, Polly Pascoe was knocked out by Miss 
Pearson. Years later in 1924, Mabel Stringer wrote Polly Pascoe: Ladies' Champion at Hoylake, 1896
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admiringly, yet amusingly of our erstwhile Ladies 
Champion:

I was asking Issette Miller recently if she knew 
what had become of ‘Polly’ Pascoe and she told 
me of her death. I was sorry, for Miss Pascoe 
was an exceptionally able woman, with a brain 
and powers for above the average. She took as 
her model Issette Pearson, for whom she had an 
unbounded admiration. She only took up golf 
when an adult. She had been down to Littlestone 
in 1894 to watch Lady Margaret Scott and other 
players of repute. In 1895 she entered at Portrush 
and lost all her luggage on the way over. She was 
probably thinking out how to play a mashie shot, 
instead of looking after her property and at the 
hotel we all rigged her out in whatever garment we 
each could spare. She played in the championship 
in a man’s red coat; but I am sure she did not in 
the least mind the loss of her clothes, so long as 
she had her clubs. We had great fun over there and 
there was an undeniable charm about Polly Pascoe. 
I think it lay in her voice, which was wonderfully 
pleasant, low and sweet. She was always keenly 
alive to anything humorous, except when she was 
too much engrossed in thinking out some golf 
shot, then she heard and saw nothing else.

Miss Stringer went on to say that she did not know 
why she had acquired the name of ‘Polly,’ as her real 
name was Amy. Miss Pascoe wrote extremely well, 
even brilliantly as is evident with her contributions 
within the LGU yearbook (1896) and Our Lady of the 
Green. She could talk on most subjects. Years later, 
Miss Stringer came across her at some debating 
society, nodded and our former champion enquired 
in an intense tone, ‘Are you Free or are you Tariff 
Reform?’ Miss Stringer indicated that she never saw 
her again and had often wondered what had become 
of her. Miss Stringer expressed an opinion that she 
was a woman of infinite possibilities and unusual 
abilities and that ‘Polly’ Pascoe might have risen to 
any position, social or political. She concluded that 
she was a most generous and kind person and that 
Miss Stringer was greatly saddened to think that 
she would never see her again. 

What a wonderful tribute to a greatly admired 
lady. Sadly at this stage no amount of research can 
locate her actual date of birth or the date of her 
demise. All we know is that she was ‘an adult’ when 
taking up the game in 1894 (after watching the final 
at Littlestone) and that according to Miss Stringer 
she had died well before 1924. 

Not even Woking Golf Club where she played 
could help. All the Secretary George Ritchie can tell 
us, is that within their Woking centenary history it 
states that after her victory, the Ladies Secretary and 
committee decided to reduce her handicap from 
seven down to scratch. Strange, as within the 1896 

LGU yearbook, which was published before the 
Championship it lists Miss Pascoe as scratch and 
a committee member – so the plot thickens. At the 
same time she is listed as a member of Wimbledon 
Ladies where she is off +1 and also played for the 
Prince’s Mitcham team. By Jove these ladies were 
hardy folk, and it annoys me intensely when some 
people say ‘but they were not real players of the 
game’. To me they were all true champions – be it 
privileged ones. 

Molly Graham – Hoylake’s champion     
In my enthusiasm to introduce you to other 
remarkable ladies, I digress – so back to our future 
champion Miss Molly Graham. Needless to say as 
soon as she was old enough, Molly joined the newly-
formed Moreton Ladies, which was immediately 
south of Leasowe Golf Club. One of the reasons for 
her joining was that Moreton permitted Sunday 
play, whereas Royal Liverpool did not. Here the 
links were considerably taxing, even at only 3,940 
yards and Molly held the course record with a par 
72. As with all the leading clubs, the ladies wore 
impressive blazers with coloured braid of red, black 
and yellow. Over the years Molly won many gold 
medals at Moreton, several of which now make 

Polly Pascoe: finish of swing
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up a bracelet worn by Avril Graham, the widow 
of Molly’s nephew John, and daughter-in-law of 
Allan. As many will recall, the late John Graham 
was a former much respected and distinguished 
guest at our Society AGM dinners, who, with our 
equally much respected former President John 
Behrend, arranged Golf at Hoylake. Within a letter 
to the compiler of this chapter, back in 1992, John 
Graham kindly wrote:

Molly’s finest performance was winning the British 
Ladies Amateur Championship at Aberdovey 
in 1901, when she defeated the holder, Ireland’s 
legend Miss Rhoda Adair, in the final. Legally, 
she should not have reached the final, as she lost 
her semi final match by one hole (to Mrs Stanley 
Stubbs) and returned to the clubhouse. However 
some minutes later a vigilante reported that her 
opponent had miscalculated her score at a hole 
in the middle of the round. So the match was 
declared all square and the two were fished out to 
play the 19th where Aunt Molly won.

Once again Mabel Stringer wrote within her Golfing 
Reminiscences that: 

Certain players have little tricks and idiosyncrasies 
by which one always thinks of them and whenever 
I read or hear of Molly Graham I invariably 
connect her with rather disreputable gloves, with 
the wrist part flapping back over her hands as she 
played and such a delightful player too, and so 

like her brother, the great ‘Jack’, killed alas in the 
war, with the same lightning back swing and full 
follow-through. 

According to May Hezlet within her Ladies’ Golf 
throughout the Championship it was thought that 
Rhoda Adair as the holder would easily retain her 
title but:

Opinions changed very soon after the final started 
and it was seen that whatever the final result was 
to be a close struggle. … Miss Graham obtained 
the lead in the first few holes, and, what was more 
important, managed to keep it throughout the 
round. … The heat was terrific, so much so that 
most of the golfers were forced to carry sunshades 
and use them between strokes, and it was quite 
a common and amusing sight to see competitors 
and referees trying to keep cool by sucking lemons 
on the way round. Unfortunately, owing to the 
continued dry weather, the Aberdovey links were 
not seen at their best; but nothing could have 
exceeded the friendliness and kindness of the 
officials of the club.   

In addition within the Ladies Golf Union year book 
(1902) there is a delightful picture of the proceedings, 
as the Championship drew to a happy conclusion.

As there were no regular caddies belonging to 
the club, the authorities gave the school children 
a fortnight’s holiday; the schoolmaster became 

Molly’s victory in the Ladies' Championship at Aberdovey in 1901,  after a photogravure by Michael Brown
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the caddie-master and all the little girls and 
boys caddied indiscriminately. Another unusual 
feature of the meeting was the singing by the local 
fishermen in the evening.

Sadly in defence of her title in 1902 over the Royal 
Cinque Ports, Deal, links there proved to be much 
new talent, especially from north of the border. 
Notable amongst them were Miss Glover, the 
Misses Park and Mrs Mungo Park. Molly had to 
endure some very close matches especially in the 
fourth round against Miss M Park. Both played well 
and after an exciting struggle Molly won by the odd 
hole. However in the fifth round sadly she was to 
meet her Waterloo and went down after a ‘give and 
take match’ on the last green. 

Later Molly Graham is also given considerable 
acclaim within May Hezlet’s Ladies Golf: 

Miss Graham in reality ought not to be mentioned 
among the English golfers, as she considers herself 
of Scotch nationality. Whether she be Scotch or 
English however, she has an exceedingly pretty 
style, and ranks among the favoured few who have 
attained championship honours. It was in 1901 at 
Aberdovey that she gained the blue ribbon and it 
was her first appearance at championship meetings 
her excellent form came rather as a surprise to the 
majority of golfers who hitherto had not seen her 
play. No one could have displayed better golf than 
she did in the final against Miss Adair; from start 
to finish it was a series of brilliant strokes. She 
is not an exceptionally long driver, but can hold 
her own from the tee with the majority and the 
strongest point in her game is approaching. She 
makes these approach shots in the most finished 
style, and with a delicate turn of the wrist, which 
is very effective; her putting is also good and can 
usually be depended upon. Hoylake is her home 
links, and there she has the great advantage – 
which is so often out of the question for women 
– of being able to play on the full men’s course.

Tom Morris In Charge of Scottish Final
Molly’s father, who was a true Scot, was delighted 
when she decided to enter the first Scottish Ladies 
Championship held in 1903 at St. Andrews. There 
she reached the final, when Tom Morris was the 
referee. Alas Molly was beaten on the last green by 
another fine player, Miss Alexa Glover. 

However in 1904, Molly confirmed her worth 
by winning the handsome trophy in grand style, 
demolishing Miss M Bishop by 6/5.  The following 
year in defence of her title she once more reached 
the final, only to be beaten at the Nineteenth by the 
champion of all time Dorothy Campbell, who as 
we now know was to go on to greater glories. The 
event was held over the taxing North Berwick links, 
which Miss Campbell knew well. 

History made at Royal Cromer in 1905
Molly travelled to Royal Cromer, Norfolk, to compete 
in the 1905 Ladies Championship. However before 
the main attraction she was asked to play in the 
first unofficial international match against a team of 
ladies from the United States of America, following 
a request by the sisters Margaret and Harriet Curtis. 
There she played and beat a Miss Mary B Adams, 
who the following year reached the final of the US 
Women’s Amateur. The match paved the way for 
the first contest in 1932, ‘to further friendly rivalry 
between the nations’. In the Championship Molly 
reached the fifth round before losing on the last 
green to Miss Elinor C Nevile from Belton Park, 
near Grantham.

After 1905 Molly ceased to figure in the final  
stages of any championship, however she did 
continue to win medals at club level. She was a 
regular member of the Cheshire team in its early 
days, playing in the winning County Finals team of 
1910 and 1912. She was also the first Vice Captain 
of the Cheshire County Club and it is believed that 
her lowest club handicap in 1909 was +4, whilst her 
LGU one was scratch. At the time she was Captain 
of Hoylake Ladies, where the course measured 3414 
yards for eighteen holes and had a par of 77.  Ent-
rance fees were £3 3s, whilst the annual subscription 
was £1 11s 6d. Strangely enough the same year she 
was a member of Moreton, where the Committee 

Molly's perfectly balanced backswing
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gave her a scratch handicap. As late as 1914, Molly 
Graham is still accredited with scratch within the 
LGU Year Book. After the Great War this weighty 
manual with all its varied information proved too 
costly and the ‘Little Red Book’ was scaled down to 
manageable proportions.  

Molly did not play seriously after the 1914-18 
war, concentrated more on badminton and county 
tennis, but according to Avril Graham the charming 
wife of now sadly deceased John, she ‘enjoyed  
friendly fun club play’.                                                              

Impressive play in advancing years
Molly had, in addition to golf, become a proficient 
ice skater, a first class rock climber and was 
exceptionally talented at embroidery – another 
Lottie Dod in many ways. As late as 1939, John 
Graham challenged his aunt to play a ‘wee’ nine-
hole match, although she thought that it was a bit 
impractical as she had not played for some time. 
She imagined she would be rather rusty now at the 
age of 59. John offered her one stroke a hole and 
whilst he played from the very back tees at Royal 
Liverpool, she played from the most forward ones. 
Unfortunately on the day of the match John played 
the nine holes very badly, whereas Molly did them 
in an incredible 39 strokes, or 30 net, holing putts 
from all over the place! 

Later in 1992, John Graham concluded, when 
recalling this delightful story: ‘What a way to finish 
a very notable golfing career with a win of that 
magnitude!’ 

Finally the ever-gracious Avril Graham recently 
added:

Aunt Molly was always wonderful to me, showing 
so much interest in our two boys as they grew up. 
Also in later life she devoted herself to caring for 
her older sister Eleanora, who was the eldest of 
the four Graham children – for sadly she had been 
born disabled. Aunt Molly died in the mid 1950s 
and was greatly loved by all who knew her.

These sentiments clearly endorse the fact that Miss 
Molly Graham was indeed a true champion in every 
respect, extending far beyond the boundaries of the 
links she graced.
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For Sale
Booklets and Magazines
Copies of Golf Monthly magazine from August 
1948 through to August 1972. Mainly the months 
June, July and August, so featuring 23 Open 
Championships; 35 copies in all. All in excellent 
condition; some near mint.  
Eleven booklets on county and regional golf 
dating from early 1950s by RHK Browning: Golf in 
Cornwall; Devon; Essex; Somerset; Hants & Dorset; 
Kent; On Lancs Coast; Surrey; Sussex; Channel 
Islands; Gloucestershire. Also: Golfers Guide to the 
counties of Kent, Surrey and Sussex; 50 Miles of Golf 
Round London by Tom Scott (1952); and Guide to 
Yorkshire Golf by Chas Scratchard published by 
Yorkshire Evening Post. In all fourteen booklets
Finally, a rare copy of Fred Daly’s Golfing in 
Northern Ireland, published by the Northern 
Ireland Tourist Board around 1971, with illustrated 
wrappers and 6pp. 
All lots in good or very good condition. 
Offers for each lot can be made to Gordon Taylor, 26 
Pearman Way, Stanway, Colchester, Essex, CO3 0NP. 
Or godfrey.taylor@tesco.net   Tel: 01206 330680. 

Scorecards
One of the largest-known collections of scorecards 
for sale or transfer to good home. Thousands from 
all over the world. Telephone Robin Griffiths, 
on 01278 788321 or email golf788321@aol.com to 
discuss terms of trade and possible swap.



TURNING UP THE UNEXPECTED can be 
quite a challenge. Figure 1 below, captioned 
American Golf Professionals in Glasgow, dated 

3rd June 1921, is one of the earliest pictures of an 
American professional golf team in Britain. What 
were they doing visiting my golf club at Pollock? 

The attractions were the Open at St Andrews and 
the Glasgow Herald Tournament at Gleneagles, with 
by far the largest prize money at that time. More 
important, at Gleneagles, they played in the first 
informal challenge match between professionals 
from North America and the British Isles, later to 
become the Ryder Cup. The Open at St Andrews 
was a prize that so far had eluded the Americans. 
Crossing the Atlantic by sea, they travelled north 
by train to Gleneagles, stopping over in Glasgow to 
see their good friends George Duncan, the current 
Open champion and Abe Mitchell playing an 

exhibition match at Pollok GC, no doubt taking the 
chance to assess Duncan’s and Mitchell’s game. So 
Pollok had the distinction of a visit from the first 
team of American Professionals.

Welcoming the American team is James Mark, 
Captain of Pollok GC, and JH Taylor, five times 
Open Champion and Captain of the British team 
at Gleneagles. Emmett French was Captain of the 
ten-strong American team. Emigrant Scots Jock 
Hutchison and Fred McLeod, from St Andrews and 
North Berwick respectively, were big attractions. 
Mr W Park, All Square, is the enterprising golf 
correspondent of the Glasgow Herald who set up this 
historic  photograph.  

Gleneagles Events
The Glasgow Herald Tournament was played on the 
newly-opened King’s course at Gleneagles. With 
the hotel not yet completed, accommodation was 

American Invasions of Britain in 1921

The resumption of competitive golf after the First World War was marked by visits from strong 
contingents of American competitors, who displayed growing self-confidence

Their mixed success is recounted by
Jake Davidson

Fig. 1. The picture published in the Daily Record and Daily Mail shows (l to r), Charles Hoffner, Jock Hutchison, Fred 
McLeod, Mr James Mark, JH Taylor, Tom Kerrigan, Wilfrid Reid, Bill Melhorn, Emmet French, and Mr W Park.  
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available in ‘sleeper’ coaches at Gleneagles railway 
station. Most spectators came by train to this popular 
event, but perhaps surprisingly in this early period 
of aeronautical history, commercial flights from 
Glasgow were even advertised. (Fig. 3)

In 1921 the newspaper offered total prize money 
of £650, the largest sum for any tournament to that 
date – attracting a great number of competitors. 
Qualifying rounds decided the leading sixteen 
players for the match-play tournament. As winner 
of the £200 first prize from a field containing so 
many leading British and American professionals, 
Abe Mitchell became favourite to win the Open the 
following week. The event, so important in its day, 
has sadly now disappeared from the record books.  

The first informal match between British and 
American professionals immediately preceded the 
Glasgow Herald Tournament. Interestingly there 
were few spectators at this first match, which was 
followed a few years later by the Ryder Cup. The 
Herald sponsored the match, providing medals for 
each of the competitors. The British team, including 
six past or future Open champions, was ‘as strong 
a team as could be selected’, beating the visiting 
Americans by 9 games to 3 with three drawn. 
While it is not clear who originally thought up 
these matches, James Harnett, circulation manager 
of Golf Illustrated, was always enthusiastic. Many 
of the American professionals were expatriate 
Scots, based mainly in New England who actively 
supported this visit ‘home’. However Harnett 
gets the credit for consolidating the proposal and 
ensuring each American player received $1,000 
expenses sponsored by Golf Illustrated and the US 
PGA. The Glasgow Herald thus played a major and 
largely unrecognised role in establishing modern 
professional tournament golf and the Ryder Cup.

Fife
To fill the gap between Gleneagles and the Open, 
a 36-hole tournament was organised at historic 

Fig. 2.  JH Taylor on the fourteenth green of the new Gleneagles course.  The incomplete hotel can be seen behind.

 Fig. 3. Advertisement from the Glasgow Herald on 
the 4th of June, 1921

Kinghorn, just a short train ride from St Andrews, 
attracting an entry of about 40. Joe Kirkwood, the 
Australian champion, led after the first round. On 
the second day Jock Hutchison was round in 64 
creating a course record and winning the first prize 
of £50 presented by the clubmakers, Gibsons of 
Kinghorn.

Then it was on to The Open at St Andrews 
described by Golf Illustrated as ‘the most exciting in 
the long history of the Open’.  The crowd, estimated 
at 20,000, was a record for any golf meeting. Both 
amateurs and professionals made up a greatly 
increased entry. America with four amateurs 
and sixteen professionals, had the largest foreign 
entry; others included Arnaud Massy of France, 
Angel de la Torre of Spain and Joe Kirkwood of 
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major turning point for American golf. Indeed Golf 
Illustrated opined: ‘the Americans both amateurs 
and professionals played such brilliant golf, there 
can no longer be any doubt they are able to hold 
their own in open competition’. 

Men's & Ladies' Amateur Championips
That year the Amateur Championship was played 
at Hoylake, preceded by the first-ever unofficial 
international match between Britain and the USA, 
later to become the Walker Cup. In the match the 
Americans played brilliant golf and Britain was 
soundly beaten. Only Cyril Tolley, the 1920 amateur 
champion, won his match. But Francis Ouimet, 
Bobby Jones and Chick Evans were all unbeatable. In 
sharp contrast, in the Championship that followed, 
all three leading Americans played poorly, barely 
reaching halfway. Jones struggled to beat a virtually 
unknown British golfer before going down 6&5 to 
home club member Allan Graham. In the 36-hole 
final Willie Hunter, a Scot, beat Graham 12 &11. 

In 1921 the Ladies Championship, considered 
the staunchest stronghold of British golf, was held 
at Turnberry. A strong contingent of American 
ladies led by their Champion, Alexa Stirling, failed 
to cope with stormy condition, the determined Miss 
Stirling going down to defending champion, Cecil 
Leitch. Miss Leitch later won her third successive 
title by defeating Joyce Wethered in the final.
 
So 1921 was indeed a significant year, a turning 
point in American golf. Jock Hutchison won the 
Open and the claret jug went to America for the first 
time in its 62-year history. Golf Illustrated commented 
that ‘American golf is now on a par with that of the 
world at large and future American entrants must 
be seriously considered’. In the first international 
matches, later to become the Ryder and Walker 
Cups, the American professionals lost at Gleneagles. 
While the amateurs won comfortably at Hoylake, 
they performed poorly in the British Amateur 
Championship. A team of American women played 
in the Ladies’ Championship at Turnberry. 

Quite a year. The Americans certainly made their 
presence felt with a new-found confidence that was 
to express itself forcibly in the coming decade.
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Australia. In those days two rounds were played 
on the Thursday followed by two rounds on Friday, 
allowing professionals to return to their clubs for   
the weekend.

On the first day Jock Hutchison led by one stroke 
and Bobby Jones, just five strokes behind, was the 
leading amateur. On the second day, with a total 
of 296, Jock Hutchison of Chicago tied with Roger 
Wethered, an amateur, R&A member and former 
Captain of Oxford University golf team. Wethered 
was undoubtedly the hero of the second day’s play, 
having twice beaten the amateur record of the Old 
course on the same day – 72 in the morning and an 
afternoon round of 71. He would have been outright 
winner had he not stood on his ball in Hell bunker 
in the morning round, incurring a penalty shot. 
Tom Kerrigan, Arthur Havers, George Duncan, 
Alec Herd and Walter Hagen were up among the 
leaders. Abe Mitchell was disappointing after his 
fine form at Gleneagles, while Bobby Jones retired 
after three rounds.

The playoff between the amateur and profess-
ional over 36 holes the following day attracted huge 
crowds. Hutchison won by nine strokes, the first 
win by an American, albeit an ex-St Andrean, and 
the Championship crossed the Atlantic. This was a 

Fig. 4. Hutchison on his way to the 1921 Open 
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I 
N THE EARLY YEARS of the twentieth 
century, a series of Kinora reels were made of 
Harry Vardon, James Braid, JH Taylor, George 

Duncan and  Sandy Herd. These were designed to 
be viewed at home through a Kinora Viewer.  To 
understand fully why Harry Vardon along with 
Braid, Taylor, Duncan and Herd were shot on Kinora 
reels and the huge importance to golf historians of 
these reels, it is necessary to trace the history of the 
Kinora technology.1 Only by doing this, is it possible 
to hazard a guess as to when the reels were shot 
and for what purpose they were made.

A flicker of movement
Kinora reels descended out of two forms of moving 
image, the basic flicker book and the much more 
sophisticated use of celluloid film. The flicker book 
most assuredly came first. The first person to patent 
the concept of a flicker book in Britain was John 
Linnett, a Birmingham printer on the 18th of March 
1868. It was not until May 1882 that Henry Van 
Hoevenbergh of Elizabeth, New Jersey, took out an 
American patent for a flicker book. 2  

These flip books were but one strand in a 
lengthy succession of devices to create the illusion 
of movement based on the persistence of vision. 
They included the Thaumatrope (1826), the 
Phenakistiscope (1830), the Daedalum (1836 but not 
commercially exploited), the Kinamatoscope (1861), 
the Zoetrope (1867, based on the Daedalum), the 
Praxinoscope (1877) and the Zooprxiscope (1880).3

On the 17th of November 1886, Arthur Andrew 
Melville took out a very similar British patent to 
Linnett’s, which was called ‘The Living Picture 
Book’.  Less than three years later, in 1889, William 
Kennedy Laurie Dickson, working for Thomas 
Edison, began experimenting with celluloid film. 
These experiments culminated in the development 
of the Kinetoscope, which made its debut in New 
York in 1894. This was the birth of motion pictures 
as we know them today but it is important to stress 
that the Kinetoscope did not involve projecting 
moving images on to a screen. It was a viewing 

Who Shot Harry Vardon?

A Moving Tale of Champion Golfers
by

Peter N Lewis

machine that one person at a time could use.4

Now it starts to get interesting. Dickson was not 
an entirely loyal Edison employee and he helped 
Herman Casler develop a rival to the Kinetoscope, 
called the Mutoscope. Whereas the Kinetoscope 
used celluloid film moving in a loop, the Mutoscope 
was based on the same principles as the flicker 
books. A radially-mounted reel of photographs 
flipped over in rapid succession given the illusion 
of movement. Like the Kinetoscope, it was a single 
user viewing machine. 

The prototype Mutoscope machine was ready 
by November 1894, seven month after the debut of 
the Kinetoscope, and Casler patented it in the States 
that month. By June 1895, Casler had successfully 
made a prototype camera to take the images for the 
Mutoscope. A month later, on 30th July, he took out 
patents in France and Britain for the Mutoscope. 
The first official Mutoscope reel was shot on the 5th 
of August. Whereas Edison’s camera used sprocket 
holes to guide the film through, the Mutograph 
relied on friction feed. The film itself was 70mm 
wide compared to Edison’s, which was 35mm. On 
the 27th of December 1895, Casler and Dickson, along 
with Henry Marvin and Elias Koopman formed the 
American Mutoscope Company.5

Meanwhile, in France, the Lumiere brothers 
began using their Cinematographe system to 
shoot and project motion pictures. After a series 
of presentations, the Cinematographe opened to 
the paying public in Paris on the 28th of December 
1895.6

So, as 1896 dawned, there were four ways of 
delivering moving images: by looking at a single 
viewer device (the Kinetoscope and Mutoscope); 
screen projection; and the flicker book. As the year 
progressed, it became quite apparent that there was 
cross transference between celluloid film and the 
images required for positive image systems such 
as Mutoscopes and flicker books. Also as the year 
progressed, other types of viewing devices entered 
the market place.

In March 1896, Charles A Watilliaux, a Parisian 
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toy manufacturer, brought out his own version of 
a flicker book called the Folioscope and then on the 
10th of August, he and Siméon Clarapède patented ‘a 
device giving the illusion of movement through the 
quick succession of photographs or drawings’.  It 
was a small machine, which could sit on a table top. 
There was a reel of radially mounted photographs 
and a handle on the side to turn the reel. There can 
be little doubt that it was, in a simple way, based on 
the Mutoscope.7

The Kinora reel arrives
On the 10th of September, the Lumiere brothers 
patented the Kinora viewer in France, and in Britain 
a month later on the 19th of October 1896.8 The 
Kinora reel itself was 12½ cm in diameter (except 
that it is not quite a circle as there is a gap and a lip 
to feed the image through the viewer). The radially 
mounted images themselves were 2½ cm by 2 cm 
and there were generally around 600 to 640 images 
on a reel. There was no set cranking speed when 
playing the reel, so timings are never going to be 
totally accurate. Generally, the running time of a 
reel was around 25 to 30 seconds, which was about 
the same running for cine films in 1896.

The British patent stated that ‘the successive 
pictures of an animated scene [are] obtained 
by Lumiere Cinematographe or by analogous 
apparatus’; in other words these would come from 
positives of the celluloid films they were shooting.9  
The Lumiere brothers had realised that they could 
extend the value of their films by delivering them on 
the Kinora for home use as well as projecting them 
on screen for mass audiences. The basic principles 
of the Kinora system were much like a scaled down 
Mutoscope. Indeed, the Lumieres were forced to 
acknowledge this in the patent after a complaint 
had been brought against them by Casler.10 

Having patented the Kinora system, the 
Lumieres almost immediately gave the rights for 
it to Léon Gaumont, who at around this time used 
flicker books as an additional means of distribution. 
Louis Lumiere, writing in 1946, stated that they did 
this because the Kinora system ‘required mechanical 
elements which we were not equipped to handle. 
… We gave him [Gaumont] the patent and all the 
cutting and assembly tools which I had developed 
and used to make the pictures.’11 

Meanwhile, back in Britain, there was something 
of a craze for flicker books in 1897, most of which 
came from the continent. These were cunningly 
marketed under the generic title of pocket 
kinetoscopes, giving them a motion picture  cachet.12 
On the 3rd of April 1897,  John O’Neill and Robert 
McNally took out a British patent for a flicker book 
done with photographs. British film makers also 

realised the potential for using cine films in other 
medium.  On the 7th of February, Henry Short 
registered a company, The Anglo-French Filoscope 
Syndicate Limited to acquire Short’s patents as 
well as manufacture and sell Filoscopes but he 
did not actually register a patent in Britain for the 
Filoscope until November 1898.13 This was a flicker 
book in metal holder, with a small lever to ease the 
action of flipping.  Short was one of Robert Paul’s 
cameramen and the Filoscope used Paul films as 
subject matter.14 

The Mutoscope makes its mark
In 1897 Elias Koopman came over from America, 
followed by William Dickson. Their new 70 mm 
Biograph film projection system had debuted in 
Pittsburgh on 14 September 1896 and now they 
had their sights set on Britain to market both the 
Biograph films and the Mutoscope. The Biograph 
films had their premiere at the Palace Theatre in 
London on the 18th of March 1897, where they would 
hold a continuous spot on the bill until December 
1902. 

On the 21st of July 1897, the Mutoscope and 
Biograph Syndicate Ltd was incorporated.  Following 
the relationships and the financial dealings between 
the various Biograph-related companies can be a 
full time occupation, as the excellent A Victorian 
Film Enterprise: The History of the British Mutoscope 
and Biograph Company, 1897-1915 by Richard Brown 
and Barry Anthony demonstrates so clearly.

Initially the company concentrated on film 
production and exhibition along with the Mutoscope, 
for which they had extremely high hopes. The 
Mutoscope made its British debut  in Edinburgh 
on the 20th of December 1897 and then its English 
one on the 20th  of January 1898 in Birmingham. 
Almost immediately the Mutoscope and Biograph 
Syndicate launched a highly ambitious franchising 
of the Mutoscope. The Scottish Mutoscope Company 
Ltd was registered on the 11th of February 1898, 
followed by companies in London (the 4th of March), 
Manchester (the 16th of March), Birmingham (the 7th 
of April), Ireland (the 23rd of April), North Wales 
(the 24th of May), the Isle of Man (the 16th of July), 
Blackpool (the 9th of September) and South Wales 
(the 29th of September).  Five more were set up in 
1899.15

Each Mutoscope company was self contained and 
each held an exclusive licence granting it sole right 
to exploit the Mutoscopes in own area. Mutoscopes 
were rented, not sold and every regional company 
had quota of machines set by British Biograph, 
which they were contractually obligated to take in 
a given period.16 
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The Kinora in France
In June 1898, the Syndicate obtained the British 
rights to the Lumiere Kinora system. It should be 
stressed that the system consisted of viewers and 
reels. There was no special camera because to date 
all the reels had been taken from cine films. This was 
a very logical acquisition for the Syndicate as it gave 
the means of delivering moving image into people’s 
homes compared to the commercial property base 
of the Mutoscope. Although the Syndicate held 
the rights to it, it was not marketed in Britain for 
another four years.

However, it was being marketed in France by 
Gaumont. By late 1897, L Gaumont & Cie were 
manufacturing Kinora viewers and evidently selling 
reels.17 In May 1900, as part of its participation at the 
Paris Exposition Universelle,18 Gaumont released a 
promotional review that included a list of 100 Kinora 
reel titles as well as illustrations of two viewers, a 
table top one and a hand held one. The reels were 
described as containing about 600 photographic 
prints. In August 1900, a very favourable review of 
the Kinora system appeared in La Nature. It began 
with a description of the Kinora viewer and ended 
by stressing its use as a living family photo album – 
a theme that would be used when it was eventually 

launched in Britain19.
The peak of Gaumont’s activity seems to have 

been reached around 1900 because by 1904, the 
list of titles had been reduced to 62. Little is heard 
of any further Kinora activity by Gaumont after 
that date20. It is perhaps highly significant that the 
Kinora system had peaked and was in decline in 
France before it had even been put on the market 
in Britain.

The Mutoscope misses it mark
On the 23rd of January 1899, the Syndicate under went 
the first of its management restructures and became 
the British Mutoscope and Biograph Company Ltd, 
with the old company being formally wound up 
the next month. That month, February 1899, the 
British Mutoscope and Biograph Company Ltd 
issued a new prospectus. This declared that the yet 
unmarketed Kinora would provide ‘a considerable 
source of revenue’. The prospectus went on to 
say that the company had acquired the option  of 
purchasing, at an agreed price, Kinora reels made 
from the Lumieres’  large stock of cine films.21  

It would appear that the purchase of the Lumiere 
reels was seen as a way of having an instantly 
credible library of Kinora reels. The new Biograph 
film studio had become operational in the summer or 
early autumn of 1898 and it was certainly intended 
to transfer the cine films shot there to Mutoscope 
reels. The same process could be used to transfer to 
Kinora reels as well to further expand the library.

Meanwhile, all was not going well with the 
Mutoscopes. Sales of machines and revenue from 
those machines was consistently well below the 
projected targets. Furthermore, there were problems 
with the content of some of the Mutoscope reels on 
the grounds of public decency. There was a private 
prosecution in Swansea in April 1899 and a tabled 
question in the House of Commons on the 24th of 
July for the Home Secretary asking him ‘to urge 
upon the various local authorities the necessity 
for suppressing these indecent exhibitions.’22 With 
Mutoscopes not attracting the much hoped for 
middle class audience, the board shifted towards 
the idea of using them as illustrated news journals. 
It proved not to be a successful venture and was 
soon abandoned.23

On the 31st of October 1899, Koopman took out 
three patents for a professional Kinora camera 
for use in photographic studios. This was fairly 
essential for the eventual launch. He continued 
refining the Kinora system and during 1901 took 
out patents of multi-lens viewers. The company’s 
accounts for 1901-02 show that £765 was spent on 
Kinora research and development. The directors’ Advertisement for a Mutoscope
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report issued on the 28th of February 1902 claimed 
that ‘after three years of experimental work, 
involving large expenditure’, the Kinora had been 
perfected. One can safely assume that this money 
was spent on developing multi lens viewers and 
cameras. Although a wide range of viewers was 
available for the launch, a home camera remained 
on the drawing board.24  Meanwhile in the period 
between 1902 and 1904, the company also wound 
down its projected film side. 

The Kinora finally comes to Britain
The Kinora system finally made its debut in Britain 
in 1902.  By that year, the Mutoscope was in decline 
and the company was beginning to wind down its 
projected cine film business. 25  The actual workings 
of the Kinora viewer and the size of a Kinora reel 
had remained unchanged since 1896 and still lasted 
about 30 seconds. However, the average length of a 
cine film was now about four minutes.26 From the 
advertisements, it would appear that the Kinora 
did not appear until quite late in the year and a 
marketing campaign was run throughout 1903.

This campaign targeted the same middle class 
market that the company had tried unsuccessfully 
to crack with the Mutoscope.  For example, 
advertisements were placed in The Playgoer, The 
Tatler and The Illustrated Sporting & Dramatic News. 
They offered the viewer, a library of reels and the 
opportunity to be filmed for a reel.

A series of three advertisements ran in The 
Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News  in 1903 
at fortnightly intervals beginning on the 31st of 
October.27 The text was not subtle and proclaimed: 

The Latest & Greatest Achievement in Animated 
Photography – THE KINORA – This instrument, 
similar in size to a small Table Stereoscope, presents 
to the eye photographic views of objects in motion 
so life-like as to border on the Marvellous. The 
pictures are reproduced with perfect steadiness 
and cleanness, showing every motion exactly as 
in life, and can be viewed day or night without 
any special illuminating apparatus.  ANIMATED 
FAMILY PORTRAITS.  The Biograph Studio, 107 
Regent St.,W, have pleasure in announcing that 
they are now prepared to take photographs of 
persons whilst moving for reproduction in the 
KINORA. This is the only method by which the 
gesture, expression, smile, and other characteristics 
can be reproduced.  The studio is equipped with an 
installation of electric light which is unparalleled 
in the history of photography, and by the aid of 
which photographs may be taken in any light by 
day or night. A reel of 600 photographs costs £2 
2s; repeat orders 15s.  Price of KINORA complete 
with picture reel from £3 3s.  Pictures exchanged 
on a library system.

The ad copy stressed several key points. The viewer 
was small and did not require any special lighting. 
There was not the flicker associated with many film 
projectors and the prints were clean. There was a 
library of existing reels, presumably those bought 
from the Lumieres as well as versions of Mutoscope 
reels. The emphasis on family portraiture is similar 
to that we have seen in France three years earlier. 
The price, at three guineas (£3/3/0d) was not cheap. 
However to be photographed with your family and 
friends, it was necessary to go to the photographic 
studio on Regent Street. This really limited that 
aspect of the Kinora market to London and the 
Home Counties.

Other advertisements put the emphasis on the 
library of films. Indeed, the one in The Playgoer in 
June 1903 went so far as to claim: 

One nobleman extended over £3,000 in visiting 
India to see this [the Delhi Durbar Dec 02-Jan 03 
to celebrate Edward VII’s coronation], the greatest 
of Oriental spectacles.  All that remains to him is 
the recollection of what occurred.  The KINORA 
will reproduce for you as often as desired, this 
historical and glittering pageant, enabling a study 
at leisure of every detail.

The company’s annual report, issued on the 20th 
of February 1904, claimed that the value of the 
Kinora system had been ‘recently enhanced by 
the production of an inexpensive type of machine 
and by a camera which will enable amateurs to 
take moving pictures for reproduction in such 
machines.’28  Unfortunately for the shareholders, 
this was not quite true.  The Kinora camera for 
use by amateurs was still under development and 
would not be ready for another four years. 

As an alternative to the Kinora viewer, the 
company also introduced the Bio-Gem flicker books 
by the middle of 1902. These were short animated 
portraits of 60 pictures taken at the Regent Street 
Studio in standard Mutoscope size and bound 
together.29 Although it was a simple, down 
market flicker book, it was not inexpensive to be 
photographed at £1/5/0d/.  This compares to the 
£2/2/0d quoted in The Tatler as the price for being 
photographed for a full Kinora reel. The Bio-Gem 
seems to have had a very short life span.

After this burst of activity between late 1902 and 
the middle of 1904, there was then a long lull in 
any Kinora marketing activity. The cine film world 
was moving ahead quickly, with the first purpose 
built cinemas appearing in England in 1905 and 
the average running time for films increasing to 
fourteen minutes by 1906.30 Both of these events 
could be seen to lessen the desirability of owning a 
Kinora system.  
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In November 1904, British Mutoscope and 
Biograph ended its lease on its offices on Great 
Windmill Street in London and moved to smaller 
ones. This resulted in a large auction of surplus 
films and equipment, which took place on the 15th 
of September 1905. Among those items offered for 
sale were 517 Kinora viewers and 1,490 Kinora 
reels. This would indicate that they certainly had 
a great deal of Kinora stock to hand, unsold since 
the launch in late 1902. It is not clear if any of this 
Kinora material was actually sold off or retained for 
the re-launch.31 

William Smedley, the chairman of British 
Mutoscope and Biograph was hard at work playing 
the shell game with companies. He wound up 
the Mutoscope business by June 1906. He then 
took a dormant shell company called the Pioneer 
Manufacturing Company and renamed it Kinora 
Limited on the 22nd of May 1907. He sold the 
remaining assets of the British Mutoscope and 
Biograph Company to a new company he set 
up on the 22nd of November 1907 called the Bio-
Gen Trust Limited. The British Mutoscope and 
Biograph Company was then wound up on the 8th 
of November 1907.32

Better late than never
All of the above cleared the decks for a second 
launch of the Kinora system. This time, there was 
a vital new component for the system, a consumer 
camera. This was unveiled at the Franco-British 
Exhibition, which ran in London at White City from 
May to October 1908.33  The Kinora stand did not get 
off to a good start. A reviewer for the British Journal 
of Photography  visited the stand in June but found 
that it was ‘unoccupied by any exhibit’.34  The Times 
reporter had better luck the next month and noted 
that ‘the  Kinora Company exhibits kinematographs 
and kindred apparatus’.35  The new Kinora camera 

impressed the judges sufficiently to award it a 
‘Diploma for Silver Medal’.36

The Kinora System of Animated Photography 
was officially relaunched in November 1908 with the 
company offering a complete package – supplying 
both the camera and the special film for it, then 
developing the customer’s negative, and printing 
and mounting the reel. The reviewer in the British 
Journal of Photography was reasonably impressed 
and wrote that ‘the Kinora system of home and 
outdoor photography bears the same relation to 
the ordinary photograph as the living picture on 
the screen does to the lantern-slide, that is to say, in 
place of one portrait of a stiffly posed sitter, it shows 
the sitter with his or her natural animation.’37 

The long-awaited camera held up to 42 feet of 
unperforated film. The film for it was sold in lengths 
from 12 to 42 feet from between 1/6d and 5/3d or 
about 1½d per foot. The cost to develop the film and 
make it into a reel ranged from 1/- to 4/- depending 
on length of film shot. 38  

As had been the case in 1902-04, it was not 
a cheap system to invest in. According to the 
advertisements of the time, the camera, fitted with a 
Ross ‘Homocentric’ Lens F/4.9, three inch Focus, cost 
£15/15/0d.  Without the lens, it cost £10/10/10d. A 
light tight film box cost 2/6d.39 Advertisements in 
City Sale Exchange showed a range of viewers. The 
cheapest was a combination hand or table viewer 
for 15/-. A two-lens, hand operated viewer cost 
£3/3/0d and the clockwork version was £1/1/0d 
more. The three-lens, hand operated viewer cost 
£5/5/0d while, once again the clockwork version 
was £1/1/0d more. For those who wished to push 
the boat out, there was a pedestal mounted three-
lens viewer for £15/15/0d and a clockwork version 
for the usual £1/1/0d more.

Therefore, to buy the camera with the lens, 
the cheapest viewer and shoot and develop one 
reel of film would come to £16/19/3d. The Lizars 
Challenge Celtic Hand Camera, which was a 
conventional still image one, cost £4/4/0d in 1910. 
In simple golfing terms, Tom Ball won £25 for 
finishing second in the 1908 Open Championship 
and Ted Ray won £15 for finishing third. Owning a 
Kinora system was a serious financial commitment 
for many of the targeted middle class market. Brown 
and Anthony estimate that the cost of the camera 
and lens equated to three or four week’s wages for 
a middle-manager.40 Furthermore, it had to compete 
with purpose built cinemas, showing longer, more 
narrative driven films.

There were problems with the new camera and 
Smedley admitted at the Bio-Trust AGM in March 
1909 that imperfections had been found with it but 
these had now been corrected.  Nevertheless there 
seems to have been enough business to open a new A Kinora viewer
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Kinora factory in Letchworth that year.41

In 1911, a much more sustained and aggressive 
advertising campaign was launched. This time, the 
advertising emanated from another of Smedley’s 
holdings, Bond’s Ltd of 138 New Bond Street, London 
and put as much emphasis on the camera as the 
viewing system. There were a number of different 
themes stressed throughout the campaign, which 
started by June and ran through Christmas 191142. 
An examination of three of the principal sources of 
advertising reveals these themes. One was a stress 
on the ease of using the new camera and how good 
the results were in terms of quality. This quality was 
compared very favourably with the framing of cine 
films and the art of still photography. The second 
emphasis was on family portraiture, especially 
children. The third theme stressed the way the 
Kinora could be used for educational, scientific and 
sporting purposes.  

Not surprisingly, the advertisements and 
advertorials which ran in Photography & Focus 
between August and December put their emphases 
on the practical aspects of the Kinora system. A full-
page advertisement was taken out in Photography 
& Focus on the 8th of August 1911 with the banner 
headline of ‘The Kinora Motion Camera for Artistic 
Work’. Obviously pleased with the advertising 
being placed with it, the journal ran an editorial 
piece on the 15th of August. This was followed 
by another full page of advertising on the 26th of 
September stressing ‘A Great Opportunity. Motion 
Photography by Amateurs is the up-to-date thing. 
… Begin Living Picture Photography Now’.  

Next came a four part series of editorial 
advertisements under the heading of How To 
Take Living Pictures With A Hand Camera. Part one 
dealt with Apparatus and Materials, part two with 
Choosing a Subject, part three with How the Camera 
is Manipulated and part four with What It Costs. 
Each part was a full page with two columns of text, 
looking very much like an article.43 

On the 31st of October, the Company took a 
more direct approach and placed another full page 
advertisement entitled Nine Good Reasons Why You 
Should Take Up Kinora Motion Photography. These 
were because ‘Kinora Living Picture work is the 
newest and most up-to-date photography … Kinora 
Motion Portraits and Views are the fashion … 
Kinora Motion Photography of children and groups 
are the most enchanting and interesting product of 
the modern camera … Kinora Living Pictures are 
as easy to take as snap-shots, and produce fewer 
failures … Kinora supplies are cheap … If you are 
not taking Kinora Living Pictures you are not up-to-
date’.  Two other reasons were inducements; namely 
that the camera could be bought on an instalment 
plan and that old cameras of any make would be 

taken in part exchange. I will come back to the final 
reason shortly. The succeeding advertisements 
between the 7th of November and 26th of December 
all reiterated these points.44

The ninth reason to take up Kinora Motion 
Photography was ‘because you can earn money 
by selling Kinora Motion Pictures. Bond’s Limited 
purchase good negatives for the Kinora Library, 
and reels printed from your negatives will also sell 
readily, especially when you have pictured local 
events’.45

There was obviously a library of Kinora reels 
prior to 1908. We have already noted the number 
that were put up for auction in 1905. The vast 
majority of these would have originally been shot 
on celluloid film or for the Mutoscope. However, 
after the restructuring of 1907, the company does 
not appear to have had photographers in the field 
taking subjects for Kinora reels. The only reels 
being professionally shot were those taken at the 
photographic studio on Regent Street.

The concept of selling back to Bond’s to add to 
the Kinora Library was expounded upon in another 
major source of advertising for the year, the British 
Journal Photographic Almanac,  where two lengthy 
advertising supplements were placed46. One was 
entitled Latest Phase of Photography and stressed two 
themes. The first was to encourage Kinora camera 
owners to act, effectively, as stringers. The pitch was 
that ‘interesting events occur daily in all parts of the 
country, and the amateur photographer who is on 
the spot can secure living pictures with the “Kinora” 
camera.  The “Kinora” library is largely composed 
of pictures taken by amateurs.  Bond’s Limited are 
more than willing to purchase good amateur living 
pictures – they are anxious to get them, and they 
regularly pay prices of from £1 upwards for good 
topical pictures.’47  The second was to enfranchise 
local photographers around the country, who would 
be expected to pay for this right. 

A strong selling point
The other, much longer, advertising supplement 
elaborates on the study value of the Kinora 
system. It could be used for scientific, medical and 
mechanical processes studies. It could also be used 
for studying

various athletic sports, gymnastics, ju-jitsu, 
physical culture and the like. … One reel of Kinora 
Motion Photography may be made to show exactly 
how a famous golfer drives, putts, gets the ball out 
of a bunker etc in successive scenes which convey 
most valuable information. Another reel will 
demonstrate how a well-known batsman executes 
various typical strokes at cricket – and so on.48 

The great advantage which the Kinora viewer 
had, which cine film projection systems could not 
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compete with, was that the user could control the 
speed of the reel and slow it down to view scenes 
in more detail.  

This selling point is critical to understanding 
the golfing Kinora reels. In fact, it had been stressed 
several months earlier as part of a long series of 
advertisements in the Illustrated London News, some 
of which were half page and some quarter page.49  
On the 12th of August 1911 there was a half page 
advertisement with the headline THE GOLFER’S 
SECRET DISCLOSED BY THE NEW ANIMATED 
PHOTOGRAPHY.  The text goes on to say: 

The Kinora, which, without lantern or screen, 
shows living pictures taken with a hand camera 
is likely to improve many a player’s ‘form’ in all 
kinds of sports. Every golfer, for example, would 
like to help his club friends, and make them keener 
rivals by showing how he makes his best strokes. 
But this is one of the most difficult things in the 
world to do. The swift swing and movement of 
the club defy analysis by the eye. Similarly with a 
stroke of cricket, the action of a bowler, the ‘aim’ of 
a crack shot, and the like.

The Kinora Motion Camera is a British invention, 
which will do good service to the characteristic 
British spirit of Sport by enabling the successful 

sportsman to reveal the secrets of his prowess. It 
demands no skill in the user; anyone can learn the 
working of it in ten minutes, and make perfect 
pictures at first trial. And all these pictures are 
moving pictures.

But – and this is an important feature in the 
sporting use of the Kinora camera – the rate of 
motion is under complete control. A golfer or a 
batsman cannot ‘do it slowly’, so that the exact 
details of his stroke can be observed.  When he 
is being photographed with the Kinora Motion 
Camera, however, his living portrait can be made 
to move as slowly as may be desired, and single, 
instantaneous poses can be examined in detail.  

Running down the left hand side of the advertisement 
is a drawing of a golfer being filmed by the Kinora 
Camera.  

This theme is followed up in other lllustrated 
London News advertisements. One on the 23rd of 
September proclaimed that ‘moving pictures of 
Golf and Sport enable the Kinora-user to improve 
his form’. Another on the 7th of October stated ‘the 
All British Kinora Motion Camera  makes most 
enchanting child-portraits (in motion), pictures 
of outdoors, sporting and social scenes, studies of 
golfing strokes for practical use, and every other 
kind of Living Pictures at a trifling cost’.  Two 

Advertisement for the Kinora system in the Illustrated London News
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weeks later, on the 21st of October, the ad headlined 
screamed:

HAVE YOU HAD A MOVING PORTRAIT? 
Kinora Motion Portraits are the talk of the day.  
Everywhere – at the clubs, in country houses, in 
society, on the golf links (where Kinora pictures 
of players and their strokes are constantly being 
taken) and elsewhere. 

The copy on the 2nd of December waxed lyrically 
about a family Christmas spent watching Kinora 
reels with ‘an almost unlimited range of other living 
pictures – Public Events, Sporting, Athletics, Racing 
subjects; Famous Beauties; Celebrities at Home; 
Child Portraiture; Studies of Golf and Shooting 
etc etc’. On the 18th of November it was claimed 
that Kinora portraits and pictures from the Kinora 
Library were shown at golf clubs, listed as one of 
the places ‘wherever Society meets’.

It can be clearly seen that there was a significant 
emphasis being put on the Kinora’s use for 
studying sporting techniques and those of golfers 
in particular. There can be little or no doubt that 
the Kinora Reels of Vardon, Duncan, Braid, Taylor 
and Herd were taken in this period for the express 
purpose of showing for study the golfing techniques 
of champion golfers. In other words, they were golf 
instruction by moving image and were intended to 
form part of the Kinora Library.

The one surviving Kinora Library catalogue 
dates from this period of 1911 to 1912. The first 
page reiterates the policy of expanding the library 
through amateurs selling their reels back:

The Library of Kinora Reels, is continually being 
extended, the additions embracing every class of 
subject. Reels are supplied at the uniform price of 
3/6 each.

SPECIAL PURCHASING PRIVILEGE
For each second-hand Reel in good condition, half 
its purchase price is allowed on condition that two 
new ones are purchased for each one returned: 
thus, if three 3/6 Reels are returned, 5/3 is allowed 
towards the price of the six new ones, and so on.

SECOND HAND KINORA REELS
Second-hand Reels in good condition may be had 
(when available) six months after first publication 
at 2/6 

There is a total of 226 reels listed in the catalogue, 
divided into fourteen categories and no mention 
of any golf subject matter.50 However, all the 
advertisements in the Illustrated London News and 
the British Journal Photographic Almanac clearly 
indicate that a number of golfing reels were shot.

There was then a significant decrease in the 
amount of advertising in 1912.  Photography & Focus 

carried a single half page advertisement right at the 
beginning of the year on 16th of January, stressing 
the same points as in 1911.  There was no editorial 
comment in the journal.  Whereas the British 
Journal Photographic Almanac had carried 34 pages 
about Kinoras in its 1912 edition (published 1911), 
the following year’s only contained two pages of 
advertising.  One page featured the camera and the 
other page stressed the viewer and the library of 
reels.

The ad campaign in the Illustrated London News 
in 1911 had run from the 29th of July until the 2nd 
of December. The 1912 campaign was targeted at 
the Christmas market and consisted of three one-
quarter page adverts run at fortnightly intervals 
starting on 23rd of November.  Significantly, there is 
no mention of the camera in any of the ads. There 
are two other important points about these ads. The 
illustration accompanying the 23rd of November one 
shows a mother with her daughter on her lap using 
a hand held viewer. Three Kinora reel containers are 
shown in the background. The illustration on the 7th 
of December shows a husband and wife seated by 
the fire, with the wife looking through a hand held 
viewer. On the table is a rack holding a collection 
of Kinora reel containers. Thus there was a clear 
message that these are happy households with large 
collections of Kinora reels.51

Secondly, the importance of golf Kinora reels 
was once again stressed in the copy of the  7th of 
December ad which stated that reels of ‘sports, 
racing, golf, athletic and animal subjects, as well as 
public events in great variety can be obtained for 
2/6, 3/- and 3/6’. 

Although there was a marked decrease in 
advertising during 1912, another method of 
promoting the Kinora system had been found that 
year. According to the ad copy in the Illustrated 
London News, it was now possible to view the system 
and book appointments for sittings at Bond’s at 
eleven major retailers.52 This was a serious attempt 
to broaden the marketing base for the product.  

At this time, there were around 100 people 
employed at the Kinora factory in Letchworth.  A 
year later, at the end of December 1913, there were 
only twelve to fifteen people employed there. This 
would indicate that the company was experiencing 
huge problems and the great push of 1911 and 
1912 had not produced the desired level of sales 
or rentals. On the 11th  of January 1914, the factory 
burned down, bringing the Kinora story to an abrupt 
halt. No attempt was made to resume production or 
sales and the company was officially wound up on 
the 7th of April 1915.53  
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The reel thing
There is no way of knowing how many Kinora reels 
of golf and golfers were filmed. It is not currently 
known how many survive. In Barry Anthony’s 
1996 booklet The Kinora, he lists some 415 known 
surviving Kinora reel titles and it is recognised 
that there could still be a considerable number 
extant which are not on his list.54 The fact that the 
Vardon, Braid and Taylor reels were not known to 
him in 1996 validates his supposition. Anthony’s 
list in 1996 had identified three golfing reels, one 
of Sandy Herd, one of George Duncan and one 
simply labelled Golfer demonstrating. The R&A Film 
Archive has ten Kinora reels, three of Harry Vardon, 
three of George Duncan, two of James Braid, one 
of JH Taylor and one of Sandy Herd. The Vardon, 
Braid and Taylor reels were restored by The R&A 
in 2003 and the remaining four reels are currently 
being restored. 

There are a number of reasons why the Vardon, 
Braid, Taylor and Duncan reels were almost 
certainly shot in sometime during the great sales 
push of 1911 to 1912.55 

Dating the reels is an exercise in continually 
narrowing down the date band. The reels are all 
marked Kinora Ltd, so that immediately means that 
they cannot be earlier than 1907 and they cannot be 
later than late 1913.

We have shown how there were not any 
professional Kinora cameramen working in the field, 
so the reels cannot be earlier than the introduction 
of the amateur camera in 1908, which did not come 
onto the market until November of that year. So 
we can push the earliest date to 1909. Based on the 
state of leaves on the trees in the background of the 
Vardon, Duncan, Braid and Taylor reels, they were 
outside of the growing season, which would put 
them between October and February. As the Kinora 
business was virtually defunct by late 1913, the 
latest time they could have been shot would be late 
1912.   

So now we are looking at a spread of 1909 to 
1912. As we have shown, the marketing campaign 
of 1911 put a new and tremendous emphasis on 
the instructional aspects of Kinora reels and golf in 
particular. They also put an emphasis on building 
up a library of reels submitted by amateurs. This 
would appear to narrow the spread to 1911 and 
1912. One significant point to bear in mind when 
looking at the dating is the fact that George Duncan 
embarked on a tour of America in September 1911, 
returning in November.56 I think a very strong 
argument can be put forward that the Kinora reels 
of Vardon, Braid, Taylor and Duncan were all shot 
between the latter’s return in 1911 and early spring 

1912.  The Herd reel may well be slightly earlier 
and date from early 1911. This would fit in perfectly 
with the thrust of known Kinora activities that year. 
It would also place the filming outside the golfing 
season and none of the players were involved in 
tournaments or exhibition matches in this window.

There can be little doubt that the Vardon, 
Duncan, Braid and Taylor ones were shot by an 
amateur photographer with a view to selling them 
back to Bond’s, whereas the Herd was definitely 
sold to Bond’s.57 At this stage, for reasons that 
will become apparent, it is necessary to draw a 
distinction between the Vardon, Duncan, Braid and 
Taylor reels and that of Herd. 

 I think that the unknown amateur photographer 
who shot Vardon, Duncan, Braid and Taylor had 
a very clever idea when he set about filming the 
players. The Kinora had a limitation of 640 images 
per reel, giving it the oft-repeated running time of 
25 to 30 seconds.  However, there was nothing to 
stop a person conceiving an instructional ‘film’ that 
continued on sequential reels.

As previously stated, I believe that these reels 
represent the earliest known examples of golf 
instruction given by moving image. This becomes 
clearer when one analyses the contents of the reels.

A moving swing
There are three Kinora reels of Harry Vardon and I 
will go through each one in the order I believe they 
were meant to be seen and then do the same for 
Duncan, Braid and Taylor.    There is no physical 
evidence on the reels to confirm this, but I think 
common sense can prevail. The running times given 
are based on the restored reels of Vardon, Braid 
and Taylor where the speed was pitched to be the 
equivalent of film. 

The first Vardon reel lasts just over 29 seconds 
and shows a sequence of him hitting two drives 
and then a long iron shot, all filmed from the same 
vantage point. The second reel, lasting just over 22 
seconds shows Vardon hitting a full iron shot and 
then two half iron shots, with his hands down the 
grip. The top of the grip is clearly visible. The third 
reel shows Vardon putting and lasts just over 23 
seconds. He hits three putts, the second of which 
misses the hole. The location of the filming has 
moved to a putting green, which has a very similar 
background to where the first two reels were 
filmed. All three reels appear to have been filmed 
at the same time because of the consistency of the 
background and clothing. If  the reels were played 
consecutively, the viewer would be taken from tee 
to green for a par 4 or 5 – drive, long iron, approach 
iron, putt.  
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This pattern is repeated with the Duncan reels. 
These have not yet been restored, so I cannot give 
comparative running times. The first Duncan reel 
begins with him hitting three drives and then 
two full iron shots. The location shifts to the same 
scene where the Vardon reels were filmed. Duncan 
proceeds to hit three drives. For the second reel, 
he remains in this new location and hits three full 
irons, followed by three very short irons. His feet 
are very close together, so he was probably hitting 
chip shots. For the third reel, Duncan moves to the 
same putting green that Vardon used and proceeds 
to putt five times. Like the Vardon reels, taken 
together, the three Duncan reels give a complete 
demonstration of golf strokes from tee to green – 
drive, long iron, very short iron and putting.  It is 
highly likely that the Vardon and Duncan reels were 
filmed at approximately the same time.  

Similarly, the Braid and Taylor reels were 
probably shot as a pair. Both players were filmed 
against the identical background. There are two 
reels of Braid. The first lasts almost 31 seconds and 
shows Braid hitting five consecutive drives, all taken 
from the same vantage point. The second reel lasts 
just over 29 seconds and consists of two sequences 
totalling five shots. The first three are iron shots 
and the last two are putts. The location changes 
after the iron shots as he moves to a putting green. 
The three iron shots hit by Braid are all obviously 

short iron shots as there is minimal follow-through, 
something akin to a short approach shot to the 
green. The vantage point then changes to a putting 
green where Braid hits two very short putts. There 
is no change in Braid’s clothing, so the filming was 
probably continuous.  Taken together, the two reels 
could show how to play a short hole, drive, short 
iron and putt.

We only have one reel of JH Taylor, lasting 
just over 23 seconds. In the reel, Taylor hits five 
drives. It may be that there were originally three 
reels of both Taylor and Braid to match the Vardon 
and Duncan reels.  The missing Braid reel would 
have been long irons and the missing Taylor reels 
would have been irons and putting. This is pure 
supposition. However given survival rates of early 
films generally and Kinora reels specifically, it must 
remain a strong possibility. Perhaps one day other 
reels will surface. 

It would appear that Vardon and Duncan were 
filmed on a parkland course, while Braid and Taylor 
were filmed on heathland. I would be delighted to 
hear from anybody who thinks that they can identify 
the courses used.  

The Vardon, Duncan, Braid and Taylor reels all 
have a uniform look to them in terms of how they 
were filmed and what was filmed.  The Herd reel 
is quite different and packs quite a lot into its 24 
seconds running time. Unlike the others, it opens 

Vardon, driving

Braid, an iron shot

Taylor driving
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with an inter title card, identifying the golfer as Alec 
Herd.  This is then followed by a moving portrait 
of Herd’s face.  There is then a close up of Herd’s 
hands, demonstrating his grip at the top of the shaft.  
This is followed by Herd hitting two drives and an 
iron shot.  It concludes with Herd standing on the 
slope of a hill hitting a chip shot.  The background 
of the course is quite different from the other reels.

In many ways, it is a much more sophisticated 
reel than the others and tells a story of sorts 
within the reel.  There is the use of the inter title 
card to identify the golfer, then a moving portrait, 
showing off his face.  There is then the use of a 
close up to show the grip,  These are all aspects 
of Kinora techniques missing from the other nine 
reels.  The reel seems to be very self contained, 
which would mitigate against the idea that it was 
part of a sequence of reels.  

Physically, the central core of the reel is very 
slightly smaller than the other nine and has the 
number ‘355’ embossed on it.  This would indicate 
that it was incorporated into the Bond’s library, but 
it is not listed in the only surviving catalogue.  The 
box for the reel has a sticker on the inside saying:

This reel of 640 Pictures was taken by a Kinora 
Motion Camera and could have been taken by any 
amateur.  Send to BOND’S Ltd, 138 New Bond 
Street, London, W1 for the Gold Book of Motion 
Photography.”

This reference on the label of the box to The Golden 
Book of Motion Photography helps to narrow down 
the date range, as this was issued some time in 1911. 
Although it is very different from the other nine, all 
this physical evidence points to it having been shot 
at roughly the same time – namely 1911 to 1912.  

The fact that the Herd reel is so different from 
the others and the others so similar to one another, 
reinforces the idea that the Vardon, Duncan, Braid 
and Taylor reels were filmed by the same person 
with the same intention, namely tee to green 
instruction by moving image. As an individual reel, 
the Herd one is much more ambitious in terms of 
filming techniques used, which may be a reason to 
think it could be slightly earlier.  However the other 
nine are equally ambitious in terms of breadth of 
content.

The filming of these reels made it possible for a 
Kinora system owner to take Vardon, Braid, Taylor, 
Herd and Duncan home and study their swings 
in detail in the comfort of his (or hers) study or 
drawing room. The proud owner or renter of these 
reels could take advantage of the ability to play 
them at variable speeds, allowing an intense study 
of their swings. And that is why Harry Vardon was 
shot. The significance of these reels as the earliest 
known examples of golf instruction by moving 

image cannot be overstated.58  

A final word about the Kinora system
Despite its ups and downs, the Kinora system must 
have enjoyed some moderate success based on 
the number of viewers and reels that survive. The 
problem was undoubtedly that sales could never 
match the company’s aspirations. No technology 
is automatically guaranteed to succeed, even it is 
better than others which do the same thing. The 
Kinora system had many good points. It was safe 
and simple to use and effective. The user could 
control the cranking speed, which made it ideal for 
instructional and educational purposes, perhaps an 
asset on which Kinora was too slow to capitalise. On 
the negative side, it was limited by the physical size 
of the reel to a running time of around 30 seconds. 
The delay in introducing it into Britain meant that 
cine film rapidly overtook it in terms of running time 
and narrative. The failure to produce an amateur 
camera prior to 1908 was a huge drawback and 
there seems to have been continual problems with 
the camera. The failure to establish any professional 
Kinora photographic studios outside of central 
London gave it a very limited geographic appeal.  
Finally, it was quite expensive to buy and the costs 
of making one’s own reels were high.
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CAN AN AMATEUR GOLFER win prize 
money? In the nineteenth century the 
answer was not as clear as it appears today. 

This question first became a significant issue in 1885 
when the Royal Liverpool Golf Club sponsored 
what would be recognized as the first Amateur 
Championship. The tournament was open to all 
amateurs who were members of ‘recognized clubs’.  
One of the entries was Douglas Rolland of Elie, who 
had earned a money prize when he tied second at 
the Open Championship at Prestwick the previous 
year. At that time there was no formal definition of an 
amateur golfer, but in most sports those who played 
for prize money were deemed professionals. On 
that basis Rolland’s entry would have been rejected. 
However John Ball of Hoylake, at age sixteen, had 
competed in the 1878 Open where he finished fifth 
and earned £1. Not wanting to ban their favorite 
son, the Championship Committee created a rule 
that enabled them to ‘exclude any player who had 
accepted a money prize in a competition open to all 
comers; at the same time, if it is many years since 
a player has done that, there seems no reason why 
he should not by lapse of time to be held to have 
regained his status as an amateur’.  Not everyone 
approved of the Committee’s decision which found 
Ball eligible and Rolland not. Horace Hutchinson 
resigned from the Committee in protest. Despite 
his misgivings, Hutchinson went on to play in 
the competition where ironically he defeated Ball 
in the semi-finals. Allan MacFie in turn defeated 
Hutchinson to win the tournament.
     The following year the leading clubs in the United 
Kingdom assumed control for organizing the 
Amateur Championship with the Royal & Ancient 
Golf Club of St Andrews being the host that year.  
For the Amateur Championship of 1886 an amateur 
golfer was defined as: 

A golfer who has never made for sale golf clubs, 
balls or any other article connected with the game; 
who has never carried clubs for hire, or received 
any consideration for playing in a match or for 
giving lessons in the game; and who, for a period 
of five years, prior to 1st September 1886, has never 
received a money prize in any open competition.

The final criterion was similar to the Hoylake 
standard and would appear to be the basis for 
prohibiting amateur golfers from receiving prize 
money. However, this was not necessarily the 
case. A careful reading finds that amateurs were 
only barred from receiving money prizes in open 
competitions. In events restricted to amateurs, 
prize money was allowed with no restriction on 
the amount. Indeed, between 1886 and 1902 the 
tournament that offered the most prize money for 
amateurs was the Amateur Championship. The 
rules for the Championship stated each competitor 
was to be charged an entrance fee of one guinea. 
The medals winners were to have their entry fee 
refunded. The balance of the entry money, after 
paying all expenses connected with the competition 
was to provide prizes for the four medals winners. 
     The normal procedure was not to give the medals 
winners money (other than the refund of their 
stake).  Instead the winners were told the amount 
of the prize money they had won. They would 
then purchase a prize of their choice and have the 
merchant send the bill to the host club for payment. 
This arrangement is confirmed in an 1888 letter 
Leslie M Balfour wrote the Prestwick Secretary 
Harry Hart:

Many thanks for your letter of yesterday enclosing 
postal order for L1 1s being my entrance fee for 
the Amateur Championship of this year. I also 
note that in addition to the Bronze Medal I have 
received for the third prize, I may buy something 
amounting to L2 10s  & desire the account to be 
sent to you for payment.

What prize Balfour chose is not known, but the 
winner John Ball used his prize money of £8 to buy 
a ‘central fire breech loading double gun with steel 
barrels’ weighting 53/4 pounds.   The runner up John 
Laidlay used his second prize of £4 10s to purchase 
from Hamilton & Inches of Edinburgh a plated card 
basket and a plated flower stand.
     The prize money the amateurs were competing 
for was not an insignificant sum. Surprisingly it 
was nearly on par with the Open Championship. 
The 1899 Amateur Champion John Ball was 
awarded £30 in addition to his gold medal. £15 was 

Prize Money And The Amateur Champions

  Bill Anderson
describes a long forgotten practice
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awarded to  runner up Freddie Tait. Harry Vardon 
won the Open at Sandwich that year. He received 
£30 plus £10 additional to purchase the gold medal. 
Jack White received £20 for second place. The 1901 
Amateur awarded prize money in excess of £99 
while the Open purse that year was £115.

Although the value of the prize monies for the 
Amateur and Open were comparable, they were 
distributed in different fashions. Professionals 
competed for money prizes whereas amateurs 
competed for prize money. Hence for professionals 
the prize was money while amateurs being 
gentlemen were normally required to use the money 
to buy a prize. An exception was made for Freddie 
Tait who finished second in the 1899 Amateur. He 
sailed for South Africa, where he was to meet his 
tragic fate, before he chose a prize. After Freddie’s 
death in 1900 the host Prestwick Golf Club sent his 
father Freddie’s unredeemed winnings of £15.

Prizewinners at the Amateur often chose 
practical objects for their prizes, which bore little 
resemblance to traditional golf awards. John Ball 
(who as previously mentioned used his 1888 
winnings to buy a gun)  used his 1899 prize money 
to order two R&P bicycles built to order. The 
framed invoice for his bikes can now be found in 
the clubhouse of the Royal Liverpool Golf Club.  In 
1901 John Low chose a more traditional prize. The 
runner up to Harold Hilton at St Andrews that year, 
Low used his £20 prize money to order a hand-
hammered silver punch bowl (nine inches wide, 
five high) from WC Connell, silversmith in London. 
He had the art nouveau style bowl inscribed: 

Amateur Golf Championship 
1901

Second Prize 
 JL Low

To the author’s knowledge this is the only surviving 

Amateur prize. Does anyone know of any others?
After the 1902 Amateur Championship, 

the delegates from the clubs in charge of the 
Championship voted to end the practice of awarding 
prize money. In the future the balance of the entry 
fees after expenses was to be divided between the 
host club (75%) and the Championship fund (25%).  
The first Amateur Champion to receive a gold medal 
alone for his efforts was Robert Maxwell in 1903. He 
was in no position to complain. Maxwell had been a 
delegate to the meeting which voted to discontinue 
prize money the previous year.
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Centenary Help Wanted
The Strathtay Putter
On the 15th of May, 1909 the village of Strathtay 
opened their nine-hole course a few miles from the 
Highland resort of Aberfeldy. They were able to 
do so due to the generosity of a local landowner, 
Captain William Steuart of Ballechin, owner of the 
Tullypourie Estate, which had rented the course to 
the village for a nominal sum. The Club marked 
its appreciation by presenting to Mrs Steuart a 
ceremonial putter made by Bob Simpson, bearing a 
silver band commemorating her opening shot.

The Club still survives on its original course 
– short by modern standards, but in beautiful 
Highland surroundings, and demanding of hickory 

play. Accommodation is provided in a charming 
clubhouse, within whose honesty box visitors are 
asked to leave their green fees. Preparations are 
being made for centenary celebrations next year 
and the Club would dearly love to track down the 
presentation putter. If any member has news of its 
whereabouts, they are asked to contact Ron Beatt on 
01382 543262 or ronald.beatt@btinternet.com. 

St George's Hill GC ...
... are celebrating their centenary in 2012 and would 
be grateful for any information on, references to 
and images of the Club. Members should contact 
Jeremy Lowe  on 01483 223304 if they can help
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THE DUNNS HAVE BEEN ASSOCIATED 
with golf as far back as James I of Scotland. 
Their more recent history starts with the 

twin brothers Willie and Jamie born in 1821 at 
Musselburgh, the sons of Thomas Dunn, a plasterer 
by trade. They were both apprenticed to the company 
of W & J Gourlay as ballmakers at Bruntsfield, 
Edinburgh for five years, along with ‘Old’ Willie 
Park. Together the twins achieved fame as golfers 
in a number of celebrated challenge matches for 
wagers. Perhaps the most famous match of all was 
when Allan Robertson and Tom Morris took them 
on in 1849 in a contest over three courses. 

A great challenge match
The stake was £400, an enormous sum of money for 
that time. In the first match, at Musselburgh, home 
of the Dunns, they won easily over the 36 holes. At 
St Andrews the home course of their opponents, 

Robertson and Morris narrowly won. Everything 
now rested on the final match at the neutral venue 
of North Berwick. With eight holes of the 36 left to 
play, the Dunns were four up. Long odds of 20-1 
were offered against the Dunn brothers losing, but a 
storming finish by Robertson and Morris saw them 
all square with two to go, and the St Andrews’ pair 
went on to win both final holes to record a truly 
remarkable victory. 

South of the Border
In 1851 ‘Old’ Willie at the age of 30 was appointed 
‘Keeper of the Green’ at Blackheath. He maintained 
that post for fourteen years, having been joined 
later by his brother Jamie in 1854. Old Willie was 
then getting 17s 6d a week and Jamie 7s 0d. Before 
leaving Musselburgh, Old Willie was making early 
guttas. He had been trained as a feathery ballmaker 
after moving to Blackheath, established a club and 

A famous Scottish golfing family described by
John Downs

The Dunns

Old Willie Dunn (left) alongside Allan Robertson (centre)  in a posed picture from the 1850s, 
taken on the first fairway at St Andrews, by Thomas Rodger. Willie Park and Tom Morris are the other players
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ballmaking business – Dunn of London. It says 
something for his reputation that in the late 1850s 
his products were being ordered from Edinburgh 
by the Royal Burgess Society. His association with 
the London Scottish Golf Club dates from 1865, 
when he laid out an eighteen-hole course around 
the outskirts of the Common at the request of Lord 
Elcho. This was more than three miles long and 
proved too expensive to maintain. 

A new generation
Old Willie had two sons: Tom (1849-1902) born in 
Musselburgh and ‘Young’ Willie (1865-1952), who 
was born while the family were at Blackheath. Old 
Willie died whilst custodian of the greens at North 
Berwick in 1878.

Tom Dunn was appointed LSGC’s first-full time 
Professional, golf club and ballmaker in 1869, for 20s 
0d a week. He had his first workshop in a cottage 
beside the Windmill. Tom extended the Commons 
course of seven holes to fifteen and eventually to 
eighteen in 1871. He eventually left London Scottish 
in 1881 following the famous dispute between the 
Regiment and the civilian members. Later that year 
he returned to North Berwick, where he had served 
his apprenticeship and remained for eight years as 
greenkeeper. Numbered among his golf pupils were 
two Prime Ministers: AJ Balfour and WE Gladstone. 
Tom then came south once more in 1889 to join the 
Tooting Bec Golf Club. In 1894 he started a business 
as one of the early golf course architects, especially 
of inland courses. By the time of his early death at 
the age of 52 he had laid out a total of 137 courses. 

Tom had a stereotyped approach to the layout 
of each hole: a ditch and a bunker to be carried by 
the tee shot and another by the second shot, giving 
golf courses the famous ‘Dunnie Bunker’. In those 
pioneering days, the formula seems to have satisfied 
a large number of clients.

In a famous match on the Common course in 
October, 1879, Tom Dunn beat Old Tom Morris, four 
times winner of the Open Championship, by 5 and 
3 over 36 holes. 

Young Willie
In March 1878 when Young Willie Dunn was thirteen 
years of age he was apprenticed to his brother Tom; 
London Scottish offered him employment at four 
shillings a week. Young Willie Dunn, sixteen years 
Tom’s junior, grew up and learned his golf on the 
Common. He played in the Open Championship 
from 1882 to 1886, his best performance being ninth 
at Musselburgh in 1883. 

In 1886 Young Willie joined Westward Ho! Golf 
Club for a brief spell, then came back to London to 
lay out the Chingford course, before going on to 
Biarritz in the south-west of France in 1887, where he Young Willie Dunn

Tom Dunn



stayed for six years. Whilst there Willie entertained 
some American visitors with a few shots on the 
225 yard Chasm hole – featuring a deep canyon. 
He teed up several balls and drove them all on to 
the green close to the flag. Amongst the visitors 
was WE Vanderbilt, who turned to his friends and 
said, ‘Gentlemen this sure beats rifle shooting for 
distance and accuracy'. 

In the spring of 1891, Willie crossed the Atlantic 
and was appointed to construct a twelve-hole layout 
at Shinnecock Hills, which opened in June of that 
year. He also laid out a nine-hole Ladies’ course. 
He later combined these two courses to create the 
course of which he was ‘most proud’. This was the 
first links course on American soil.

Young Willie at the age of nineteen went on to win 
the first Open Championship of the United States 
of America in 1894. This was a matchplay event 
held at the St. Andrew’s Golf Club, Yonkers, New 
York, defeating his fellow Scot, Willie Campbell by 
two holes in the final. To commemorate his victory, 
Willie was given $100 and a gold medal.

In December 1894 six months after the first Open 
Championship was played the United States Golf 
Association was formed. The first US Open to be 
played under the banner of the USGA was in 1895, 
and Young Willie was runner-up. It was won by 
Horace Rawlins, a 21-year old Englishman, from the 

Isle of Wight, who had gone to America the previous 
January. This was a strokeplay competition, and the 
winner scored 173 for four trips around the nine-
hole course – two strokes better than Willie Dunn. 
Ironically it was Willie’s brother Tom who had 
helped to refine Rawlins’ game.

Young Willie remained on the East Coast of the 
United States until 1910, before moving to Ohio, and 
then by stages across the Country to California.   He 
returned to Britain in 1940, and lived here until his 
death in 1952. His ashes lie in Putney Vale Cemetery 
and there is a memorial stone at the site. 

The next generation
John Duncan and Seymour Dunn were the sons 
of Tom and the nephews of Young Willie. They 
followed their uncle to the United States to became 
course designers and teachers. Young Willie and 
John Duncan were both of an inventive turn of 
mind and took out patents in both the UK and 
the USA covering developments relating to clubs 
and requisites, of which the most interesting is the 
Dunn’s Patent Driver (known as the ‘all in one-
piece’ driver). An advertisement claimed this club 
added twenty yards to the drive and was almost 
indestructible. Another patent was an early version 
of the tee peg, in the form of a cardboard cone.

Old Willie Dunn’s grandson Norman W 
‘Dicky’ Dunn, was an honorary member of the 
London Scottish Golf Club and a private in the 
London Scottish Regiment. Dicky always remained 
an amateur and won the Yorkshire Amateur 
Championship in 1926 and the Lincolnshire 
Amateur Championship in 1934 along with other 
amateur championships. Ironically, as a member of 
one of Scotland’s most famous golfing families, he 
represented England in 1934.

The London Scottish Golf Club are proud 
to display the putter used by Young Willie in 
matches on Wimbledon Common and later by his 
son Dicky. This putter was given to the London 
Scottish Regiment Old Comrades Association GS 
by  Dicky  on the 17th of April 1962. It was named 
the President’s Putter, and presented to the Club 
for display and safekeeping by Tommy Williams, 
President of the London Scottish Regimental Golf-
ing Society after the reinstated Club match against 
the Society in 1991, (the winners of which can be 
seen displayed in the clubhouse).

The Club has recently refurbished the old 
Secretary’s Office and dedicated the room as the 
‘Dunn Room’.

The above article by recent BGCS member John Downs 
is largely sourced from John's history of London 

Scottish GC, which is reviewed later in this magazineDicky Dunn
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Letter from Oz
Golf Heritage Society matters
‘The Australian Golf Heritage Society’ is the new 
name for the Golf Collectors Society of Australia, 
since its merger with the Australian Historic Golf 
Trust. Formed separately more than ten years 
ago, the Trust held the collection in the Sydney 
Golf Museum while Collectors Society members 
managed the Museum. Now combined and 
renamed, the single entity simplifies the structure, 
continues sponsorship from the golfing bodies 
(men’s, women’s and professional) and has the 
objective and potential to develop the golfing 
community’s interest in its history.

AGHS remains good friends with the Golf 
Society of Australia, based in Melbourne, with 
the expectation of closer liaison, particularly on 
researching a shared history.

The Value of Club History
It’s hard to get history the right attention and 
priority in a place like Australia, even in a golf 
club. So a CHARTER for the golf club history 
group, developed to guide the club board on what 
to expect and what to resource, and to guide the 
group on what to do, starts with Peter Thomson’s 
introduction to the Victoria Golf Club’s history 
book:

Club golf is the very essence of the game. It is 
not the Open Championship nor the televised 
professional purses that give golf its plasma, it 
is the friendly matches played on home territory 
between people paying their dues to support their 
own links and nurture what has been handed 
down to them. That is the game’s lifeblood. In 
turn this trust is passed onto the next generation 
intact and solvent and in this manner a club 
perpetuates, carried along on a solid rock of 
loyalty and affection. Some clubs have a special 
character which sets them apart. It is not the 
quality of the course or the accommodation of 
the building that distinguishes them. It is more 
essentially the membership, past and present, and 
the file of achievement over a period of decades 
that creates a tradition.

That file of achievement is the club’s history, its 
biography, and a club without a history is a club 
without a soul. As time goes on it will be a difficult 
matter to do properly as incidents now only dimly 
remembered will be forgotten. 

Golf Heritage in Tasmania 
Bothwell has four claims to fame in Australia’s 
golf’s early history – the oldest course still in use 

(Ratho Links 1842); despatching D’Arcy Wentworth 
to the mainland where he established Grose Farm, 
site of the first course in New South Wales (1841) and 
John Brown Park to New Zealand where he was an 
early member, champion and Secretary of the Otago 
GC in Dunedin, the oldest golf club outside Europe 
(1871). Tasmania also produced the country’s first 
Australian-born men’s and women’s national 
champions (Clyde Pearce and Elvie Whitesides).

As residents of the island down under the land 
Downunder, Tasmanians look up to everyone 
and it develops their determination and pride, 
especially last May when the Golf Heritage Week 
occurred. It is an event like no other in its mixture 
of hickory and regular golf, on the oldest (Ratho, 
famous for its square greens fenced off from the 
sheep) and newest courses (Barnbougle, an old-
style links course) and others in between, some 
spectacular and all interesting; the national hickory 
matchplay championships singles and foursomes; 
world famous golfers in Peter Thomson, Lindy 
Goggin and brothers Peter and John Toogood; the 
redesigned Australian Golf Museum at Bothwell; 
a group including golf architects, collectors, 
historians, writers and publishers; and Australia’s 
only maker of long nose clubs, Ross Baker, now 
Keeper of the Ratho Green. Ross had prepared the 
newly restored ‘lost’ holes of the old Ratho course, 
redesigned by Neil Crafter, inspired by Greg Ramsay 
and opened by Peter Thomson. Then there’s the 
heritage component, including ‘Narryna’, home of 
the famous golfing brothers Pearce. And the social 
activities, including the Scottish Ball with haggis 
and a drop or two of single malt.

Local junior Aiden Boweman was National 
Hickory Matchplay Champion over the restored 
Ratho Links, while your correspondents, the Laird 
and the Mad Pom formed a useful alliance to win the 
foursomes. It’s a fledgling event, the Golf Heritage 
Week, but with its varied appeal it’s sure to become 
an important part of the heritage golfing calendar.

Golf Club Histories
Bob Ross is a proud father, this time of A Biography 
of Pymble Golf Club, of which he says in the Preface, 
‘I have called this a “biography” because I conceive 
of this Club to be a living organism. It certainly had 
a birth and an infancy; there were teething problems 
with the Depression and its adolescence during the 
War years was marked by anxiety. It grew after 
that to some stature, working through property 
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mortgages, bank loans for “home improvements”, 
the need for austerity at times in pursuit of the 
long plan and other situations that parallel private 
lives.’ The book strikes me as a fireside chat with 
Bob, complete with thoughtful insights and careful 
sentences, likely to be a worthwhile contender for 
USGA Book of the Year.

Book buffs Bill Clemow, John Lovell and Julia 
Hoffman combined their talents to compile a 
Bibliography of Australian Golf Club Histories, a more 
complete record than has existed before. For avid 
collectors of histories it is a guide to what you 
don’t have and for the golf libraries in Sydney 
and Melbourne it is a wish list. Of course, this 
bibliography, like all others, is a work-in-process 
– it doesn’t include Pymble’s book and will one 
day include the twenty or so histories we know are 
being written. As well, it’s a list by inference of all 
the histories yet to be written by clubs for whom 
the booklet Writing a Golf Club History is an ideal 
resource.

The AGHS Historians Group
BGCS Captain David Hamilton was in Australia 
during June, first a few days in Sydney, then a few 
more in Melbourne and then the Golf Heritage 
Week in Tasmania. The big event in Sydney, after 
inspecting Royal Sydney’s Robertson Collection and 

meeting The Australian GC’s History & Heritage 
Group, was the seminar, where David spoke on 
the ‘Scottish Golfing Diaspora’, particularly the 
professionals who took their craft and skills to 
distant lands, Australia included. The New South 
Wales Golf Club, set on splendid cliff edge land, was 
the venue and past Club Captain Robert Dick drove 
David around the course for an hour before the 
seminar began. David’s wit and wisdom delighted 
and enthused the 45 attendees. 

A View on History 
AGHS member Peter Hume writes:
History is indispensable in any area of human 
affairs; to have an appreciation of what has gone 
before simply adds a dimension that makes what is 
happening now so much more significant, so much 
more understandable, so much more valuable. 
Golfing history adds to the enjoyment of the present 
moment, increases our gratitude and respect for 
those who have pioneered the way, enriches our 
present sporting experience and ultimately, I 
believe, rounds out our humanity.

Guid Gowfin’

From the Laird of Leith
whose opinions are his own

Peter Gompertz (The Mad Pom) sinks the putt on the final hole to win the inaugural National Hickory Matchplay 
Foursomes at Ratho Links, watched by his partner, Barry Leithhead (The Laird of Leith)
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Auction News

THE USUAL SERIES OF AUCTIONS took place the 
week before the Open Championship.

Mullocks Sale at Ludlow, 11th of July
John Mullock reported that despite tighter 
international economic conditions, results were 
well in line with previous Open auctions, although 
there was some evidence of buyers being more 
selective across the three main auctions in the short 
period before the Open. 

In the golf clubs section patent clubs did well 
with a Jack White water iron making £1900, a roller 
putter £1800 and a more common Dunn Pyralin 
putter £380. Some distinctive early clubs from 
around the 1850s included two early blacksmith irons 
at £1200 and £1600, and an early Tom Morris play 
club at £1500. 

Balls included a rare and well-used random 
hammered gutty from c.1860 by Old Willie Park at £4400 
– but the rare Midget feather golf ball was withdrawn 
at £15,000.

The popular artwork section included two 
original oils by William Wells of Westward Ho! (c.1920) 
selling for £3400 each; a wonderful set of four Louis 
Wain golfing cat prints at £2050; and a modern Graeme 
Baxter print of Pebble Beach celebrating the 100th US 
Open and signed by the winner Tiger Woods at £575. 
Tiger Woods and Jack Nicklaus signed artefacts are 
generally in big demand at present. 

Bonhams at Chester, 14th of July
The Bonhams golf  auction took place in Chester 
on Monday 14th of July. Golf specialist Kevin 
McGimpsey told me that it had been the quietest 
one in the five years that he has been in the job: ‘The 
market took a correction … It could well be a sign of 
the times … fewer and fewer active collectors … a 
lack of direction … a weak dollar rate and a global 
recession. Golfing books both rare and common 
failed to attract any interest this time … however 
Ryder Cup material was strong as was everything 
rare and unusual.’

One of the most interesting lots was within the 
Royal Birkdale section – the  Wilson Staff No. 11 
small sized golf ball used by Arnold Palmer to win the 
1961 Open Championship at Royal Birkdale, signed 
in pencil by Palmer, with a letter from the current 
owner who at that time was Arnold Palmer’s driver 
for the week. Arnold promised him the ball if he 
won the Open that week. He pulled out his card 
marking pencil from his back pocket, signed the ball 

and gifted it to the driver. Sold for £930 including 
buyer’s commission.

Other highlights included, within artwork, 
Whymper’s Golf at St George’s, at £6000, and Craig 
Campbell’s modern oil portrait of Old Tom Morris, at 
£3720. Within a strong section of Walker and Ryder 
Cup memorabilia, the 1929 Ryder Cup menu made 
an enormous £3360, while Ryder Cup menus for 1931 
and 1971 each made £2160. Within clubs, a very rare 
and early blacksmith-made lofter went for £2880 and 
a Gilbert Legh patented driving club achieved £2520, 
substantially more than the £600 - 900 estimate. This 
compared with a fruitwood Philp putter, which made 
£2160 (est £2 – 4000). Elsewhere, a cased gold  Ryle 
Memorial Medal won by Harry Vardon at Prestwick 
in 1914 sold for £2760, and a rare Dunlop 65 Caddie 
point of sale figurine made £2760.

Maxwells sale at Wilmslow, 15th July 
Maxwells sale at Wilmslow had a good variety 
of memorabilia for all budgets, with 21 separate 
sections within the auction. The golf clubs section 
showed that patent clubs are still more popular 
than traditional long noses, one exception being a 
rare John Jackson playclub making £2600. Usually a 
solid section, book sales were disappointing. Balls 
included a rare Whitman & Barnes diamond gutty at 
£1550. There were some interesting programmes: 
a rare 1924 Open Championship programme from 
Hoylake made an  impressive £2100 and a scarcely-
seen programme for the 1935 Ryder Cup £1650. 
Memorabilia connected to golfing greats continue 
to attract interest: an original signed photograph of 
Old Tom Morris estimated at £800/£1200 fetched 
£2600; Gene Sarazen’s personal Open Championship 
Competitor badge from 1973 at Royal Troon made 
£900; and an interesting Bobby Jones Calamity Jane 
putter, one of 250 commissioned by Jack Nicklaus 
in 1976, £250. Within artwork, Garden Smith’s 
watercolour of St Andrews from the Links, found a new 
home in America for £1500. Highlight of the sale 
was the 1883 Open Championship medal won by Willie 
Fernie over Musselburgh. Bidding quickly rose from 
£40,000 to £48,500,  when it was knocked down to 
a UK-based private collector to create a new world 
record auction price for a golf medal. Other notable 
sales included: a Forgan hand hammered red gutty 
making £3800; a rare 1823 ledger from The Thistle 
Golf Club making £1950; a Chambers patent golf ball 
marking machine  fetching £500; and a Royal Liverpool 
GC handbook by Bernard  Darwin making £230.
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Letter from America
by Muckson
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SADLY, just as I was completing this Letter, I 
heard that Bob Labbance had died. Recognized 
by everyone in the golf collectors’ world 

and a prolific golf historian, the loss created by 
Labbance’s untimely death was as large as the mark 
he made in those spheres. He served as Editor of The 
Bulletin (the GCS equivalent of Through the Green) 
eleven years and 41 issues, reluctantly offering his 
resignation early this summer.  Labbance had been 
diagnosed with ALS in December of 2007.  He died 
on Sunday, August 24. The New England-based 
writer was the author of golf course guides, club 
histories, a biography of Walter Travis, whimsical 
looks into the future of golf, and more recently, the 
architectural work of Wayne Stiles and a review of 
Harry Vardon’s historic tour of America in 1900.

It’s certainly a gross understatement to say that 
Bob will be missed.

After great anticipation, the United States Golf 
Association officially opened the Arnold Palmer 
Center for Golf History on the 3rd of June, which 
included a visit from the ‘King’. In addition to a 
grand hall to display the permanent trophies for the 
USGA’s thirteen championships, the Museum will 
feature significantly more gallery space, extensive 
new space for collections, multi-media displays, 
and various player profile and historical exhibits. 
Perhaps of prideful interest across the pond is 
a 19,000 square foot putting course behind the 
Palmer Center, which was inspired by the Ladies 
Putting Green on The Himalayas at the Old Course 
in St. Andrews. Beginning sometime in September, 
visitors to the Far Hills, Museum can now also enjoy 
the humps and bumps and hillocks with replica 
antique as well as modern equipment.  

Later that same week the USGA unveiled the Palmer 
Center, Randy Jensen won his eighth National 
Hickory Championship held at Oakhurst Links 
in White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia – the site 
of what may be the oldest golf course in America. 
In what hopefully will not be confused with the 
National Hickory Championship at Oakhurst, the 
Society of Hickory Golfers staged the inaugural 
US Hickory Open in July at the Mimosa Hills G & 
CC in Morganton, WV  Jay Harris beat out Randy 

Jensen by six strokes in the 36-hole event. Harris also 
won the 2008 Belvedere Hickory Open in a playoff 
against David Brown. Not to be too upstaged, 
Jensen claimed another title the following month 
when the Canadian Open Hickory Championship 
was held in Sherwood Park, Alberta.

Also in late August, the PBA Galleries in San 
Francisco held a rare golf book (and collectibles) 
auction of items from various owners, including 
from the collection of Charles C Ratigan of 
Wisconsin, which featured a fine collection of 
signed First Edition classics. Among the featured 
collectibles were Harvie Ward’s Low Amateur 
sterling trophy cup from the 1957 Masters, a 39-inch 
tall, sterling silver International Team Trophy of the 
Pacific established by Chandler Egan in the 1940s, 
and a Calamity Jane putter described by PBA as 
'The original Calamity Jane Robert T Jones, Jr wood-
shafted putter that was given to Chuck Kocsis by 
Bobby Jones at Augusta National Golf Club’. The 
results of this August 14 sale can be reviewed at 
www.pbagalleries.com.

And, as the summer ends, that biennial classic 
between the US and Europe as well as the annual, 
national gathering of the American golf collectors is 
on the cusp of being staged in Louisville, Kentucky: 
the Ryder Cup at the Valhalla GC, and a week later 
the 2008 GCS Annual Meeting and Trade Show 
at the Griffin Gate Marriott. As in prior years, the 
Annual Meeting will feature educational seminars 
(such as Randy Jensen’s presentation on playing 
and repairing hickories), golf events, a trade show, 
and great fellowship. The speaker at the Annual 
Banquet will be Cincinnati collector John Fischer, 
III, whose father was the last person to win a USGA 
championship with hickory clubs.

I will finish as Bob Labbance closed his final column 
in The Bulletin this summer: ‘Enjoy every day, hug 
your family and don’t put off the fun stuff.’

Muckson
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Playing Hickory Golf
by
Randy Jensen

Randy not only plays well, he writes well. At the 
start of this survey of the world of hickory play, he 
tells how collectors in the 1980s gathered clubs to 
put on the walls or admire, then picked them up and 
swung them cautiously out of curiosity. Personal 
hickory play followed, then fun ‘Hickory Hackers’ 
events, and then came the stunning realisation came 
that in spite of almost 80 years of claims from the 
golf equipment industry, little has been added to 
the performance of iron clubs – and much has been 
lost. Some, like Ralph Livingstone, soon gave up 
playing with steel and many others have similarly 
seen the light, appreciating the charm and variety of 
the older shafts, and the need for rhythmic swings 
and skilful contact. Moreover, many golf courses of 
traditional length fit hickory play better than being 
humiliated with titanium.  

 Randy has logged hickory events from about 1990 
and the final section of this book is, as the dominant 
player in our growing organisations, his insider’s 
record of events. He has also gathered a remarkable 
number of photographs, action and posed, and it 
seems that every one of the usual suspects, on both 
sides of the Atlantic, appear here. The sepia tinting 
of the larger portraits is appealing.

 It is good to see him say that the hickory woods 
are often too light and that the irons’ sharp leading 
edges are a puzzle – no-one proposed to give a 
bounce to the sole, even for bunker play. He has a 
section on repair and care of clubs, and as a golf 
teacher, he has a long section on routine swing 
and play, with the hickory nuances added. A fine 
chronicle of our changing times. 

The book is available as a limited edition of 300 
signed copies in hard covers with 279 pages and 
over 350 photographs. It can be obtained from the 
publisher, Airlie Hall Press, North Carolina for 
$100, plus $10 p&p in the USA and $30 p&p for the 
UK. Email address is www.airliehall.coms

Review by David Hamilton

A History Of The Rhodes Golf Club 
by
 J Wellwood 

If you think this the history of a club in South 
Africa or some such far fetched lands you will be 
very much mistaken as this is the story of one of the 
Artisan  clubs  that plays in North Berwick. Not on 
the famous ancient links but on the equally testing 
East Links.

The original club was founded in 1894 but was 
in severe financial difficulties from the outset and 
when its benefactor, Sir Walter Hamilton Dalrymple 
moved to Italy some years later the Club folded. In 
September 1903, due to severe overcrowding on the 
West Links, the North Berwick Town Council began 
proceedings to purchase the original nine-hole 
course of the Rhodes Club and extend it to eighteen 
holes. The course was laid out by Ben Sayers. They 
also formed a Corporation Golf Club, which is now 
known as the Glen GC.

In May 1906 a meeting of shop assistants and 
others was held where it was proposed that the 
Rhodes Golf Club be resurrected and permission 
was requested from the Town Council for working 
men, artisans and apprentices to be given leave to 
play over the Corporation Links. Unfortunately 
due to the terms and conditions offered by the 
Council the founder members wrote in July that 
year ‘that the proposed Rhodes Golf Club is not 
now to be gone on with’. (Does that history make it 
the shortest-lived Golf Club?)

Happily sense prevailed and after due 
deliberations by the founders over the summer 
months they requested the Council grant approval 
for the Club to be formed at the terms stated earlier 
with no more than 100 members. Thereafter there is 
an interesting insight to the social golfing history of 
the working class over the years which makes the 
£7.50 for the cost of the book worthwhile.

Some of the very limited print run may be 
available through phoning the Starter at the Glen 
GC on 01620 892726.

Review by Hamish Ewan
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Burhill Golf Club 1907 - 2007
by
Michael Robinson, Geoffrey Wyborn, 
Richard Dare

As a Surrey parkland course Burhill is perhaps 
overshadowed by its more illustrious heathland 
neighbours. Nevertheless it has an interesting story, 
which is well-captured in this centenary history.

The Burhill estate was purchased by the first 
Earl of Iveagh, a scion of the Guinness brewing 
dynasty. Never wishing to live in the Estate’s hall, 
which now functions as a handsome club-house, 
he was receptive to the idea of a golf development. 
Two courses, the North and the South, were laid 
out by Willie Park Jr in 1907. The North Course 
(later renamed the Old Course) was an immediate 
success and remains largely unchanged to this day. 
But the South course built on meadowland close 
to the River Mole was prone to flooding and was 
difficult to maintain. Membership gradually eroded 
so that in 1928 the Club called in the receivers and 
their lease reverted back to the Iveaghs.

Harry Colt was commissioned to develop a 
second course on dryer land, albeit flat, and the 
‘New Course’ was opened in 1932. But Colt’s 
course was to be short-lived. At the outbreak of war 
the 2nd Earl, under pressure from the government, 
ordered the New Course to be set aside for grazing 
and agricultural purposes.

The sacrifice of a Colt was by no means Burhill’s 
only contribution to the war effort. The Club’s 
elegant club-house was requisitioned by the 
Ministry of War Production and Barnes Wallis was 
installed with a team of 200 researchers. Burhill’s 
squash court housed the design team for the 
bouncing bomb project.

Post war austerity saw no opportunity for the 
reinstatement of Colt’s course and it was not until 
2001 that a second course, designed by Simon 
Gidman, was opened. Yet again the curse of Burhill’s 
second course seemed to strike again as the greens 
of the course failed in 2004 resulting in a relaunch 
in 2006.

This book continues the trend of more recent 
club histories in having high production values, 
professional layout, and excellent digital photos. 
One feels the three authors, all long-serving Club 
members, have left no stones unturned in their 
researches. The result is a club history that reaches 
out to the society and times in which it has lived. 
The history is available in 180 + xvi pp and can be 
obtained directly from the Club (01932 227 345) for 
£25 plus postage. 

Review by Brian P Woolley

Durham County Golf Union
Centenary 1908 – 2008
by
Peter Sutton

The 1900s saw the foundation of a number of 
county organisations dedicated to the development 
of regional golf. A number of women’s associations 
have published their centenary histories, helped 
establish a new collecting genre, and been reviewed 
in this magazine. Fewer of the men have followed 
their example, and we congratulate Peter Sutton 
and the Durham County Golf Union on their own 
centenary publication. 

Structure of the content is familiar; a chronol- 
ogical account of the Union’s activities is mainly 
derived from minute books and local newspaper 
reports. Initial Union focus was very much on 
development of amateur talent through organ- 
isation of county championships and competitions, 
followed by matches and tournaments involving 
other county unions. The account covers the 
formation of the EGU and the Joint Advisory 
Council of the four home unions in 1923. Also the 
establishment later in the decade of what was to 
become the Sports Turf Research Institute. 

Durham is a small union of only around 30 clubs, 
and national playing success has been elusive. Their 
two successes in the Northern Counties Strokeplay 
Championship were both followed by near misses 
in the English County Finals in 1989 and 2004. 
But they have had notable individual success, as 
the junior coaching scheme, begun in the 1950s, 
brought forward Harry Ashby, with the English in 
1972 and 73; Graeme Storm, with the British in 1999; 
and Robert Dinwiddie, with a unique hat-trick of 
Scottish, Welsh and English championships in 
2005/06. A revelation to me was the long-standing 
association of Leonard Crawley with the County, 
as a member of Brancepeth Castle GC, though his 
teaching career and other sporting commitments 
prevented him from playing in county events. It is 
heartening to read of a steady stream of volunteers 
ready to take on administrative duties with the 
County, many of them former team members. 

The book comes in 184 pages with card covers, 
illustrated throughout in black and white, sepia 
and colour. Format is sub-A4 – sufficiently wide to 
accommodate two columns of text and the many 
illustrations, extracts and cuttings. 

The book is available is available for £20 
plus p&p from the County Secretary, Graham 
Hope, Tel 0191 5228605 or email secretary@
durhamcountygolfunion.co.uk.

Review by Niblick 
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The London Scottish Golf Club
by
John Downs

Along with Westward Ho!, London Scottish claims 
to be the oldest-established English golf club still 
playing over its original ground. This book, by 
past-captain John Downs, is more a portrait of the 
Club over its 140 or so years of existence, rather 
than a chronological history. It presents views of 
the Club, as seen by writers over the years. The 
themes are covered within individual chapters, 
each summarised by the author/compiler. 

The opening chapter, reprinted from the 
125Th anniversary brochure, gives the story of the 
foundation of the Club in the 1860s by the autocratic 
Lord Elcho. Originally organised to provide 
recreation for the London Scottish Rifle Volunteers, 
the Club later admitted civilian members to help 
defray running expenses. Attempts to introduce a 
democratic management structure foundered on 
Lord Elcho’s implacable veto, in a glorious Victorian 
contretemps that is described in detail. This 
eventually led to the civilian faction decamping to 
a separate clubhouse at the other end of the course, 
and the establishment of what eventually became 
the Royal Wimbledon Golf Club.

Other chapters cover the history of the Common, 
development of the course, the Clubhouse and its 
staff, an impressive list of professionals (including 
a good section on the Dunns), Club captains, 
colourful members, tournaments and competitions, 
and the Ladies. 

There was also a most interesting section on 
military matters. Original anxieties about French 
aggression in the 1860s proved unfounded, but 
the Company came into its own at the turn of the 
century in the Boer War, and a little later, the First 
World War. In peaceful times the National Rifle 
Association used the Common for rifle practice 
and it was a major pre-Bisley competition venue. 
Queen Victoria visited the first NRA meeting there 
in 1860 and scored an orchestrated bullseye with 
her ceremonial opening shot. 

Format of the book is conventional octavo 
in a chunky 355 pages with hard covers and an 
attractive dustwrapper. It is well-laid out with 
hugely generous margins that work effectively in 
conjunction with many sepia illustrations and a 
few in full colour. This is an important portrait of 
one of the earliest English clubs that should be a 
cornerstone to any collection of club histories. It 
is available from the Secretary of London Scottish 
GC, Wimbledon Common, London SW19 5NQ at a 
price of  £15 plus p&p. Buy.

Review by Niblick   

The St Andrews Railway
by
Andrew Hajducki, Michael Jodeluk & 
Alan Simpson

As we have seen in recent issues of TTG, golf and 
the railways developed closely together at the 
end of the nineteenth century and the beginning 
of the twentieth. Members who had the pleasure 
of entering the auld grey toun by rail will enjoy 
a nostalgic trip once again on this immaculately-
researched book.

The 288 pages describe the five and a half miles 
of track and its chequered history. It was originally 
designed by Thomas Bouch, the man responsible 
for the Tay Bridge. He was equally penny-pinching 
in his work for the St Andrews Railway Company 
and the track suffered from landslips, inadequate 
bridges and vandalism from disaffected locals. The 
two Leuchars stations are fully described as well as 
those in St Andrews. The book is copiously illust-
rated and will delight railway buffs. Unfortunately 
there is one glaring error: a photograph on page 162 
shows JOHN Braid playing from the track on his 
way to winning the 1905 Open Championship. Oh 
dear. The authors rightly deplore the building of the 
Old Course Hotel and I was interested to learn that 
the Jigger Inn, as it is now, was the station-master’s 
house, not an ancient hostelry.

This is no. 146 in the Oakwood Library of 
Railway History and it seems we may look forward 
to a volume on the other line from St Andrews 
to Anstruther. Their email address is sales@
oakwoodpress.co.uk

Review by John Moreton

Tarland Golf Club 1908 – 2008 
by
Janis G Smith

Before I begin the review I must confess to having 
a soft spot for this village, which is where I used 
to play golf in my schooldays when on holiday 
with my grandfather and aunt who were general 
merchants. My aunt was a keen member for many 
years and last year when visiting the Club I found 
some photos of her which I never knew existed.

This is a very short history of the Club although 
there is no mention of the records having been 
destroyed at any time. But let’s face it: better a good 
par 3 than a long and boring par 5. Tarland lies in 
the Howe o’ Cromar and when entering the village 
from the Aberdeen side there is a wonderful vista of 
Royal Deeside before you in all its splendour at any 
time of the year. 
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The Club was very fortunate with its original 
landlord, Lord Aberdeen, who had the course built 
in 1903 by Tom Morris; it is the only Morris layout 
in Royal Deeside. On Lord Aberdeen's death in 
1934, Lady MacRobert became the landlord and as 
her three sons all died tragically in aviation-related 
incidents the MacRobert Trust now administer 
the Estate and levy a very nominal rent for the 
clubhouse and golf course. To find out how much 
you will need to send £5 to the Club who will be 
glad to send you a copy. The address is Aberdeen 
Road, Tarland, AB34 4YN.

It has been described as a ‘Hidden Gem’ by Golf 
Monthly and the history is a short, pleasant read 
worth adding to your collection of club histories.

Review by Hamish Ewan

Worplesdon Golf Club
The First 100 Years: 1908 to 2008
by
Noel Stephens

In many ways this centenary history of Worplesdon 
GC follows familiar themes. Established by an 
Edwardian entrepreneur on Surrey heathland, it 
attracted a supportive membership of the well-to-
do middle and upper classes. When the opportunity 
arose, the forward-thinking members clubbed 
together to acquire and develop the tangible assets 
of course and clubhouse. Perhaps influenced by 
high-quality course design, playing standards were 
high, with a sprinkling of internationals. 

But some aspects of the history by BGCS member 
Noel Stephens take it out of the ordinary. There 
are excellent contributions on major personalities 
associated with the Club. The Wethereds played 
much of their early golf here, and have been well-
documented elsewhere. But the designer of the 
course, JF Abercromby, one of the great architects 
of the classical era is less well-known, and is here 
the subject of much original material. Also Charles 
Ambrose, well-known as writer and illustrator, 
but revealed here as a talented golfer in his own 
right, and benevolent autocrat in his between-the-
wars contribution to Club development. As one 
might expect, there is also a good history of the 
Worplesdon Foursomes, conceived by Ambrose 
in the early twenties as a good way of putting the 
infant Club on the golfing map.

Finally, we should record the extremely high 
design and production values for this publication 
in near-A4 size, x + 204 pages, well-illustrated 
throughout in sepia, black and white, and colour. 
It is available for £25 Plus p&p from Mr Chris 
Symington, Secretary, Worplesdon GC, Heath 
House Road, Woking, Surrey GU22 0RA, tel 01483 

472277  or email chris@worplesdongc.co.uk A fine 
club history.

Review by John Pearson 

Dunstanburgh Castle Golf Course – a 
History
by
Dr Peter Gilbert

Dunstanburgh Castle has always been a proprietor’s 
course, with the formal constitution of the Club 
being as late as 1947. The author/publisher is the 
present owner and he charts various changes of 
ownership from its foundation by the Dunstanburgh 
Castle Estate in 1900, donation to the National Trust 
in 1961 and subsequent leasing arrangements. 
The natural attractions of the duneland habitat 
bordering picturesque Embleton Bay, against the 
dramatic backdrop of the Castle itself, had good 
main-line railway links with Newcastle and the 
industrial North East. James Braid designed the 
pre-War extension of the course to eighteen holes. 

But despite these great advantages, the course 
appears never to have been a great commercial 
success. In contrast to modern multimillion pound 
resorts, residential development consisted of 
wooden bungalows set in the dunes to the north of 
the course. There were some months in the fifties 
when the major revenue earner was the sale of 
rabbit carcasses into Newcastle market. However, 
membership grew from the mere 50 after the War, to 
approaching 200 currently; the course has become 
increasingly popular with visiting parties.

There is a revealing contribution from Ian 
Sutherland, lessee from 1966 to 1987, who writes 
affectionately and lyrically about the course that 
he personally redesigned and extended over his 
tenure. And from Tom Foggett, the pre-War youth 
international who became the first Hon Sec and 
Treasurer of the 1947 club. He reminisces vaguely 
about hickories, brambles, floaters and square 
dimples, then grumps about the 1960s extensions.  

Having produced county champions, a youth 
international and Cambridge blue, the finest player 
from the Club was Jenny Lee Smith who started with 
cut-down clubs at the age of three, and went on to 
play Curtis Cup and to win multiple international 
championships as both amateur and professional.  

This modest history of 64 pages and card covers 
may have escaped the radar of the dedicated 
collector of club histories, being published some 
eight years after the centenary of the course. It is 
well worth the £5 asking price (plus p&p) from 
The Secretary, Dunstanburgh Castle Golf Course, 
Embleton, Alnwick, Northumberland, NE66 3XQ.   

Review by Niblick



The Captain’s Challenge
Winning the Ryder Cup
by
Bruce Critchley

This most interesting book by Bruce Critchley 
examines the captaincy styles that have transformed 
the patterns of results in the Ryder Cup, in favour of 
the European side. 

A brief overview of the history of the Cup 
describes how, between the 30s and 70s, with the 
exception of 1957, success became routine for the 
USA, while failure was institutionalised for GB & I.

A major factor in overturning this pattern was to 
extend representation to the whole of Europe, from 
1979. The other critical event was the appointment 
of Tony Jacklin as Captain in 1983. And it is 
to Jacklin that Critchley gives most credit for 
transforming European attitudes and reversing the 
losing sequence. Remarkably, European teams have 
achieved their successes while lagging behind their 
opponents in terms of individual world standings.  

Critchley describes how individual captains, in 
their different ways, have instilled self-confidence 
and belief, harnessed powerful egos, and sought 
chemistries in pairings for foursome and fourball. 

A short chapter also covers the similar, successful 
strategy employed by Peter McEvoy, as Captain, 
then Chairman of Selectors, for the successful 
Walker Cup teams of 1999, 2001 and 2003. 

Launch of the book is timely, a few weeks before 
the 2008 Ryder Cup match at Valhalla, Kentucky. 
It is the first golf publication of Icon Books, an 
independent publisher from Cambridge. They 
have impressive world-wide sales and distribution 
arrangements, save for the USA, where they trade as 
Totem Books. Design and production are excellent; I 
forgive them a number of basic spelling errors that 
detract slightly from the authority of the content. 
This is an illuminating read, available for a modest 
£12.99 from all good bookshops, and failing that, 
www.iconbooks.co.uk

Review by Niblick

of energy, ambition and high principles. Having 
apprenticed as a carpenter, he established his 
own building firm and by 1912 had succeeded in 
acquiring the thousand-acre St Georges Hill estate. 
A previous trip to the United States had already 
suggested the model of luxury houses with a golf 
course meandering through, and to the gratitude 
of golf course historians, he appointed Harry Colt, 
then working at nearby Sunningdale, to design 
the course. Contemporary postcards graphically 
illustrate the task of men and horses dynamiting 
their way through dense forest to create a course 
which has changed little to this day.

The twenties saw Tarrant in his professional 
prime. Whilst St Georges Hill continued to develop 
he acquired the Wentworth Estate in 1923. Again 
the recipe of luxury housing and golf courses was 
employed, and again Colt was commissioned to 
design two layouts, now the West and East courses. 
Colt and Tarrant were to work together again in 
1929 when a short second course was built at St 
Georges Hill, of which nine holes were lost in the 
Second World War. 

Tarrant did not simply construct houses, he also 
manufactured and designed the building materials, 
giving him total control of the building process. At 
his peak he employed an army of 5,000 workers 
encompassing brickworks, ironworks, carpentry 
workshops and even landscape nurseries. The high 
overheads of this approach were to be Tarrant’s 
undoing after the Wall Street crash when his business 
began to encounter cash flow difficulties. In 1931 
St George’s Hill was sold to its members but this 
still could not prevent Wentworth from defaulting 
on a debenture interest payment. Although Tarrant 
was forced to resign, the company went into 
administration rather than outright liquidation and 
repaid all debts within a few years.

This is not a golfing book per se, but Tarrant’s 
life is so inextricably caught up in the development 
of St George’s Hill and Wentworth it gives a 
fascinating insight into how these great inland 
courses were conceived and financed. With no 
preservation orders, many of Tarrant’s houses are 
now being pulled down to make way for larger, 
and in many cases vulgar successors. However 
Tarrant’s partnership with the genius of Colt will at 
least ensure an enduring golfing legacy.

Richard Morris has done a service in bringing 
our attention to the career of a remarkable man. We 
can only wait for the St Georges Hill club centenary 
with eager anticipation. The book consists of 216 
pages, with a soft cover. It can be obtained directly 
from the author/publisher Richard Morris, at 
norrischiswick@aol.com, tel 0208 994 4266. Cost is  
£18.00 plus £4.00 p&p.

Review by Brian P Woolley

The Life and Works of WG Tarrant
by
Richard Norris

Richard Norris is closely involved in the research and 
planning of the St George’s Hill centenary history 
due to be published in 2012-13. He has undertaken 
a brief detour from these researches to publish this 
biography of WG Tarrant, the developer and builder 
of both the St Georges Hill and Wentworth estates.

Born in 1875, the son of a policeman, Tarrant 
was typical of the late Victorian generation: men 


